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PREFACE.

The Cabinet of the Mint has heretofore chiefly been devoted to the conser

vation of ancient and modern coins. But from time to time a few medals have

been procured and specimens of ores and minerals obtained; and thus it has

been gradually increasing. Recently, however, it has been much enlarged by

the addition of the handsome and full collection of the Washington Medals, and

by the purchase of a well selected cabinet of ores and minerals.

In view of these additions to the Cabinet and of the frequent applications

which are made for a descriptive list of the Washington pieces, it has been

deemed expedient to publish the present work.

As one of the objects of this publication is to present a description of the

medallic memorials of Washington, a brief statement in relation to the manner

in which that collection was made may not be unworthy of notice.

In the early part of the year 1859 it occurred to the writer that it would be

interesting, and no doubt gratifying to the public taste, to collect and place in

the Cabinet of the National Mint one or more specimens of all the medallic

memorials of Washington which could be obtained. At that time he did not

know of the existence of more than twenty of such memorials. The Cabinet of

the Mint contained only four or five specimens besides the pieces known as the

Washington Cents. During an investigation subsequently made, it was ascer

tained that there were at least sixty different medals, ete. of the above character.

To obtain specimens of these medals and of such others as had escaped no

tice, a circular was issued inviting the assistance of the public to procure them.

The newspaper press seconded the effort by giving a general notice of the request,

and many collectors of coins, with other gentlemen, have rendered the most

valuable and efficient assistance. Under these influences, and with these advan

tages, we have been enabled to gather together a large and interesting collection

of these medallic memorials, embracing one hundred and thirty-eight specimens.

2 (v)



VI PREFACE.

The collection thus made was arranged in an appropriate case, and formally

inaugurated, as a part of the Cabinet of the Mint, on the 22d day of February,

1860, in the presence of the officers and workmen; on which occasion the fare
well address was read and remarks were made by several of the officers of the

institution. A small medal, described on page 42, and represented in Plate XIV.
was struck in May, 1859, to commemorate the commencement of the Cabinet.

The medal which appears on Plate XVII. and is described on page 46, is a

memorial of the inauguration of the collection in the Mint. The portrait of

Washington, which appears upon the obverse of this medal, is undoubtedly a

good likeness of the great original, and is equal as a work of art to any of the

other Washington Medals. Houdon's bust and Du Vivier's "Washington

before Boston" were used as the models for it
,

with some modifications, which

are the result of a careful comparative examination of the numerous portraits

and busts of Washington which have come under our observation. The medal

was designed and executed by Mr. A. C. Paquet, an assistant engraver at the

Mint. It may be interesting here to state that the venerable Rembrandt Peale, to

whom one of the medals was presented, says in reply: "In acknowledging the

receipt of your polite note of yesterday, accompanied by the Memorial Medal of

Washington, I would express the peculiar pleasure your present affords me as a

specimen of American art, gracefully designed, exquisitely finished, and the best

medallic likeness of the great original which has come under my notice." As
this gentleman is an artist of distinguished merit, and is the only one now living

to whom Washington sat for his portrait, his testimonial in regard to the fidelity

of the likeness on the "Memorial Medal," is highly important and interesting.1

In this publication we present an engraving, or a description, of all the Wash

ington pieces in the collection. We wish our readers to bear this fact in their

recollection, because one of the objects of the publication is to increase the

Washington Cabinet. If any of our readers, therefore, has in his possession,

or is aware of the existence of any medal, medalet, coin or token, on which the

head or name of Washington appears aud which is not herein mentioned or

described, we hope such person will inform us of the fact and assist in placing it

in this national institution.

The visitor to the Mint will find the "Washington Medallic Collection" in

the west room of the Cabinet, where the pieces are arranged in the form of a

1 Since this work has been prepared for the press, this eminent artist has departed this life.

He died on the 4th day of October, 1860, in the 83d year of his age.



PREFACE. vii

monument, as is represented on the reverse of the "Cabinet Medal." These

medals of our Washington differ greatly as works of art ; and the most of them

fail to present any likeness of his heroic and benevolent countenance ; but they

show his wide-spread fame, and are striking exhibitions of that enduring grati

tude and affection which his noble and disinterested services to his country were

so well calculated to inspire.

May these memorials long remain in this national institution under the flag of

that Union which he, as an instrument in the hands of Providence, established —

a monument to his immortal memory.1

The other parts of the work are devoted to descriptions of the National Medals

of the United States, and of the various Miscellaneous Medals, American and

Foreign, in the Cabinet. A description is also given of the Ores and Minerals,

and other objects of interest and curiosity, that have been placed therein. To

which we have added a Biographical Notice of the Directors of the Mint from its

organization until the year 1851, whose portraits adorn the Central Saloon of the

Cabinet.

This work, in conjunction with the Mint Manual of Coins, recently published,

completes the description of the objects of interest and curiosity collected and

exhibited in the Museum or Cabinet of the Mint of the United States.

Philadelphia, Sept. 1800.

1 The union of the States has been disturbed by events which have transpired since this

work was placed in the hands of the publishers. The country is in imminent peril ; but it

will, we trust, survive the shock. An overruling Providence will, we believe, so direct events

as to restore peace and prosperity to this once happy and united, but now depressed and

distracted country. In the words of the Psalmist, let us "offer the sacrifices of righteous

ness, and put our trust in the Lord."

J. R. S.



NOTE.

We do not consider it necessary to mention the material of the medals herein described,

except such as have been ordered by Congress, or by some other public authority. The

other pieces are more or less interesting from the character of their devices, and the size

and execution of the medals, and not on account of their metallic composition ; moreover,

copies from the same die are frequently struck in different metals. It was not, therefore,

our intention to name the metals of which these memorials are composed, although it has

been inadvertently done in one or two instances, as is the case in describing the Georghis

Triumpho on page 40.

A few typographical errors appear in this work, the most important of which are the

following :—

At page 33, for " No. 139" read No. 135 ; p. 34, for " 135 and 136" read 131 and 132 ;

same page, for "141" read 137; p. 35, last line, for "1779" read 1799; p. 37, for "142"

read 138 ; p. 42, for " Patria" read Patrije ; p. 44, for " J. Manley" read J. Manly ; p. 48,

sixth line from top, for " Reverse" read RE(signcd).

(viii)
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THE WASHINGTON MEDALS.

It was proposed, during the administration of Washington,

to place his effigy on the coins of the United States; and with

that view, in 1791 and 1792, before the Mint was regularly in

operation, several experimental dies were prepared with his por

trait upon the obverse or principal side. From these dies the

well-known "Washington cents" were issued. There is some

diversity of opinion whether they were coined in this country or

in England. Without entering upon the discussion of this ques

tion, we may state that it is highly probable the specimens now

existing, bearing the date of 1791, were made in England; and

that the pieces dated 1792 were struck in this country, from

experimental dies prepared for a regular coinage when a mint

would be established. These last-named pieces were first issued

about the time the bill for establishing the Mint was pending

before Congress. In this bill, which originated in the Senate,

it was proposed that upon the coins of the United States there

should be placed "a representation of the head of the Presi

dent;" but the House of Representatives struck out these words,

and inserted the following: "upon one side of said coins there

shall be an impression emblematic of Liberty." The Senate subse

quently concurred in the amendment, and the bill, in that form,

became a law.

3 (13)



1 1 T1IK WASHINGTON MKDAI.S.

It is a well-ascertained fact that Washington did not favor

the proposition to place his likeness upon the coins of the United

States. It is even said, that when several specimens of that

description were exhibited to him, for his inspection and appro

bation, he indignantly ordered the dies to be destroyed ; and

expressed his desire that there should be placed on the coins an

ideal head of Liberty. In this incident he exhibited his accus

tomed self-denial and disinterested patriotism. His view of the

subject was undoubtedly correct. The right to coin money is one

of the highest attributes of sovereignty; and hence, in regal gov

ernments, it is proper that the head of the sovereign should

appear upon the coinage; but in a republic an ideal figure or some

symbol of an impersonal character seems the most appropriate.

The portrait of Washington, although properly excluded from the

coinage, may, nevertheless, be justly regarded as an emblem of

liberty; that is to say, of constitutional liljerty, such as is so hap

pily established by the government of the United States.

Although the head of Washington does not appear upon the

coinage, there seems a disposition everywhere to supply this omis

sion by placing it on a great variety of medals, medalets, and

tokens. These medallic memorials, executed in Europe as well as

in this country, show how much he was beloved in life, and how

greatly his memory is revered. A description of them is one of

his highest eulogiums. The legends and inscriptions show that,

for him, the vocabulary of affection and gratitude is well-nigh

exhausted. The following are a few examples: "The Hero of

Freedom;" "the Father of Constitutional Liberty;" "the Pride of

his Country;" "the Ornament of Human Nature;" "Millions yet

unborn will venerate his memory;" "Providence caused him to be

childless, that the nation might call him Father;" "Time increases

his fame;" "He is in glory, the world in tears."

It is remarkable that not one of the Washington pieces repre
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sents or commemorates a battle. In contrast with this, how strik

ing is the fact that the medals which illustrate the career of

Napoleon, and present a history of his eventful life, are chiefly

devoted to battles and military triumphs. Our Washington was

not only pre-eminent in war, but he was " the firm friend to peace

and humanity."1 He preferred peace to war. So the American

eagle, the heraldic emblem of our country, holds in his rigid talon

the olive branch of peace, and in his left the arrows of war.

In the medal which was struck at Paris in 1778, by the direc

tion of Voltaire,2 it is said of Washington, "reunit par une rare

assemblage les talens du guerrier et les vertus du sage." This

was true of hira in 1778; but how much more so was it in after-

years, when, having conquered the invading armies of George III.
and given peace to his country, he surrendered his commission to

Congress and retired to his estate on the banks of the Potomac.

And then again, with disinterested patriotism, leaving his much-

loved Mount Vernon, to place the liberties of his country on a

firm basis by the establishment of the Constitution of the United

States. And then again, called forth by the unanimous voice of

his countrymen to form a new government on the hitherto untried

principle that the people ought to make the laws, and the laws

should govern; and, having successfully carried into effect this

great experiment, voluntarily relinquished his authority and re

tired to private life, regarded by his countrymen as their most

illustrious benefactor, and by all mankind as an ornament to

humanity.

One of the medals herein described commemorates his relin

quishment of military and civil authority/' The sword and the

1 London cent of 1795. Plate XI. figure 41. * Plate IV. figure 4.

3 Plate VII. figure 15. This medal, and that of Washington and Franklin, usually

called the Peace Medal. (Plate VII. figure IT,) were gotten up by Joseph Sansom, of

Philadelphia.
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fasces, inclosed by the olive wreath, are placed upon the table of

the Union. Happy America, if Washington's example of patriot

ism, virtue, and self-denial shall always be followed by her sons!

During the period of Washington's administration, the govern

ment of the United States was at Philadelphia. The Mint was

then located in Seventh Street, below Arch, on the east side. The

residence of the President being in High Street, now called Mar

ket, only two or three squares from the Mint, he was in the habit

of visiting it daily, as we are informed, and manifested a deep

interest in its operations.1

Washington refers to the Mint in nearly every one of his

addresses to Congress. For example, in October, 1791, he uses

the following language: "The disorders in the existing currency,

and especially the scarcity of small change, a scarcity so par

ticularly distressing to the poorer classes, strongly recommend the

carrying into effect the resolution already entered into concerning

the establishment of a mint. Measures have been taken, pur

suant to that resolution, for procuring some of the most necessary

artists, together with the requisite apparatus."

The resolutions referred to in this address were passed March

3d, 1791, as follows: "1. That a mint shall be established under

such regulations as shall be directed by law. 2. That the Presi

dent of the United States be authorized to cause to be engaged

such principal artists as shall be necessar}- to carry the preceding

1 The residence of the President and the location of the Mint are taken from the

Directory of Philadelphia for the year 1793, published by James Hardie. Under the

appropriate heads and titles it has the following :—

"Washington, George, President United States, 190 High Street. Mint, No. 29 North

Seventh Street."

"Officers of the Mint: David Rittenhouse, Director; Henry Voight, Chief Coiner;

Tristram Dalton, Treasurer. The Assayer and the Engraver not yet appointed. A
number of cents have been already issued, and it is expected that the coinage of gold

and silver will commence in a short time."
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resolution into effect, and to stipulate the tonus and conditions of

their service, and also to cause to be procured such apparatus as

shall be requisite for the same purpose."

In his fourth annual address, November 6th, 1792, he says: "In
execution of the authority given by the legislature, measures have

been taken for engaging some artists from abroad to aid in the

establishment of our Mint. Others have been employed at home.

Provisions have been made of the requisite buildings, and these

are now putting into proper condition for the purposes of the

establishment. There has been a small beginning in the coinage

of half dismes, the want of small coins in circulation calling the

first attention to them. The regulation of foreign coins in corres

pondence with the principles of our national coinage, as being-

essential to their due operation, and to order in our money con

cerns, will, 1 doubt not, be resumed and completed."1

Again, in his address on the 19th November, 1794, he informs

Congress that "the Mint of the United States has entered upon

the coinage of the precious metals, and considerable sums of

defective coins and bullion have been lodged with the Director by

individuals. There is a pleasing prospect that the institution will,

at no remote day, realize the expectation which was originally

formed of its utility."

The act of Congress establishing the Mint of the United States

was approved by President Washington the 3d day of March,

1792. The next year, 1793, the Mint commenced operations by

•The following resolution on this subject was passed by Congress, July 6th, 1185:

"I. That the money unit of the United States be one dollar. 2. That the smallest coin

be of copper, of which two hundred shall pass for one dollar. 3. That the several pieces

shall increase in a decimal ratio." And on the 8th of August, 1786, Congress further

resolved: "That the money of account, to correspond with the division of coins agree

ably to the above resolution, proceed in a decimal ratio; and that the decimal parts of

the dollar shall be the mill, the cent, and the dime."
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the coinage of cents and half cents. In 1794, besides the copper

coins, it struck silver coins, namely, dollars, half dollars, and half

dimes. In 1795 it commenced the coinage- of gold, by issuing

eagles and half eagles.

The half dimes stated by Washington to have been coined in

1792 were struck before the Mint was regularly in operation, and,

it is said, that he furnished the bullion for the coinage. It is

believed that half dimes, to the amount of one hundred dollars,

were then coined and issued. They were of the legal weight and

fineness, and evidently intended for circulation. These coins are

now very rare and are highly valued. There is one of them in

the Cabinet of the Mint. The obverse presents a head of Liberty

facing to the left, —a likeness of Mrs. Washington, the wife of the

President, is evidently intended; and it contains the legend

LiR(erty) PAB(ent) of Science and Industry, with the date of 1 792.

The reverse exhibits an eagle displayed, with the legend, United

States of America, and the denomination, Half Disme.

The following incident, connected with the Mint and the coin

age, is related by Judge Harper, of South Carolina, in his Memoirs

of the Hon. Henry William De Saussure, the second Director

of the Mint: "General Washington, whose habit it was to see

the heads of departments every week at his table, upon one

of these occasions expressed to the Director of the Mint his

satisfaction at the activity which had been introduced into the

silver coinage, and added, 1 have long desired to see gold coined

at the Mint, but your predecessor found insuperable difficulties.

I should be much gratified if it could be accomplished before I
leave office. I will try, was the reply; and the Director went

to the Mint, summoned the operative officers, ascertained the

wants and difficulties of each department. and, by great diligence,

speedily removed all obstacles. In six weeks he carried to the

President a handful of gold eagles, and received his thanks and
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approbation." Mr. De Saussure was the Director of the Mint from

the 11th day of July to the 28th of October, 1795. This incident

therefore confirms the statement that the first coinage of gold at

the Mint was in 1795. It also shows the lively interest which

Washington took in that branch of the public service, as in fact

he did in everything which pertained to the happiness and pros

perity of his country.

Every examination into the life, character, and services of

Washington increases our love and admiration for him, and justi

fies the universal verdict of mankind which pronounces him the

foremost man of all the world, and has given him the illustrious

title of "The Father of his Country."
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THE BUST OF WASHINGTON.

The statue of Washington, by M. Houdon, undoubtedly presents

a faithful representation of his person. It has therefore been

adopted as the model in preparing the Cabinet Medal, (see plate

XVII.) The collection is surmounted with a copy of the bust of

this statue. In view of these circumstances, some observations

respecting the execution of this famous statue may be interest

ing to our readers.

The Legislature of Virginia, by a resolution adopted in 1784,

directed that a statue to the memory of Washington should be

placed in the Capitol of that State. In compliance with this law,

at the request of the Governor of Virginia, Dr. Franklin and

Mr. Jefferson, who were then in Europe, engaged Mr. Houdon,

an eminent and distinguished statuary, to come to this country

and take from the life an exact resemblance of Washington's per

son. Mr. Houdon, in pursuance of this engagement, came to

America. He arrived at Mount Vernon on the 3d of October,

1785, where he remained a fortnight, and, after taking the neces

sary moulds and measures, returned to Paris, and subsequently

executed the admirable statue which now adorns the Capitol of

Virginia, with the following inscription on its pedestal: —"The

General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia have caused

this statue to be erected as a monument of affection and gratitude to

George Wasiiington, who, uniting to the endowments of the hero,

the virtues of the patriot, and exerting both in establishing the

liberties of his country, has rendered his name dear to his fellow-

citizens, and given to the world an immortal example of true glory.
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Done in the year of Christ, seventeen hundred and eighty-eight,

and in the twelfth year of the Commonwealth."

The following extracts from letters of Washington are interesting

in connection with this subject. To Dr. Franklin, on the 26th of

September, 1785, he says : " When it suits M. Houdon to come hither

I will accommodate him in the best manner I am able, and shall

endeavor to render his stay as agreeable as I can." On the same

day he writes to M. Houdon: "By a letter which I have lately

had the honor to receive from Dr. Franklin at Philadelphia, I
am informed of your arrival at that place.1 Many letters from

very respectable characters in France, as well as the Doctor's,

inform me of the occasion, for which, though the cause is not of

my seeking, I feel the most agreeable and grateful sensations. I
wish the object of your mission had been more worthy of the

masterly genius of the first statuary in Europe, for thus you are

represented to me." (Sparks's Wash., vol. ix. p. 132.) To Mr. Jeffer

son, (then at Paris,) on the same day, he writes: "I had the honor

to receive your favor of the 10th and 17th of July, which were

committed to the care of M. Houdon; but I have not yet had the

pleasure to see that gentleman. His instruments and materials,

Dr. Franklin informs me, were sent down the Seine; but, not being

arrived when the ship left Havre, he was obliged to leave them, and

is now busied in supplying himself with others at Philadelphia, with

which, when done, he will come to this place, (Mount Vernon.) I
shall take great pleasure in showing M. Houdon every civility and

attention in my power during his stay in this country; for 1 feel

myself under personal obligations to you and Dr. Franklin (as the

State of Virginia has done me the honor to direct a statue to be

erected to my memory) for having placed the execution in the

1 Houdon came to Philadelphia in the same vessel with Dr. Franklin.

4
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hands of ,so eminent an artist, and so worthy a character." {Ibid.,

p. 133.) Under the date, at Mount Vernon, of October 7th, 1785,

Washington writes to the Marquis De La Rouerie, and says:

"Your letter of the 19th of May was brought to this place by M.

Houdon, who arrived here the 3d of this month." {Ibid., p. 138.)

To La Fayette, November 8th, 1785, he writes: "I have to thank

you for your favors of the 9th and 14th of July; the first by M.

Houdon, who stayed no more than a fortnight with me, and to

whom, for his trouble and risk in crossing the seas, (although I
had no agency in the business,) I feel myself under personal obli

gations." {Ibid., p. 144.) To Mr. Jefferson, August 1st, 1786, he

says: "In answer to your obliging inquiries respecting the dress

and attitude, which I would wish to have given to the statue in

question, I have only to observe that not having sufficient know

ledge in the art of sculpture to oppose my judgment to the taste of

connoisseurs, I do not desire to dictate in the matter. On the

contrary, I shall be perfectly satisfied with whatever may be

judged decent and proper. I should even scarcely venture to

suggest that perhaps a servile adherence to the garb of antiquity

might not be altogether so expedient as some little variation in

favor of the modern costume, if I had not learnt from Colonel

Humphreys that this was a circumstance hinted in conversation

by Mr. West to Mr. Houdon. This taste, which has been intro

duced in painting by West, I understand is received with ap

plause, and prevails extensively." {Ibid., pp. 185-G.)

In a letter from Mr. Jefferson to Mr. Madison, dated at Paris,

February 8th, 1786, the following remarks occur: "Houdon has

returned. He called on me the other day, to remonstrate against

the inscription proposed for General Washington's statue. He says

it is too long to put on the pedestal. I told him I was not at

liberty to permit any alteration, but I would represent his objec

tion to a friend, who could judge of its validity, and whether a
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change could be authorized. This has been the subject of conver

sation here, and various devices and inscriptions suggested. The

one which has appeared best to me may be translated as follows :—

'Behold, reader, the form of George Washington. For his worth,

ask History; that will tell it when this stone shall have yielded to

the .decays of time. His country erects this monument: Houdon

makes it.' This for one side. On the second, represent the

evacuation of Boston, with the motto, 'Hostibus primum fugatis.'1

On the third, the capture of the Hessians, with 'Hostibus iterum

devictis.' On the fourth, the surrender of York, with 'Hostibus ulti-

mura debellatis.' This is seizing the three most brilliant actions of

his military life. By giving out here a wish of receiving mottoes

for this statue, we might have thousands offered, from which still

better might be chosen. The artist made the same objection, of

length, to the inscription to the bust of the Marquis de La Fayette.

An alteration of that might come in time still, if an alteration was

wished. However, I am not certain that it is desirable in either

case." (Jeffersoris Worlcs, vol. i. pp. 532-3.)
In accordance with the excellent suggestion of Washington, the

statue presents him in the modern costume, that is to say, in the

military dress of the Revolution, such as worn by him on duty.

He is standing erect, with one arm leaning upon the fasces, bound

together to represent the thirteen original States in union; the

sword rests upon the fasces, but only a part of the hilt is visible.

In his right hand he holds his walking-cane. These emblems

show that he had exercised the highest military and civil authority

in the republic, and had retired to private life. And, notwith

standing the objections of M. Houdon, the inscription upon it is

in the words prescribed by the law of the State of Virginia. It is

1 This motto was adopted for the medal which commemorates the evacuation of Bos

ton. (See Plate IV.)
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an appropriate inscription, and for simplicity and beauty can

scarcely be excelled.

It is to this statue that reference was made on the occasion of

inaugurating the Washington Cabinet, at the Mint, on the 22d of

February, 1860. On that occasion, the engraver of the Mint, Mr.

James B. Longacre, being called on by the Director, made some

remarks respecting these memorials of the illustrious dead. His

remarks were chiefly directed to the verification of the likeness of

Washington, as it is represented on the various medals which com

pose the collection, and which present such unequal, and sometimes

conflicting, specimens of artistic effort. The remarks possess

additional interest from the reminiscences with which they were

illustrated.

Mr. Longacre said: "Viewing the close connection that neces

sarily exists between the medal portrait and the sculptured bust,

belonging as it were to the same department of art, the bust very

frequently furnishing the only reliable and material authority

from which the medallist can proceed with his work —the fidelity

of the sculptured head or bust becomes a question of the first

importance in determining the value of a likeness on the medal.

" Respecting the authenticated portraits of Washington in sculp

ture, I am aware that in a communication which appears in

Irving's Life of Washington, already esteemed as a work of the

highest reliability, a preference is distinctly indicated for the bust

executed by Ceracchi; but although I am not insensible to the

beauty of this bust as a work of art, yet as a faithful transmission

of the features of Washington, it cannot, in my view, be permitted

to take precedence of the head by Houdon, to which, on the score

of fidelity, I must give a decided preference over any other extant;

and it may not be out of place on this occasion to state some of

the incidents which have contributed to fix my convictions on this

subject.
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"In the year 1825, in company with a friend, also an artist, I
paid a visit to the celebrated Gilbert Stuart, so justly renowned as

an artist in portraiture, then seventy-one years of age, in the City
of Boston; among other subjects of interest that formed the topic

of conversation while in his studio, was that concerning the orig

inal head of Washington, which Mr. Stuart had painted from

life, and which was then before us on the canvas, apparently as

executed at the time of the sitting, and which had always been

retained by Mr. Stuart, but since his decease, I believe, has become

the property of the Boston Atheneum. He evinced considerable

interest in the attention which it called up, and commented very

freely upon certain facts in regard to its relative appreciation; his

own interest appeared to have been enhanced by some public

notice that had been given to another likeness of Washington, then

recently produced, to the unjust disparagement of his painting;

with the superior fidelity of which he remained satisfied, and was

very naturally unwilling that his reputation as an artist should

suffer, or the judgment of his friends be imposed upon, to his detri

ment. After adverting with a pardonable complacency to his

position as a portrait painter in Europe, and saying that he came

to this country for tlve purpose of painting Washington, he turned

to me, remarking, ' You are acquainted with Houdon's bust, I pre

sume?' I replied that I was, and it was the head par excellence,

that I had always preferred as my ideal of the great original.

'You are right,' said he; 'Houdon took a cast from his face,' re

questing me at the same time to recall the proportions of Houdon's

work as a test of the correctness of the head then before me. The

fact that Houdon made a cast from the face of Washington (while

living of course) was not previously known to me with certainty;

but the authority of the statement made by Stuart, under all the

circumstances, I considered unquestionable.

"It was nearly sixteen years after this conversation with Mr.
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Stuart in Boston, that at Mount Vernon I was informed by

Mrs. Washington, (mother of J. A. Washington, Esq., proprietor

of the estate until its recent purchase,) on referring to my inter

view with Mr. Stuart on the subject, that she had heard the mat

ter of the cast taken by Houdon spoken of by members of the

family (her aunt especially) who were present at the time the

operation was performed by Houdon, and that it was the occasion

of considerable solicitude through a fear of personal injury result-

ing to the subject, (Washington himself.) This incidental confirm

ation of the statement so emphatically made by Mr. Stuart leaves

no room in my own mind to question the fact, or the vast import-

ance it necessarily attaches to the fidelity of the bust by Houdon,

and establishes the propriety of regarding it as the standard from

which subsequent representations of the original in statuary or

bas-relief should be taken; for it should not be forgotten that,

beyond this consideration, the reputation of Houdon as a sculptor,

and especially his anatomical knowledge as such, placed him in

the foremost rank of contemporary artists.

"While on the subject of the statuary likeness of Washington,

I am reminded of an observation made by Gen. La Fayette in my

hearing. He was visiting the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts

in this city, accompanied by the late Hon. Joseph Hopkinson, and

among other objects of art to which our attention was directed,

was a fine copy of the bust from Canova's statue of Washington,

then at Raleigh, North Carolina, of which Gen. La Fayette re

marked that 'so far as it concerned a likeness of Washington, if it

were not for the name, it might as well be anybody else.' While

of Houdon's statue in the State Capitol at Richmond, Virginia, I
was informed by the State Librarian that Gen. La Fayette, on

seeing the statue there, pronounced it a facsimile of Washington's

person.

''Whatever estimate others may place on the value of these
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incidental testimonials to the truthfulness of Houdon's work, as

compared with other artistic representations of the features of

Washington, to me, I must say, they are so strongly confirmatory

of my first impressions in favor of the bust by Houdon, that I
cannot hesitate to regard it as the most valuable criterion of the

accuracy of the likeness, however multiplied since in the same line

of art, which we are called upon to contemplate as representing

the most honored name on the historical records of our country."
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THE SIZE OF THE MEDALS.

We have not adopted the scale heretofore generally used to

indicate the size of the medals herein described, preferring to use

the more simple and convenient method suggested by the Numis

matic Society of Philadelphia. This method is founded upon exact

principles of measurement, in which each number represents the

sixteenth of an inch. By the former arrangement the numbers

were arbitrary, and it was necessary to refer to the scale to ascer

tain the size; but by the rule we have adopted, a distinct idea is

given of the size by the statement of the number, and no reference

to a scale is required. For example, as each number expresses the

sixteenth of an inch, size 8 would be half an inch in diameter;

size 16, one inch; size 32, two inches; and so with the other

numbers. We do not measure closer than the sixteenth of an

inch, but use the number to which the piece approaches nearest.

We may add, that the engravings of the medals being fac
similes, present the exact diameter of each piece; but it is deemed

best also to express their sizes in the description, by stating the

number of sixteenths of an inch which they measure, in the same

manner as is done with the pieces which are not engraved.











DESCRIPTION OF THE MEDALS.

FRONTISPIECE.

PLATE I— (A.)

1. Washington and Independence.— Obverse. An imdraped bust

of Washington facing to the left. The name of the engraver, C. C.
Weight. D. & F., is inscribed beneath the shoulder. The name

George Washington is inscribed in two parallel lines at either

side of the bust.

PLATE II.— (Band C.)

The above medal has two reverses. First. Signing of the Decla

ration of Independence, copied from Col. Trumbull's picture; above

is inscribed Declaration of, and beneath, Independence, July 4*?",

1776; and the engraver's name, C. C. Wright, Fecit.

Second reverse. A tablet inscribed as follows: —

"Discovery of North America by the English, Jly 3, 1497.

Discovery of Florida by the Spaniards, April 6, 1612.

First settlement in Virginia, May 23, 1607.

Hudson River discovered by the Dutch, Sep. 21, 160U.

Dutch settlement at New York, 1614.

Landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, Dec. 22, 162U.

First war with the Indians (Pequots) 1637.

Union of the New England Colonies, May 29, 1643.

5 (29)
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New York taken by the English, Oct. 4, 1664.

War with the French and Indians, 1754.

Treaty of Peace between France and England, Feb. 10, 1763.

Stamp Act passed in England, March 22, 1765.

Stamp Act Congress met at New York, Oct. 7, 1765.

Massacre of Americans at Boston, March 5, 1770.

First Continental Congress, at Philad* Sep. 5, 1774.

First Revolutionary Battle at Lexington, April 19, 1775.

Battle at Bunker's Hill, June 17, 1775.

Assault on Quebec by Americans, Dec. 31, 1775."

Above the tablet is a scene representing a boat approaching the

shore, upon which are trees and rocks; an Indian secreted behind

the latter. In the offing is a vessel, hove to, with her sails furled.

Beneath is a harbor, with a storehouse, shipping, lighthouse, and

articles of commerce. Size 56.

PLATE HI.

2. Medallion. — Obverse. Bust of Washington in citizen's dress,

three-quarter face to the left. No reverse. Struck in Berlin iron.

Size 66. Same medallion was used for the cap-piece of the Wash

ington Blues of Philadelphia.

PLATE IV.

3. Washington before Boston. — Obverse. Undraped bust of

Washington facing to the right. Legend. Geokgio Washington

Supremo Dvci Exercitwm adsertori Libektatis. Beneath is in

scribed Comitia Americana. The name of the engraver, Du Vivier,

Paris. F., appears immediately beneath the bust. Reverse. In the

background appears the City of Boston, which the British troops

are evacuating, and retiring to their shipping. To the right are the

American intrenchments with the troops drawn up in front ready
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to march into the city. On an eminence, in the left foreground,

is Washington and his staff, mounted. Washington is pointing out

the retiring enemy; on the ground are cannon and cannon-balls.

Legend. Hostibus primo pugatis. Exergue. BoSTONitJM recuperatum

xvii Marti Mdcclxxvi. Size 42.

4. Obverse. Head of Washington, facing to the right. Legend.

G. Washington E" General of the Contin* Army in America.

Reverse. Martial emblems, surrounded by diverging rays. Legend.

WASHIN. REUNIT PAR UN RARE ASSEMBLAGE—LES TALENS DtJ GUER-

rier & les vertus du sage. Size 24. Designed by Voltaire, and

struck in Paris in 1778.

5. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, facing the right.

Legend. George Washington. ob: 14 Dec" 1799. JE: 68. Reverse.

Branches of oak and laurel inclosing the inscription. The hero

of freedom, the pride of his country and ornament of human

nature. 1800. Above is a bundle of arrows. Legend. Late Pre

sident of the United States of America. She 23.

6. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Legend. Washington Temperance Society. Reverse. A domestic

scene. Beneath is inscribed, House of Temperance. Size 25.

PLATE V.

7. Lancaster Medal.— Obverse. Bust of Washington, in armor,

facing to the right. Legend. General Washington. Inscribed

to his memory by D. Eccleston, Lancaster mdcccv. Reverse. An

Indian, with his bow and arrow, and the inscription, The land

was ours, within a double circle. Legend. He laid the founda

tion of American Liberty in the xviii century. The inscription,

Innumerable millions yet unborn will venerate the memory

OF THE MAN WHO OBTAINED THEIR COUNTRY'S FREEDOM, ill two COll-

centric Hues. Size 48.
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8. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uniform, facing to the left.

Legend. George Washington. Reverse. General of the American

Armies. 1775. Resigned the command 1783. Elected Presi

dent of the United States 1789. Re-elected 1793. Resign'd

1797. Inscribed in nine parallel lines. Size 24.

9. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uniform, facing to the left.

Similar to No. 8, but with older features. Legend. George Wash
ington. Beneath is inscribed, Died 14 December 1799 aged 68.

Reverse. Same as No. 8. Size 22.

10. Calendar Medal.— Obverse. An equestrian figure of Wash

ington, at three-quarter face, to the right. Beneath is inscribed,

The father of our country; and above, to the left, Born Feb.

22, 1732, and, to the right, Died Dec. 14. 1799.

Two reverses. First. A device symbolic of Time, surrounded by

diverging rays; above is inscribed, Time is money. Legend. S. J.
Bestor, Importer of Watches & Jewelry. Philadelphia Pa.

Second reverse. An adjustable calendar, showing the days of the

month. Size 20.

PLATE VI.

11. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uniform, facing to the left.

Around the bust are inscribed the names of the Presidents, etc., as

follows: G. Washington El? 1789 serv" 8 years. J. Adams El.
1797 4 y. T. Jefferson El. 1801 8 y. J. Madison El. 1809

8 y. J. Monroe El. 1817 8 y. J. Q. Adams El. 1825 4 y. A.

Jackson El. 1829. Lafayette appointed Ma^ Ge? of the U. S.

Army 1777 Died May 20 1834. M. Van Buren, W. H. Harrison,

J. K. Polk. Reverse. An eagle, in flight, grasping the United

States shield in the right talon, and an olive branch, and a scroll,

inscribed, All men are created equal. July 4 1776. in the left.

Above is inscribed Independence, and around the edge are thir

teen stars. Size 30.
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The original of this medal was issued in 1834, to commemorate

the death of General Lafayette. Subsequently, during the admin

istration of Mr. Polk, the die was altered; the names of "M. Van

Buren, W. H. Harrison, and J. K. Polk," being added, and the

above medal produced. The original medal is also in the Wash

ington Collection. See No. 139.

12. Obverse. Busts of Washington, Kosciusko, and Lafayette.

Legend. To the heroes of liberty the friends of the peoples in
dependence. Beneath is the name of the engraver, Rogat. Re-

verse. Three inscriptions, each surmounted by a crown of oak, as

follows: 1st. George Washington, born the 22? FebT 1732 at
Bridge Creek. Died the 14™ December 1799, at Mount Vernon.

2d. Thaddeus Kosciusko, born the 12™ Feb? 1746, at Meruzow-

szezyzna. Died the 16th Oct" 1817, at Soleure. 3d. Lafay

ette M. J. P. R. Y. Gilbert Dumottier. Born the 6t" of Sep

tember 1757, at Chaviniac. Died the 20™ May 1834, in Paris.

Cercle Britannique. Rue Neuve St. Augustin No. 58 A Paris.

Size 32.

13. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, facing to the left.

Legend. Gen' George Washington. Reverse. Born Feb. 22?

1732. Died Dec? 14 1799, inscribed in four lines, between two

branches of oak, crossed. Size 26.

14. Medallion. —Bust of Washington, in military attire, facing

to the left. Legend. General Washington. Size 34. No reverse.

PLATE VII.

15. Presidency Relinquished. — Obverse. Bust of Washington,

in civil dress, facing to the right. Legend. G. Washington Pres.

Unit. Sta. Reverse. The emblems of authority, civil and military,

deposited upon the table of the union. Legend. Commiss. re
signed : Presidency relinq. Exergue. 1797. Size 28. There are
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two other medals of this description. The first is larger; being size

32, and has the legends in full. The second is smaller; being size

24. See Nos. 135 and 136.

16. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, facing to the

right. Legend. George Washington Esqr. Late President of

the United States of America. Beneath the shoulder of the bust

is inscribed the engraver's name, Westwood F. Reverse. With
courage and fidelity he defended the rights of a free people.

Died Dec1? 14, 1799, aged 68. Inscribed within a wreath of laurel,

upon which are arranged thirteen stars. Above is a bundle of

thirteen arrows. Legend. Made commander in chief of the

American forces tiie 15 June 1775. Size 25.

17. Obverse. Busts of Washington and Franklin; the former in

military costume; facing to the left. Reverse. A portion of the

globe, upon which is depicted the United States; inscribed United

States. Above is an eagle, descending, with lightning in both

talons, and an olive branch in its beak. Above the eagle is in

scribed the date 1783. Size 25. This medal has another reverse

representing a beaver gnawing at an English oak, symbolizing the

destruction of British authority in the American Colonies. Be

neath is the date 1776. See 76. For another variety, see No. 141.

18. Obverse. Head of Washington, facing to the left. Reverse.

A shield, encircled by a scroll, inscribed, Presented by the Metro
politan Mechanics Institute. The shield is left blank, to be in

scribed with the recipient's name. Size 24.

PLATE VIII.

19. Series Numismatica. — Obverse. Head of Washington, facing

to the right. Legend. Georgius Washington. Beneath the head

is inscribed Bacon, Sculp. Reverse. Natus Virginia: in America

foederata. an. m.dcc. xxxii. Obiit an. m.dcc.xcix ——— Series
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NUMISMATICA UNIVERSALIS VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM. M.DCCC.XIX. In
scribed in nine parallel lines. Beneath is the name of the pub

lisher, Durand, Edidit. Size 24.

20. Series Numismatica. — Obverse. Undraped bust of Washing

ton, facing to the left. Legend. Georgius Wasington. Error of

engraver. Beneath is the engraver's name, Vivier F. Reverse.

Same as No. 19, with the letters somewhat enlarged. Size 25.

21. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, facing to the

right. Legend. George Washington. Beneath is the date 1776.

Reverse. A cannon, fasces, and caduceus, crossed behind a scroll,

inscribed, Repub. Amer. Legend. Gen1: of the American Armies

1775. Resign? the Comm? 1783+Elec? President of the United

States 1789 -(-Resigned the Presidency 1796. In three concentric

lines. Size 20.

22. Medallion. —Bust of Washington, in civil dress, at three-

quarter face, to the left. Size 32x44.

23. Medallion. —Bust of Washington, in civil dress. From

Stuart's picture. Size 40x46.

PLATE IX.

24. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uniform, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. Reverse. General of the American

Armies, 1775. Resign'd the Command, 1783. Elected President

of the United States, 1789. Inscribed in nine parallel lines.

Size 20.

25. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Reverse. A tablet, bearing the signature of Washington. Engraved

by Mr. Joseph Faaet. Size 28.

26. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, facing to the

right. Legend. Washington -I-Born February 11. 1732-1- Died De

cember 2 1779. Reverse. Fame, blowing a trumpet, and carrying
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a laurel crown, — flying over land and sea ; a sailing vessel in the

distance. Legend. Wisdom Virtue and Patriotism-. Exergue.

Mdccciii. Size 22.

27. Medallion. —Bust of Washington, in civil dress, at three-

quarter face, inclosed in an oval compartment. Size 15.

28. Medallion. —Bust of Washington, facing to the left, adorned

with the Roman mantle. Beneath is the word Grays. Breast

plate of the Washington Grays of Philadelphia. Size 32x48.

29. Unfinished medal, by C. C. Wright. An undraped bust of

Washington, facing to the left. Size 20.

PLATE X.

30. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. (Engraved by Mr. Kneass, when

Engraver of the Mint.) Reverse. Time increases his fame, inscribed

in four lines, between branches of laurel. (Engraved at a recent

period, under the directions of the present Director of the Mint.)
Size 16.

31. Lancaster County Medal. — Obverse. Undraped bust of

Washington, facing to the right. Beneath is the engraver's name,

Key L., and the inscription, The Farmer of Mount Vernon, and

the date 1858. Legend. Lancaster Co. Agricultural & Mechan

ical Society. Reverse. A portion of a column, with a cogged wheel,

and a sheaf of wheat leaning against it. To the right is a farmer's

harrow, and a plow; and to the left, a rake, pitchfork, and scythe;

a stalk of corn growing at either side. Above are the words,

Awarded to; the field being left blank to receive the recipient's

name. Size 28.

32. Obverse. Head of Washington. facing to the right, in a

small oval compartment, above which is an eagle, in flight, hold

ing an olive branch in one talon and three arrows in the other,
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38. Liverpool Half Penny. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, in

uniform, facing to the left. Legend. Washington President. Re

verse. A vessel under sail. Beneath is the date 1793, and above,

Half Penny. On the edge is inscribed, Payable in Anglesey,

London, or Liverpool. Size 19.

39. Half Cent. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uniform, fac

ing to the right; above is the word Liberty, and beneath, the date

1793. Reverse. Half Cent inscribed between branches of laurel.

Beneath is the fraction 2Ac. Legend. United States of America.

On the edge is inscribed Two hundred for one dollar. Size 14.

40. Liberty and Security.— Obverse. Bust of Washington, in

uniform, facing to the right. Legend. George Washington. Re

verse. A heart-shaped shield, in two fields; one charged with

thirteen bars, and the other with a like number of stars. Beneath

is the date 1795. Legend. Liberty and security. On the edge

is inscribed, Payable at London, Liverpool, or Bristol. Size 18.

41. London Half Penny. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uni

form, facing to the right. Legend. G. Washington the firm friend

to peace and humanity. Reverse. A fire-grate. Beneath is in

scribed London 1795. Legend. Payable by Clark & Harris 13

Wormwood St. Bishopsgate. Edge milled. Size 18.

42. Obverse. Bust of Washington, laureated, and facing to the

right. Beneath is the date 1792. Legend. Washington Presi

dent. Reverse. An eagle with raised wings ; a shield upon its

breast bearing six bars, an olive branch in the dexter and thir

teen arrows in the sinister talon. Around its head are six stars.

Above is inscribed the word Cent. Size 19.

43. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in military dress, facing to

the left, surrounded by rays of the sun running outside. Beneath

is the date 1796. Legend. Washington President. Reverse.

Eagle with raised wings, with fifteen stars above; in the sinister

talon is an olive branch, and in the dexter six arrows. Legend.
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united with bands, emblematic of union and strength. Reverse.

A representation of Washington's residence at Mount Vernon;

beneath which is inscribed, Mount Vernon in 1796, and the

name J. Crutchett M* Vernon Factory. The whole inclosed by

a circle of hoops corresponding with the obverse. Size 50.

PLATE XV.

63. Washington Monument Medal. — Obverse. Undraped bust

of Washington, facing to the right. Legend. The father of his
country. Beneath is inscribed, Born Feb. 22, 1732. Reverse.

Elevation of the Washington Monument. Legend. National
monument. Beneath is the date July 4, 1848. Size 25.

64. Centennial Medalet. — Obverse. An eagle in flight, sur

rounded by diverging rays, and carrying an oval shield, bearing a

bust of Washington, facing to the left. The shield is draped

with a scroll bearing the inscription, Patria pater. Reverse.

Struck & distributed in civic procession, Feb".1 22^ 1832. The

centennial anniversary of the birthday of avashington by the
gold & silver artificers of puiLADA. Inscribed in eleven lines.

Size. 20.

65. Lafayette Medalet. — Obverse. Undraped bust of Washing

ton, facing to the left. Legend. George Washington. Reverse.

Undraped bust of Lafayette, facing to the right. Beneath is the

date 1824. Legend. General Lafayette. Size 18. This medalet

was struck at the time of Lafayette's visit to this country, and was

worn, in the procession which escorted him, as a badge of honor,

being furnished with a ring for that purpose.

66. Siege of Boston. — Obverse. An equestrian figure of Wash

ington, upon an eminence. In the background appears the City
of Boston, in the front of which are the American batteries and

encampment. Legend. Geo. Washington 1776. Reverse. Siege
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of Boston 1775-6 inscribed between branches of laurel. Above

is a drum, two standards, and a stack of muskets. Beneath is in

scribed, Lovett's Series No. 2. Piiilada. Size 20.

67. North Point Monument Medalet.— Obverse. Bust of Wash

ington, enveloped in a Roman mantle, and facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. Reverse. Elevation of the monu

ment. Legend. North Point and Fort M- Henry, Sept. 12 & 13

1814. Size 19.

68. North Wales Half Penny. — Obverse. Bust of Washington,

in uniform, facing to the left. Legend. Georgius Washington.

Reverse. A harp, surmounted by a crown. Legend. North Wales.

Edge plain. Size 17.

69. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in military dress, facing to

the left. Legend. George Washington. Reverse. A heart-shaped

shield in two fields, one charged with fifteen bars, and the other

with a like number of stars, surmounted by an eagle, with raised

wings, holding an olive branch in the right talon and three arrows

in the left. Legend. Liberty and Security. Size 20.

PLATE XVI.

70. Bust of Washington, in uniform, facing to the left. Legend.

George Washington, born Virginia; and beneath the bust, Feb.

11, 1732. Reverse. General of the American Armies 1775. Re

signed 1783. President of the United States 1789; and

the name of the engraver, J. Manley. Size 30. This medal is

sometimes called the " Manley" and sometimes the " Blacksmith"

medal. It was got up in Philadelphia, in 1790, by J. Manley.1

1 By the kindness of Mr. John McAllister of this city, we have b2en put in possession of

Carey's Magazine for March, 1790, on the cover of which there is an advertisement for

the issuing of a Medal of Washington. As the medal above described is. we believe, the

one referred to in the paper, we iusert it here :— " Medals from the earliest period of
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TJnited States of America, surrounded b}r rays of the sun running

inside. Size 34.

This piece was presented by H. Drumheller, of Schuylkill Co.,

Pa., and is believed to be unique.

PLATE XII.

44. Washington and Independence. — Obverse. Bust of "Wash

ington, in uniform, laureated, facing to the left. Beneath is the

date 1783. Legend. Washington & Independence. Reverse. The

goddess of Liberty seated upon a stone block with an olive branch

extended in her right hand, and supporting with her left the staff

and liberty-cap. Legend. United States. Beneath are the initials

of the engraver and die-sinker, T. "W. J. K. S. Edge plain. Size 16.

45. Washington Cent. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uni-

fonn, facing to the left. Beneath is the date 1791. Legend.

Washington President. Reverse. An eagle with expanded wings,

bearing a shield upon its breast charged with six bars. In its

beak is a scroll bearing the inscription Unum e Pluribus. An
olive branch in the dexter and thirteen arrows in the sinister

talon. Above is inscribed One Cent. On the edge United

States of America. Size 18.

46. Washington and Independence. — Obverse. Bust of Wash

ington, enveloped in a Roman mantle, and laureated, facing to the

left. Date and legend same as No. 44. Reverse. Same as No. 44,

with the initials of the die-sinker and engraver omitted. Edge

plain. Size 18.

47. Washington and Independence. — Obverse. Same as No. 46.

Reverse. One Cent, inscribed between branches of laurels, crossed.

Beneath is the fraction too. Legend. Unity States of America.

Edge plain. Size 18.

48. Washington Cent. — Obverse. Same as No. 45, with the date
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omitted. Reverse. Small eagle with raised wings, the United

States shield upon its breast, an olive branch in the dexter and

six arrows in the sinister talon. Above is an arch of clouds and

eight stars, with the denomination One Cent. Beneath is the

date 1791. Edge same as No. 44. Size 19.

49. Washington Cent. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uni

form, facing to the left. Beneath is the date 1792. Legend.

Washington President. Reverse. An eagle similar to No. 45, with

the United States shield upon its breast. Above are twelve stars

in a line, and one upon the eagle's crest. Edge plain. Size 19.

50. Double-headed Washington. — Obverse. Bust of Washing

ton, in uniform, laureated, and facing to the left. Legend. Washing

ton. Reverse. Same as obverse. Legend. One Cent. Edge plain.

Size 17.

51. Geokgius Triumpho. — Obverse. Bust of George III. King of

Great Britain, laureated. Copied after the pattern guinea of 1772.

Legend. Georgius Triumpho. Reverse. A female, seated behind on

a shield, bearing thirteen bars, an olive branch extended in her

right hand and supporting a staff in her left. Beneath is the date

1783. Legend. Voce popoli. Edge plain. In copper. Size 18.

We put this with the Washington pieces, because we consider it

as the triumph of our George, although the head of George Rex

is represented on it.

52. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in military dress, facing to

the left. Legend. Washington President. Beneath, the date

1792. Reverse. General of the American Armies 1775. Re

signed 1783: President of the United States 1789. Cent size.
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PLATE XIII.

53. Presidental Series. — Obverse. The busts and names of all

the Presidents of the United States, from Washington to Van

Buren. That of Washington being in the center. Reverse. First
President, George Washington; Second, John Adams; Third,

Thomas Jefferson; Fourth, James Madison; Fifth, James Mun-

roe; Sixth, John Quincy Adams; Seventh, Andrew Jackson;

Eighth, Martin Van Buren. Inscribed in sixteen parallel lines,

between branches of rose and lily. Beneath is the engraver's

name, W. H. Bridgens, New York. Size 30.

54. Washington Benevolent Society. — Obverse. A bust of

Washington upon a pedestal, the latter bearing the inscription,

Defender of his country. The goddess of Liberty, grasping in her

right hand a staff, surmounted by the liberty-cap, and holding in

her left a laurel chaplet, which she is about to deposit upon the

head of the bust. Beneath is the date 1808. Legend. Washing

ton Benevolent Society. Reverse. A device emblematic of

Charity. Above is the word Benevolence, and beneath, New

York. Size 27.

55. Mount Vernon Medalet.— Obverse. Bust of Washington,

enveloped in a Roman mantle, facing to the right. Beneath is

the name of the engraver, G. H. Lovett, N. Y. Legend. George

Washington first President of the United States, inclosed in a

wreath composed of roses and rose-leaves. Reverse. A representa

tion of Mount Arernon. Legend. Washington's Residence at

Mount Vernon. Beneath the device are the initials of the en

graver, G. H. L.—N. Y. Size 22.

56. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington,- facing to the right.

Legend. Georgius Washington Pr.es. Prim. Rer. Conf. Amf.r.

Mdcclxxxix". Beneath is the engraver's name, Lovett Phila.
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Reverse. Minerva seated by an altar, extending a laurel crown in

her right hand. Beneath are two palm branches, crossed, and

the date Mdccclx. Above is inscribed, in an arch. Fideli certa

merces. Legend. Natus Feb. xxii Mdccxxxii. Obiit. Dec. xiv

Mdccxcix. Size 33.

PLATE XIV.

57. Obverse. Head of Washington, facing to the right. Legend.

Washington Temperance Benevolent Soc. Reverse. A flowing

fountain. Two birds are standing upon the edge, drinking, and

two other birds are descending. Size 14.

58. New York Medalet.— Obverse. Undraped bust of Washing

ton, facing to the right. Legend. George Washington. Born

1732 Died 1799. Reverse. Arms of the State of New York.

Beneath are the initials N. Y. and the engraver's name, Davis.

Size 16.

59. A Memorial of the Washington Cabinet. — Obverse. Bust

of Washington, in civil dress, facing to the right. Legend. Pater
patria. Reverse. A Memorial of the Washington Cabinet,

May 1859. Inscribed in six lines, and inclosed in a wreath of

laurel. Size 13.

60. Obverse. Same bust as No. 3. No legend. Reverse. Born

1732 Died 1799. Inclosed in a wreath of laurel. Size 11.

6l. Webster Medalet.— Obverse. Undraped bust of Washing

ton, facing to the left. Beneath is the engraver's name, Key.

Legend. Patri.e pater. Reverse. Bust of Webster, enveloped in

a Roman mantle, and facing to the right. Legend. Daniel Web

ster. Size 18.

62. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. Beneath is inscribed J. Crutchett

M* Vernon Factory, and the name of the engraver, A. Demarest.

The whole surrounded by a circle composed of a number of hoops
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This medal enjoys the singular distinction of being certified to

as presenting " a strong and expressive likeness of General

time have been regarded, by every enlightened people, as the greatest help to history, and

the best method of transmitting to posterity the memory of the heroes and patriots of the

age, and one of the most honorary compliments a grateful people could confer on their

favorites. As the history of mankind furnishes no instance of a hero or patriot who has

better deserved, or has been more justly entitled to the affections or esteem of a grateful

people, than his Excellency the President of the United States, General George Wash

ington, an artist is induced to offer to the citizens of America a medal, with a striking

and approved likeness, and such inscriptions or allegorical figures as shall best suit so

great a character ; and he humbly hopes to be honored with their patronage.

" To subscribers, a medal will be delivered of fine, white metal, to resemble silver, for

one dollar; of a fine gold-colored metal, for two dollars; of fine silver, for four dollars;

and of gold, in proportion to weight.
•'Subscribers will please to particularize the kind they chose. Subscriptions to be paid

at the time of subscribing.

" Medals at a dollar will be ready to deliver in ten days, and the others as soon as pos

sible, when ordered. Subscriptions will be received by the printers hereof; by Mr Rice,

Bookseller, Market Street; by the Artist, No. 1 Carter's Alley, Philadelphia; and by

some one person in every capital town throughout the United States, as soon as appoint

ments can be made.

" We, the undersigned, have seen the Medal of General Washington, and think it a

strong and expressive likeness, and worthy the attention of the citizens of the United

States of America. Philadelphia, February 22, 1790.

Thomas Mifflin, President of the Supreme Executive Council of Pennsylvania.

Richard Peters, Speaker of the General Assembly.

Christian Ftbiger, Treasurer of the State.

Francis Johnson, Colonel in the late Army of the United States."

In Mr. McAllister's note to the writer, he says : " The artist is not named, but his place

is stated as at No. 1 Carter's Alley. I can recollect that Robert Scott, one of the first

engravers of the Mint, had his room in Carter's Alley, next to the corner of Second Street,

and it may be that himself, or some engraver in his employ, executed the die." In the

Maryland Gazette, and Baltimore Advertiser of March 9, 1790, a copy of which is in our

possession, a similar advertisement appears, but it is stated that subscribers for the

medal were requested to send their orders and remittances "to J. Manly, to the care of

Robert Patton, Esq., Postmaster, Philadelphia." The reverse of the medal has the name

of J. Mauley upon it as the artist; we are thus enabled to identify it as the one referred to

in the advertisement.

7
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Washington, and worthy of the attention of the citizens of the

United States."

71. Second reverse of No. 62, Plate XIV. A representation of

the Tomb of Washington at Mount Vernon. Size 50.

72. Masonic Medal.— Obverse. Bust of Washington, in military

dress, facing to the left. Legend. G. Washington President. Be

neath is the date 1797. Reverse. Masonic emblems, and the

inscription Amor Honor et Justitia, and the initials G.W. G. G. M.

Size 22.

73. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the left.

No reverse. Size 21.

74. Obverse. An undraped bust, facing to the right. Legend.

The Great D. G. Washington. Reverse. The figures 84 encircled

by a chain composed of thirteen links, each link containing the

initials of one of the thirteen United Colonies. Size 16.

This curious medalet was presented by Dr. Gibbes, of Colum

bia, South Carolina. It is rude in design and execution, but is

a very rare, and probably a unique, piece.

PLATE XVII.

75. The Cabinet Medal.— Obverse. Undraped bust of Washing

ton, facing to the right, with the name of the engraver, Paquet,

beneath. Legend. George Washington. Born Feb. 22, 1732.

Died Dec. 14, 1799. Reverse. A representation of the Washing

ton Medallic Collection, in the Cabinet of the Mint of the United

States. Legend. Washington Cabinet of Medals, U. S. Mint.
Inaugurated Feb. 22, I860. Size 38.
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DESCRIPTION OF PIECES IN THE CABINET, BUT NOT

ENGRAVED.

76. Second reverse of figure 17, Plate VII. A beaver gnawing at

an English oak; symbolizing the destruction of British authority in

the American Colonies. Beneath is the date 1776. Size 25.

77. Obverse. A figure, in the garb of a shepherd, with a

shepherd's staff in his left hand, tending his flock; to the left of the

field is a building, overhung by a tree ; hills in the background.

Beneath are the initials U. S. A. and the engraver's name, C. H.

Kuciiler, Fe. Reverse. Second Presidency of George Washing

ton Mdccxcvi inscribed between branches of oak and laurel, crossed.

Size 30.

78. Obverse. A figure, attired as a farmer, sowing grain; in

the background a farm-house and a man plowing. Beneath are

the initials U. S. A. Reverse. Same as No. 77. Size 30.

79. Obverse. The interior of a room. In the background is a

female weaving at a loom, and in the foreground, another female

spinning, and a cradle containing an infant, which a larger child

is engaged in rocking. Beneath are the initials U. S. A. ; and on

the base of the device the engraver's initials, C. H. K. F- Reverse.

Same as No. 77. Size 30.

80. Third reverse of figure 6, Plate IV. Bust of Dr. Franklin,

facing to the left. Legend. Mechanics Literary Association.

Rochester. Beneath the bust is the engraver's name, Lovett,

N. Y. Size 26.

81. Funeral Medalet. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, facing

to the left, and encircled by a wreath of laurel. Legend. He is in

GLORY, THE WORLD IN TEARS.

This medal has two reverses. First. A funeral urn bearing upon
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its side the initial W. encircled by the legend, in two lines, B.

F. 11, 1732. G. A. Arm., 75, R. '83. P. U. S. A. '89+R. '96. G.

Arm. U. S. '98. Ob. D. 14, 1799.

82. Second. Skull and cross bones substituted for the urn.

Legend. In four concentric circles, B. Feb. 11, 1732. Gen. Amer.

Armies, 1775. Reverse. 1783, Pres. U. S. Am. '89, R. '96+Gen.

Arm. U. S. '98. Ob. D. 15, '99. Size 18.

83. First Presidency of Washington.— Obverse. Bust of Wash

ington facing to the left, (same as the Liverpool half penny of 1793.)

Legend. Geo. Washington ; born Virginia, Feb. II,1 1732. Reverse.

General of the American Armies, 1775. Resigned 1783. Presi

dent of the United States 1789. Inscribed in ten parallel lines.

Size 19.

84. No. 7 of Sage's Series. — Obverse. A representation of Mount

Vernon. Beneath are the initials G. H. L. Legend. The home of
Washington. + Mount Vernon. Reverse. The women of America,

Noble preservers of our father's home— —No. 7, Aug. B.
Sage's Historical tokens inclosed in a circle of stars. Size 19.

85. No. 8 of Sage's Series. — Obverse. A representation of the

old Hasbrook house. Beneath are the initials G. H. L. Legend.

The old Hasbrook House, Newburg, N. Y. Reverse. Washing

ton's head-quarters, 1782-3. Surmounted by a liberty-cap and

staff, and thirteen stars, inclosed between two branches of palm,

crossed. Beneath is inscribed No. 8, Aug. B. Sage's Historical
TOkeNS. Size 19.

86. No 9 OF Sage's Series. — Obverse. A representation of Rich
mond Hill house. Legend. Richmond Hill House, N. Y. Erected

1760. Reverse. Washington's head-quarters, May, 1776. Sur

mounted by a pair of scales, and inclosed between branches of

laurel. Beneath, No. 9, Aug. B. Sage's Historical tokens. Size 19.

The date here used is the old style, (0. S.,) as it is also on several other medals.
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87. No. 10 of Sage's Series. — Obverse. A representation of the

house at Tappan. Legend. Washington's head-quarters at Tap-

pan. Reverse. A liberty tree. Above is inscribed, Liberty tree.

Beneath is the inscription, No. 10, Aug. B. Sage's Historical
tokens. Size 19.

88. No. 11 of Sage's Series. — Obverse. The house at Valley

Forge. Legend. Washington's head-quarters at Valley Forge.

Reverse. A coiled serpent. Above is inscribed, Don't tread on me,

I have dangerous fangs. Beneath are eight stars in a line, and

the inscription, No. 11, Aug. B. Sage's Historical tokens. Size 19.

89. Washington's Death. — Obverse. Undraped bust of Wash

ington, facing to the right. Legend. George Washington. Reverse.

Born Feb. 22. 1732. Died Dec. 14. 1799. Inscribed between

branches of laurel. Size 20.

90. Obverse. —A Small bust of Washington. Reverse. A series

of concentric circles. Size 12.

91. Same as No. 90, but smaller. Size 10. The two preceding

pieces, and figure 27, Plate VI., are unfinished medalets, and ap

pear to be all of the same type, though of different sizes.

- 92. Temperance Medalet.— Obverse. Undraped bust of Wash

ington, facing to the left. Legend. Washington+United States

of America. Reverse. To the cause of temperance ten dollars,

TO KING ALCOHOL NOT ONE CENT. Size 15.

93. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in uniform, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. Reverse. An eye, surrounded by

diverging rays and stars. Legend. Success to the United States.

Size 16.

94. Same as No. 92. Smaller size. Size 12.

95. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the left.

Legend. Patrle pater. Beneath is the date 1732. Reverse. Pro

vidence LEFT HIM CHILDLESS THAT THE NATION MIGHT CALL HIM FATHER.

1799. Size 17.
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96. Washington's Death. — Obverse. Bust of Washington, in

civil dress, facing to the right. Beneath is inscribed, Born Feb. 11.

1732. Died Dec. 21. 1799. Legend. George Washington. Re

verse. Same as No. 21, Plate VIII. Size 21.

97. Obverse. Head of Washington, facing to the left, inclosed in

a wreath of laurel. No legend. The reverse of this piece has been

filed, or ground away, and the inscription, A.d. 1800. 0. Ross

engraved upon it. Size 14.

98. Obverse. Bust of Washington, enveloped in a Roman man

tle, and facing to the right. Legend. George Washington. Re

verse. Pro patria, inscribed between branches of laurel, crossed.

Size 20.

99. Obverse. Same as "Siege of Boston" medalet. Reverse.

The words Pro patria, inscribed between branches of laurel,

crossed. Size 20.

100. Obverse. Bust of Washington, enveloped in a Roman man

tle, facing to the right. Legend, George Washington. Reverse.

Same as the obverse of the "Siege of Boston" medalet. See No. 66,

Plate XV. Size 20.

101. North Wales. —Same as No. 68, with a bust facing to the

right. Size 17.

102. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, with the name

Washington inclosed in an oval compartment; outside of which

is the advertising card, Wolfe, Spies & Clark, New York. Re

verse. A tablet, bearing the bust of General Jackson, at three-

quarter face, and the word President. Size 16.

103. Obverse. Same as preceding piece. Reverse. Bust of Jack

son, in military costume, in an oval compartment, and the name

Jackson above.

104. Obverse. Same head as medalet No. 95. Reverse. Card of

"F. C. Key & Sons, Engravers, etc., Philada." Size 18.

105. Obverse. Equestrian figure of Washington, facing to the
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right. Beneath are the engravers' initials, B. & S., N. Y. Legend.

Gen1: George Washington. Reverse. Card of " Bale & Smith, En

gravers, etc., N. Y." Size 15.

106. Obverse. Same device as the preceding piece. Beneath

are the engravers' names, Bale & Smith, N. Y. Legend. George

Washington. Reverse. Carry me to atwoods railroad hotel, 243

bowery, and my face is good for 3 cents. Inscribed in seven lines.

Size 15.

107. Obverse. Small head of Washington, facing to the right,

and inclosed in a wreath of oak. Reverse. Card of "Wright &

Bale, Engravers, etc., N. Y." Size 12.

108. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. Reverse. Card of "Edward Cogan,

Coin dealer, Philada." Date 1859. Size 20.

109. Obverse. A copy of the Washington "Silver penny," of

1792. Reverse. Card of "William Idler, Coin dealer, Philada."

Size 21. '

110. Obverse. Bust of Washington, enveloped in a Roman man

tle, and facing to the right. Beneath are two palm branches,

crossed. Legend. George Washington. Reverse. Business card of

"A. B. Sage & Co., Coin dealers, N. Y." Size 10.

111. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the

right. Legend. M. A. Abrahams. Beneath is the number "10"

and six stars. Reverse. The peoples outfitting store, weston mo.

Size 18.

112. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, at three-quar

ter face to the left. Legend. General Washington. Reverse.

Head of Liberty in imitation of the national gold coinage. Beneath

is inscribed, Comp- marke. Eight stars around the edge. Size 17.

113. Obverse. Same as preceding piece. Reverse. An eagle, with

expanded wings, an olive branch in the dexter, and three arrows

in the sinister talon. Legend. Compositions spiel marke. Size 17.
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114. Same type as 112, with the legend, In unitate portitudo,

and Spiel munze, on the reverse. Size 14.

115. Same type as No. 112. The inscription on the reverse is

Compos spiel munze. Size 14.

116. Obverse. Same as No. 112. Reverse. The United States

shield upon the eagle's breast. Size 14.

117. Obverse. Same as No. 112. Reverse. Same device as No.

112, with ten stars, and the inscription, Sp marke. Size 14.

118. Obverse. Same as No. 112. Reverse. A representation of

the Capitol at Washington. Beneath is inscribed, Capitol at

Washington, and above, Strassburger & Nuiin, corner of Maiden

Lane & William Street, New York. Size 14.

119. Obverse. — Same as No. 112. Composit" spiel marke, on the

reverse. Size 14.

120. Small Oval Medallion. — Bust copied from Stuart.

Smallest diameter 8.

121. Small Oval Medallion. —Undraped bust of Washington,

facing to the right. Size 10.

122. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right,

with the name of the engraver, Merriam, beneath. Legend. George

Washington+Born February 22, 1732. Reverse. Boston, July
Fourth, 1860. Oration by Edward Everett. Inscribed in six

parallel lines, between branches of laurel, crossed. Size 20.

123. Obverse. Same as preceding piece. Reverse. Undraped bust

of Everett, facing to the left. Legend. Born April lira, 1794.

Size 20.

124. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the left,

with the name of the engraver, Key, beneath. Legend. Patrue

Pater. On the reverse are inscribed the words, Virtue, Liberty,

and Independence. Size 18.

125. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington, Born February 22, 1732. On the
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reverse is a tomb, and the inscription, Died December 14, 1799.

Resurgimus. Size 20.

126. Obverse. Same as No. 122. Reverse. Bust of Franklin, in

citizen's dress, facing to the left, and the inscription, Benjamin

Franklin, Born Jan. 17, 1706. Size 20.

126. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right.

Legend. George Washington. On the reverse is a rattlesnake, in

an attitude of attack, with the words, Don't tread on me, inscribed

beneath. Size 10.

128. Obverse. Busts of Washington and Franklin in citizens'

dress, with the name of the engraver, Bale, beneath. On the

reverse are inscribed the words, Par Nobile Fratrum, in three

parallel lines, between branches of laurel, crossed. Size 16.

129. Obverse. Busts of Washington and Lafayette; the former

undraped and facing to the left, between branches of laurel,

crossed, and the initials of the engravers, W. & B. beneath.

Reverse. Same as preceding piece. Size 16.

130.1 Obverse. Bust of Washington, in civil dress, three-quarter

face to the left, with the name of the engraver, Bale, beneath.

Reverse. Bust of Franklin, in citizen's dress, three-quarter face to

the right. Size 13.

131. Presidency Relinquished. — Obverse. Bust of Washington,

in civil dress, facing to the right. Legend. George Washington

President of the United States. On the lower portion of the

bust is the engraver's name, Halliday, S. Reverse. A pedes

tal bearing upon one side the United States shield; over it is

thrown a lion's skin, on which is deposited a fasces and a sword

encircled with laurels. The emblems of authority, civil and mili

tary, deposited upon the table of the union. Beneath is the date

1 The reference at p. 34 should be to Nos. 131 and 132, instead of 135 and 136; and

on same page, to No. 137, iustead of 141.

8
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1797. Legend. Commission resigned: Presidency relinquished.

Size 32.

132. Presidency Relinquished. —Same type as figure 15, Plate

VII. Size 25.

133. Obverse. Bust of Washington, on a pedestal, on which is

depicted a ship sailing, a man plowing, military trophies, etc. To

right of the pedestal is a figure of Minerva, and to the left, an

Indian chief in war costume. Legend. Gen. Geo. Washington,

Presi. of the Unit. Sta. Exergue. Born Feb. 1732. Died Dec.

1799. No reverse. Size 4 0 }

134. Obverse. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the left,

with the initials of the engraver beneath, W. F. Legend. George

Washington. Reverse. Born Feb. 22d, 1732. Chosen Command

er in chief, July, 1799. Chosen Pkesd. 1789. Died Decr. 14,

1799, Aged 68 years. Inscribed in six parallel lines, surrounded

by a wreath of oak, crossed. Size 28.

135. Issued in 1834, to commemorate the death of General

Lafayette. It is the same as figure 11, Plate VI., except that the

names of M. Van Buren, W. H. Harrison, and J. K. Polk do not

appear upon it. At a subsequent period the die was altered—the

names just stated being added, and Medal No. 11 produced.

136. Undraped bust of Washington, facing to the right. Legend.

George Washington. Reverse. Bust of Martha Washington, facing

to the left. "Martha Washington." Size 14.

137. Obverse. Bust of Washington, in military costume, facing

to the left. Legend. G. Washington C. C. A. U. S. Reverse. An

eagle volant with lightning in her talons and an olive branch

in her beak, descending to the globe on which is depicted the

United States. Above the eagle is the date 1783. Same reverse

as the Peace Medal, No. 17. Size 26.

1 This beautiful piece was presented by Dr. M. W. Dickerson, of Philadelphia, who

has lately published a valuable work on Numismatics.
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138. Obverse same as No. 34. Reverse. Liberty seated and rest

ing against the American shield. A ship in the distance. Legend.

Liberty and Independence.

In addition to the foregoing, the Washington Cabinet contains

many other memorials of Washington, such as medallions, badges,

pens, breastpins, buttons, etc., some of which have been used as

badges, and worn by various societies and companies; others have

been affixed to manufactured articles, and others used as articles

of dress. Of the former there is a large bust of Washington in

brass, from Stuart. In this badge the outside metal has been cut

away, leaving the simple bust. Also the badge of the " Washington

Fire Company," of Philadelphia, struck in copper, which is a bust

of Washington, at three-quarter face. Of the latter there are three

different busts, similar in appearance, but differing slightly in size,

all undraped and facing to the right. A small bust, rather unfin

ished in its execution, facing to the right. The "Washington

Medallion Pen Company" use the bust of Washington on their

pens — each pen bearing a small undraped bust, facing to the

right. There is also a gentleman's breastpin bearing a small bust

of Washington at three-quarter face to the right. It has the ap

pearance of being printed on paper; being placed in a small circu

lar rim or cap, and covered with glass. Beneath the cap con

taining the bust is attached a square and compass, the emblems of

masonry. There is also a bust of Washington enveloped in a

Roman mantle, and facing to the right, cut in Java from Mount

Vesuvius; probably intended for a lady's breastpin. Various

firms, corporations, and secret societies use Washington's bust in

their business cards and seals ; of these there is a copy of the card

of "A. H. McClement," engraver, etc., of Philadelphia; this is an

oblong card containing a bust of Washington, in civil attire, and
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facing to the right, the advertisement being disposed around it.

The seal of the "Washington Fire and Marine Insurance Com

pany;" a bust of Washington in a Roman mantle, facing to the

left. Also the seal of the "Washington Lodge of Odd Fellows,"

Norfolk, Va.; a similar bust to the one just mentioned, but some

what smaller.

There are also four Washington buttons in the Cabinet, which

were worn at the period of his presidency, namely: —

1. Button.—An eagle, with expanded wings, the United States

shield upon its breast, an olive branch in the dexter, and three

arrows in the sinister talon. Above the eagle's head is the sun,

with diverging rays. Legend. Memorahle eka, March the Fourth

1789. Size 21.

2. Button. —The initials G. W. in an oval compartment; above,

in an arch, is the legend, Long live the President. Size 21.

3. Button. —The initials G. W. surrounded by the legend, Long

live the President. Around the edge is a chain, composed of thir

teen links, each link containing the initials of a State. Size 21.

4. Button. —Bust of Washington, facing to the left. Legend.

Remember March Fourth, 1789. Size 21.

We close this part of our work by inserting a remark, made by the writer on

the occasion of presenting the "Cabinet Medal" to the officers and employes of

the Mint :—

The possession of this memorial of our beloved Washington cannot increase

our love and admiration for him, because he is now, and ever will be, " first in

the hearts of his countrymen;" but it may serve to keep in our recollections his

heroic virtues and his disinterested patriotism. It may also produce in us a

greater reverence for the Constitution and laws of our country; and teach us

always to regard the uuion of the States as the palladium of our political safety

and prosperity.
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In this division are included all the medals which have been

ordered by special resolutions of Congress; also such as are pre

pared for, and used by the United States government in making

treaties -with the Indian nations of our country —called the Pre

sidential Medals ; and also such other public medals as the national

government has directed to be struck. In the Cabinet of the Mint

these medals are arranged under the following heads: 1. Army.

2. Navy. 3. Presidential. 4. Miscellaneous. In the descriptions

herein given we follow the same order.

As our government has existed but eighty-four years, the list of

national medals must necessarily be a brief one when compared

with that of other countries of greater antiquity. And yet it will

be seen that in this particular we have, in some degree at least,

kept pace with that wonderful progress which we have made in

population and wealth.

There were eleven medals struck by order of the Continental

Congress to commemorate the war of the Revolution. The first

in order of time as well as of dignity, is the medal which com

memorates the evacuation of Boston by the British troops in 1776.

In reference to this event, we find in the Journals of Congress the

following entries :—
"Monday, March 25, 1776.

"Sundry letters were laid before Congress and read. One from

General Washington, of the nineteenth, wherein he informs Con

(59)
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gress that on the seventeenth, the enemy evacuated Boston, and

our troops took possession of it.
" Resolved, That the thanks of this Congress in their own name,

and in the name of the Thirteen United Colonies whom they

represent, be presented to his Excellency General Washington,

and the officers and soldiers under his command, for the wise and

spirited conduct in the siege and acquisition of Boston; and that

a medal of gold be struck in commemoration of this great event

and presented to his Excellency; and that a committee of three

be appointed to prepare a letter of thanks, and a proper device for

the medal.

"The members chosen, were Mr. J. Adams, Mr. Jay, and Mr.

Hopkins."

The beautiful and interesting medal which commemorates this

event— the first flight of the enemy—was prepared and struck in

Paris under the direction of Dr. Franklin, then our minister to

France. An engraving of this medal is presented on Plate IV. of

the Washington Memorials. The other revolutionary medals, as

well as those of subsequent dates, are herein described in their

chronological order.

The difficulty between France and the United States in 1799,

has but one medal to commemorate it
,

namely, that which was

struck in honor of Commodore Truxton. This medal was ordered

by Congress, by joint resolutions, approved March 29, 1800, as

follows :—
" Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested

to present to Captain Thomas Truxton a golden medal, emblem

atical of the late action between the United States frigate Constel

lation, of thirty-eight guns, and the French ship-of-war La Ven

geance, of fifty-four; in testimony of the high sense entertained

by Congress of his gallant and good conduct in the above engage

ment, wherein an example was exhibited by the captain, officers,
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sailors, and marines, honorable to the American name, and in

structive to its rising navy.

"And it is further resolved, That the conduct of James Jarvis,

a midshipman in said frigate, who gloriously preferred certain

death to an abandonment of his post, is deserving of the highest

praise, and that the loss of so promising an officer is a subject of

national regret."

The war with Tripoli has also one medal to commemorate it.

It was awarded to Commodore Preble for his gallantry and good

conduct displayed in the several attacks on the town, batteries,

and naval forces of Tripoli in 1804.

The war of 1812, with England, has given us thirty-seven

medals. Of these, sixteen are for naval victories; the devices and

inscriptions on them show that the phrase
" rising navy," used in

the resolutions of 1800 above cited, was well maintained. The

catalogue presents the names of Decatur, Bainbridge, Stewart,

Perry, McDonough, Hull, Lawrence, Biddle and other naval

heroes. So also our army faithfully maintained the national

honor in many well-contested fields, of which the medals awarded

to Brown, Ripley, Scott, Harrison and others, are historical

memorials. And the crowning victory at New Orleans is appro

priately commemorated by the finely executed medal presented to

Jackson by the resolutions of Congress of February 27, 1815.

There are four national medals as historic vouchers of the success

of our arms in the war with Mexico. 1. Palo Alto and Resaca de

la Palma. 2. Monterey. 3. Buena Vista. 4. The actions at Vera

Cruz, Cerra Gordo, Contreras, San Antonio, Cherubusco, Molino

del Rev, Chapultepec, and the City of Mexico. The three first

named were awarded to Major-General Zachary Taylor "for the

fortitude, skill, enterprise, and courage which distinguished the

operations on the Rio Grande." The last one was voted to Major-

General Winfield Scott. as a testimonial "of the high sense enter

9
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tained by Congress of his valor, skill, and judicious conduct in the

memorable campaign of eighteen hundred and forty-seven."

The rank and title of Lieutenant-General is now held by the

veteran Scott. It was promptly conferred upon him by President

Pierce, on the passage of the resolutions by Congress of the loth
of February, 1855, permitting it to be done. It is a well-merited

acknowledgment of his eminent services to his country.
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ARMY.

WAR OP THE REVOLUTION.

1. WASHINGTON BEFORE BOSTON.

This medal of Washington is arranged among the Washington

pieces, and is described on page 30 of this work; a copy of the

resolution of Congress ordering it to he struck will also be found

on page 60. It is inserted in this list because it is one of the

National Medals, and it is the only Washington Medal ordered by

Congress, or the Government. It was struck in gold. Size 42.

2. MAJOR-GENERAL GATES.

Occasion. —The surrender, at Saratoga, of Lieutenant-General

Burgoyne and his army, October 17, 1777. A medal of gold was

presented to General Gates, by resolution of Congress of Novem

ber 4, 1779.

Obverse. —Device. Head of General Gates, the recipient, in pro

file. Legend. Horatio Gates duci strenuo. Exergue. Comitia

Americana. Name of engraver, N. Gatteaux, below the bust of

the General.

Reverse. —Device. General Burgoyne, in front of his troops, who

are grounding their arms and laying down their colors, is repre

sented in the act of surrendering his sword to General Gates, at the

(63)
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head of the American line, with their arms shouldered and their

colors advanced. To the side of the commanders are a drum and

colors. Legend. Salus regionum septentrional. Exergue. Hoste

ad Saratogum indedition. accepto Die xvii. Oct., mdcclxxvii.

Size 34.

3. MAJOR-GENERAL WAYNE.

Occasion. —A gold medal was awarded to General Wayne, by

resolution of Congress of July 26, 1779, for the taking of Stony

Point, on the Hudson River, by storm, on the night of the 15th

of July, 1779.

Obverse. —Device. An Indian queen, emblematic of America,

wearing a short apron of feathers, a quiver upon her back, and

a mantle hanging behind from the girdle of her apron ; she holds

in her left hand a mural crown towards General Wayne, to whom

she is presenting with her right a wreath of laurel. General

Wayne holds his chapeau in his left hand, and is receiving the

wreath with his right hand. At the feet of the queen is a bow

and an alligator, resting upon which is a shield bearing the arms

of the United States. Legend. Antonio Wayne duci exercitus.

Exergue. Comitia Americana.

Reverse. —Device. A fort upon an eminence; troops advancing in

front and rear up the hill to storm it. An officer is leading his

men, with charged bayonets, 'over abatis in the foreground, in

pursuit of a retreating enemy. Ships in sight upon the river, and

troops advancing along the shore. Legend. Stony Point exfug-

natum. Exergue. xv Jul., mdcclxxix. Size 34.

4. CAPTAIN STEWART.

Occasion. —A second medal, (of silver,) commemorative of the

taking of Stony Point, was awarded by resolution of Congress of

July 26, 1779, to Captain Stewart.
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Obverse. —Device. An Indian queen, personifying America, is

represented with quiver upon her back, and bow and an alligator

at her feet, presenting a palm branch to Captain Stewart. With

her left hand she sustains a shield resting upon the ground, and

bearing the American shield. Legend. Johanni Stewart cohortis
pr.efecto. Exergue. Comitia Americana.

Reverse.—Same as No. 3. Size Si.

5. COLONEL FLEURY.

Occasion. —A third medal, struck under the resolution of Con

gress of July 26, 1779, in honor of the taking of Stony Point from

the British, was of silver, and was awarded to Colonel Fleury, for

his conduct during that engagement.

Obverse. —Device. A soldier, helmeted, clothed, and armed after

the ancient Roman fashion, is standing among the ruins of a fort,

trampling upon a flag with his right foot, the staff of which he

holds in his left hand. In his right hand, which is extended, he

carries a naked sword. Legend. Virtutis et audacle monum.

et pr.emium. Exergue. D. De Fleury Equiti Gallo primo super-

muros resp. Americ. D. D. Du Vivier. S.

Reverse.—Device. A fort with two turrets, and a flag flying upon

a hill overlooking the river below, upon which vessels are visible.

At the left base of the hill are two water batteries, one of which is

being discharged at a vessel upon the river. Legend. Aggeres

paludes hostes victi. Exergue. Stony Pt. expugn. xv Jul.,
mdcclxxix. Size 29.

6. MAJOR HENRY LEE.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of September 24, 1779, a

gold medal was directed to be presented to Major (afterwards

General) Lee, for his attack upon a body of British troops and the

fort at Paulus Hook, N. J., on the 19th of July, 1779.
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Obverse. —Device. The bust of Major Lee. Legend. Henrico

Lee, legionis Equit. Pilefecto. Exergue. Comitia Americana.

Reverse. —No device. Legend. Non obstantib. fluminibcs, VAL

US, ASTUTIA ET VIRTUTE BELLICA, PARVA MANTJ HOSTES YICIT VICTOSQ.

AR.MIS IIUMANITATE DEVINXIT. In MEM. l'UGN. AD PAULUS IIoOK.

Die xix Aug., mdclxxix.1 Size 36.

7. JOnN PAULDING, DAVID WILLIAMS, AND ISAAC
TAN WERT.

Occasion. —Three silver medals were awarded by vote of Congress

of November 3d, 1780, to John Paulding, David Williams, and

Isaac Van Wert, who intercepted Major John Andre in the char

acter of a spy, and notwithstanding the large bribes offered them

for his release, nobly disdaining to sacrifice their country for the

sake of gold, secured and conveyed him to the commanding officer

of the district, whereby the dangerous and traitorous conspiracy of

Benedict Arnold was brought to light, the insidious designs of the

enemy baffled, and the United States rescued from impending

danger. These medals, which were of oblong shape, were pre

sented to the recipients in the presence of the whole American

army, during the following year, by General Washington, together

with a copy of the resolution of Congress, awarding them each a

pension of $200 annually during life, and a vote of thanks for

their patriotic conduct.

Obverse. —Device. A raised shield surrounded by branches of

laurel and palm. Legend. Fidelity.

Reverse. —Device. A wreath formed of palm branches inclosing

a blank for the insertion of the name of the recipient of the medal.

Legend. Vincit Amor Patkle. Size 26 x 34.

1 Engraver's error. The year was 1779.
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8. GENERAL MORGAN.

Occasion. —Victory of the American arms at Cowpens, North

Carolina. By resolution of Congress of March 9, 1781, a gold

medal was ordered for presentation to General Morgan.

Obverse. —Device. An Indian queen, with a quiver upon her

back, emblematic of America, is represented placing a laurel

wreath upon the brow of General Morgan, who is leaning upon

his sword. Cannons and various military implements are pre

sented in the background. Legend. Danieli Morgan dcci ex-

ercitus. Exergue. Comitia Americana. Dupre. F.

Reverse.—Device. A mounted officer leading his troops, who

carry the American colors, in pursuit of a retreating enemy, bear

ing the British nag. A combat between an unhorsed dragoon and

an Indian on foot is represented in front, and a general engage

ment in the background. Legend. Victoria libertatis vindex.

Exergue. Fugatis, captis aut c^esis ad Cowpens uostibus xvii
Jan., mdcclxxxi. Dupre inv. ef f. Size 36.

9. COLONEL JOHN EGAR HOWARD.

Occasion. —By a resolution of Congress of March 9, 1781, a

silver medal was awarded to LieutenamVColonel John Egar How

ard, for his intrepidity and skill at the battle of Cowpens.

Obverse. —Device. A mounted officer is pursuing, and about to

strike down, with his uplifted sword, a retreating foot soldier bear

ing a stand of colors. Victory, carrying a palm branch in her left

hand, is descending between them, and in front of the officer, over

whose head she holds a wreath of laurel in her right hand.

Legend. Jou. Egar. Howard, legionis peditum pr^efecto. Exergue.

Comitia Americana. Duviv.

Reverse. —No device. Legend. (Inclosed within a wreath of
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laurel.) Quod in nutantem iiostium aciem subito irruens pr.e-

CLARUM BELLIC^E VIRTUTIS SPECIMEN DEBIT IN PUGNA. AD CoWPENS

xyii Jan., mdcclxxxi. Size 30.

10. COLONEL WILLIAM WASHINGTON.

Occasion. —In honor of the brilliant victory obtained at Cowpens

by the American troops over a far superior force of British regulars,

under Lieutenant-Colonel Tarleton, a medal was struck as follows :

Obverse. —Device. A mounted officer in front is leading a body

of American cavalry in pursuit of British troops, who are rapidly

retreating. Victory, with a palm branch in her left, and a wreath

of laurel in her right hand, is seen hovering over the heads of the

American soldiers. Legend. Gulielmo Washington legionis equit.

pr;efecto. Exergue. Comitia Americana. Duv. (Name of the en

graver, Duvivier.)
Reverse.—No device. Legend. (Inclosed by a wreath of laurel.)

Quod parva militum manu strenue prosecutus hostes virtutis
INGENIT-iE PRyECLARUM SPECIMEN DEBIT IN PUGNA AD CowrENS, XVII

Jan., mdcclxxxi. Size 28.

11. MAJOR-GENERAL GREENE.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of October 29, 1781, a gold

medal was awarded to General Greene, for his gallant conduct at

the battle of Eutaw Springs, South Carolina, September 8, 1781.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Greene. Legend. Nathanieli

Green egregio duci. Comitia Americana.

Reverse. —Device. Victory, bearing in her left hand a palm

branch, and holding in her upraised right a wreath of laurel, is in

the act of alighting upon the earth, stepping upon a broken shield,

beneath and about which another shield, broken arms, a laurel

branch and colors are lying. Dupre. Legend. Salus regionum

australium. Exergue. Hostibus ad Eutaw debellatis die vih
Sept mdcclxxxi. aSV^' 36.
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WAR OF 1812.

12. COLONEL GEORGE CROGnAN.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of February 13, 1835, a

gold medal was presented to Colonel George Croghan, commander

of Fort Stephenson, on Sandusky bay, and its garrison of one hun

dred and sixty men, for his gallant defence of that fort, on the 2d

of August, 1813, against the attack of a greatly superior force

of five hundred British regulars and eight hundred Indians, com

manded by General Proctor.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Colonel Croghan. Legend. Presented

by Congress to Colonel George Croghan. Exergue. 1830. Farst.F.

Reverse.—Device. The American Fort Stephenson, at Sandusky,

is represented with the men under arms within. A fire has been

opened upon the English and the Indian line, which is seen in the

right foreground advancing to the attack upon the fort. Three

vessels upon the bay in the background. Legend. Pars magna

fuit. Exergue. Sandusky, 2 : August, 1813. Furst.F. Size 40.

13. MAJOR-GENERAL HARRISON.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of April 4, 1818, a gold

medal was directed to be struck for General W. H. Harrison, for

his victory over the combined English and Indian forces at the

battle of the Thames, on the 5th of October, 1813.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Harrison. Legend. Major-

General William H. Harrison. Furst. F.

Reverse.—Device. A female is represented placing a wreath of

laurel upon a stack of arms; a drum, cannon, bow, and quiver of

arrows are near her feet. With her right hand she holds a hal-

bert, and rests upon an American shield. From the point of the

10
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stacked muskets and staff hangs a badge bearing the inscription,

Fort Meigs, Battle of the Thames. Legend. Resolution of

Congress, April 4, 1818. Exergue. Battle of the Thames, Oc-

tober o, 1813. Size 40. Furst. F.

14. GOVERNOR ISAAC SHELBY.

Occasion. —A second gold medal commemorative of the battle

of the Thames was voted by Congress, by resolution of April 4,

1818, to Governor Isaac Shelby.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Governor Shelby. Legend. Governor
Isaac Shelby. Furst. F.

Reverse. —Device. The battle of the Thames. The Indian force

is drawn up upon the edge of the wood in the right background.

On the left background the American troops have broken the

Indian line, and on the left foreground a body of American infan

try are seen advancing to the attack. In the foreground, on the

right, Governor Shelby is charging upon the enemy at the head

of his mounted rangers; and in the centre, on the open space

between the opposing columns, the principal event of the battle

is represented — the death of the Indian chief Tecumseh, at the

hands of Colonel Johnson. Legend. Battle of the Thames,

Octo. 5, 1813. Exergue. Resolution of Congress, April 4, 1818.

Furst. F. SizeiO.

15. MAJOR-GENERAL SCOTT.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of November 3, 1814, a

gold medal was directed to be struck for presentation to General

Winfield Scott, in testimony of the high sense entertained by

Congress of his distinguished services in the successive conllicts

of Chippewa and Niagara, July 5 and 25, 1814, and of his uni

form gallantry and good conduct in sustaining the reputation of

the arms of the United States.
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Obverse.—Device. Bust of General Scott. Legend. Major-Gen

eral Winfield Scott. Furst. F.

Reverse. —An inscription inclosed by a circle formed of a serpent,

entwined by a wreath of laurel and palm, viz.: Resolution of
Congress November 3, 1814. Battles of Ciiiitewa, July 5,

1814; Niagara, July 25, 1814. Size 40. Plate XVIII.

16. MAJOR-GENERAL GAINES.

Occasion. —By the resolution of Congress of November 3, 1814,

a gold medal was awarded to General Gaines for his gallant de

fence of Fort Erie on the occasion of its attack by the British force

under General Drummond, August 15, 1814.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Gaines. Legend. Major-

General Edmund P. Gaines.

Reverse. —Device. Victory standing upon a shield, which is lying
on a sword, musket, halbert, and ball; a palm branch is in her left

hand, and she is placing with her right a laurel wreath upon the

cascabel of a cannon fixed upright in the ground, with a scroll run

ning round it bearing the inscription, Erie. Against one of its

trunnions rests the British colors, and from the other hangs a

sword, and leaning upon it a halbert. On the ground to the right

of the cannon are a howitzer, helmet, and balls, the trophies of

victory. Legend. Resolution of Congress, November 3, 1814.

Exergue. Battle of Erie, August 15, 1814. Furst. F. Size 40.

17. MAJOR-GENERAL PORTER.

Occasion. —A third gold medal, commemorative of the victories

obtained over the British forces at Chippewa, Niagara, and Erie,

was presented by resolution of Congress of November 3, 1814, to

General P. B. Porter.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Porter. Legend. Major-

General Peter B. Porter.
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Reverse.—Device. Victory, standing, bears in her right hand a

laurel wreath and palm branch, and in her left she holds out three

flags, inscribed, severally, Erie, Chippewa, Niagara; the Muse of

History, seated before her, is recording the victories at these places.

Legend. Resolution of Congress, November 3, 1814. Exergue.

Battles of Chippewa, July 5, 1814; Niagara, July
2-5, 1814;

Erie, September 17, 1814. Furat. F. /Size 40.

18. MAJOR-GENERAL BROWN.

Occasion. —The fourth gold medal struck in honor of the victo

ries obtained by the American arms at Chippewa, Niagara, and

Erie, was ordered by the resolution of Congress of November 3,

1814, to General Jacob Brown.
*

Obivrse. —Device. Bust of General Brown. Legend. Major-

General Jacob Brown.

Reverse. —Device. The Roman fasces, indicative of the union of

the States and the strength of the Confederacy, surrounded, upon

both sides, by stands of British colors, swords, muskets, and other

military emblems. From the top of the fasces hangs a wreath of

laurel, from which three tablets are suspended, bearing, respec

tively, the inscriptions, Niagara, Erie, Chippewa; and at its base,

in front, the American eagle is standing upon the British flag.

Legend. Resolution of Congress, November 3, 1814. Exergue.

Battles of Chippewa, July 5, 1814; Niagara, July 25, 1814;

Erie, September 17, 1814. Furst. F. Size 40. «

19. brigadier-general miller.

Occasion. —The fifth gold medal commemorative of the victo

ries achieved over the British forces at Chippewa, Niagara, and

Erie, was awarded by Congress, under its resolution of November

3, 1814, to General Miller.
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Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Miller. Legend. Brigadier-

General James Miller. Exergue. I'll try.

Reverse.—Device. The English forces are represented as drawn

up on the brow of a hill, where the advance of the American

line is charging upon them, and General Miller is leading on his

column to obtain possession of the battery which was so destructive

to the American line. On the plain below, in the left background,

the American camp is seen with the reserve corps in position. On

the right and left foreground American troops are advancing to

the attack of the British line upon the hill. In front is an artillery

truck drawn by four horses, with artillery men riding. Legend.

Resolution of Congress, November 3, 1814. Exergue. Battles

of Chippewa, July 5, 1814; Niagara, July 25, 1814; Erie, Sep

tember 17, 1814. Furst. F. Size 40.

20. BRIGADIER-GENERAL RIPLEY.

Occasion. —The sixth gold medal presented under the resolution

of Congress of November 3, 1814, to the several generals of the

American forces present at the battles of Chippewa, Niagara, and

Erie, was awarded to General Ripley.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Ripley. Legend. Brigadier-

General Eleazer W. Ripley.

Reverse. —Device. Fame is represented hanging upon the branches

of a palm-tree a tablet bearing the inscriptions Chippewa, Niagara,
Erie. In her right hand she carries a wreath of laurel, and bears

her trumpet. Legend. Resolution of Congress, November 3, 1814.

Exergue. Battles of Chippewa, July 5, 1814; Niagara, July 25,

1814; Erie, August 15, September 17, 1814. Furst. F. Size 40.

21. MAJOR-GENERAL MACOMB.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of November 3, 1814, a

gold medal was awarded to General Macomb, for his gallant con
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duct at the battle of Plattsburg, on the occasion of its attack by

the English army, September 11, 1814.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Macomb. Legend. Major-

General Alexander Macomb.

Reverse. —Device. A representation of the battle of Plattsburg.

In the left background vesscls-of-war are shown upon the lake, in

action; smaller craft are sailing about; and beyond, in the right

background, mountains are visible. On the left foreground the

American line is seen in position, repulsing the British forces, which

are advancing across the bridge from Plattsburg, in view to the

left in flames. Legend. Resolution of Congress, November 3,

1814. Exergue. Battle of Plattsburg, September 11, 1814.

Furst. F. Size 40.

22. MAJOR-GENERAL JACKSON.

Occasion. —A gold medal was awarded to General Jackson, by

resolution of Congress of February 27, 1815, for his brave and suc

cessful repulse of the English troops, under General Sir Edward

Packenham, in their attack upon New Orleans, January 8, 1815.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Jackson. Legend. Major-

General Andrew Jackson.

Reverse. —Device. Victory is represented seated, sustaining with

her left hand, in which she holds a laurel wreath, and from which

a palm branch has fallen, a tablet upon which she is about to note

the victory of the 8th of January, 1815, heading the record with

the name Orleans. She is interrupted by Peace, bearing an olive

branch in her right hand, and touching the tablet with her left,

and is directing her to register the termination of the war between

the United States and Great Britain, and the consummation of

peace consequent thereupon. Legend. Resolution of Congress,

February 27, 1815. Exergue. Battle of New Orleans, January

8, 1815. Furst. F. Size 40. Plate XIX.
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WAR WITH MEXICO.

23. MAJOR-GENERAL TAYLOR.

Occasion. —A gold medal was awarded by resolution of Con

gress of July 16, 1846, to General Taylor, for the victories obtained

by the troops under his command, over the Mexican forces, in the

battles fought at Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Taylor. Legend. Major-

General Zaciiary Taylor.

Reverse.—Device. A circle formed by a serpent, entwined by

laurel and palm, within which is the inscription: Resolution of

Congress, July 16th, 1846. Palo Alto, May 8th, 1846. Resaca

de la Palma, May 9tu, 1846. Size 40.

24. MAJOR-GENERAL TAYLOR.

Occasion. —A second medal of gold was awarded to General

Taylor, by resolution of Congress of March 2, 1847, for his brilliant

victory over the Mexican army at Monterey, and the successful

storming of that city by his troops.

Obverse. — Device. Bust of General Taylor. Legend. Major-

General Zaciiary Taylor.

Reverse.—Device. A wreath formed of two oak branches, within

which is the inscription: Resolution of Congress, March 2nd,

1847. Monterey, September, 1846. Size 40.

25. MAJOR-GENERAL TAYLOR.

Occasion. —A third gold medal was presented to General Taylor,

under the resolution of Congress of May 9, 1848, for the victory

obtained by the American army under his command, over the
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Mexican army of much superior numerical strength, on the 22d

and 23d of February, 1847, at Buena Vista.

Obverse. —Device. Head of General Taylor, beneath which is a

wreath of oak and laurel branches. Legend. Major-General

Zachary Taylor. Exergue. Resolution of Congress, May

9, 1848. C. C. Wright. F.; S. Ellis. Del.

Reverse. —Device. A circle formed by two snakes —one of them a

rattlesnake — incloses a representation of the battle of Buena Vista.

The distant background is skirted by a chain of mountains; on the

left, the Mexican force is drawn up, and a party of Americans are

advancing to attack them. From the right background a body of

Mexican lancers is approaching. In the left foreground a breast

work has been thrown up, from behind which a fire is kept up

upon the Mexican line. On an elevation in the right foreground

General Taylor is seen mounted, with his staff about him, and to

his right the American reserve corps in position. Legend. Buena

Vista, Feb. 22 and 23, 1847. F. A. Smith. Del; C. C. Wright..

Sculp. Size 40. Plate XX.

26. MAJOR-GENERAL SCOTT.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of March 9, 1848, a gold

medal was awarded to General Scott for the several victories of the

American army under his command, obtained over the Mexican

troops during the war between the United States and the republic

of Mexico.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of General Scott, at each side of which

are fifteen stars, representing the thirty States then composing the

Union. Legend. Major-General Winfield Scott. Exergue. Reso

lution of Congress March 9, 1848. S. Ellis. Del; O. C. Wright. F.

Reverse.—Device. Representations of the several engagements

during the Mexican campaign at which General Scott commanded,

each one inclosed by a wreath formed of laurel and oak branches,
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with the names of the several localities at which the battles

occurred. The centre is occupied by a view of the taking of the

City of Mexico, and is surrounded by others of the actions at

Vera Cruz, Cerro Gordo, Contreras, San Antonio & Cherubusco,

Molino del Rey, Chapultepec. G. C. Humphries. Del; C. C.

Wright, fect. Plate XXI. Size m.

NAVY.

WAR OP THE REVOLUTION.

21. CAPTAIN JOHN PAUL JONES.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress passed October 16, 1787,

a gold medal was awarded to Captain John Paul Jones, of the Bon

Homme Richard, of 40 guns, for the capture of the English frigate

Serapis, of 44 guns, Captain Pearson, after a very severe engage

ment by moonlight, of four hours' duration, on the 23d of Septem

ber, 1779.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Jones. Legend. Joanni Pavlo

Jones Classis Pr.efecto. Exergue. Comitia Americana.

Reverse.—Device. A representation of the engagement between

the Bon Homme Richard and the Serapis, which are grappled,

yard-arm and yard-arm. The Serapis is very much shattered in

the side. The Countess of Scarborough, of 22 guns, the consort

of the Serapis, is lying across her bows. Sailors are in the water

clinging to floating spars. Legend. Hostivm navvibvs captis Avt
fvgatis. Exergue. Ad oram Scotia xxni Sept., mdcclxxviiii.

Dufre. F. Size 35.

11
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DIFFICULTIES WITH FRANCE.

28. CAPTAIN THOMAS TRUXTUN.

Occasion. —The action of the 2d of February, 1800, between

the American frigate Constellation, of 38 guns, commanded by

Captain Truxtun, and the French frigate La Vengeance, of 52

guns. The engagement lasted from eight o'clock p.m. until half-

past one o'clock a.m. The French were defeated in the action,

but succeeded in escaping with their ship in a sinking condition;

the Constellation having lost her mainmast. A gold medal was

voted by Congress on the 24 th of March, 1800, to Captain Trux

tun, for his good conduct in this action.

Obverse. —Device. The head of Captain Truxtun. No legend.

Reverse. —Device. A representation of the engagement between

the French frigate La Vengeance and the American frigate Con

stellation; both vessels are much shattered and their rigging

much cut. No legend. Exergue. By vote of Congress to Thomas

Truxtun, 24 Mar., 1800. Size 35.

Note. —The Constellation, commanded by Captain Truxtun,

captured the French frigate L'Insurgente, of 40 guns, on the 9th

of February, 1800.

WAR WITH TRIPOLI.
29. COMMODORE PREBLE.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of March 3, 1805, a gold

medal was awarded to Commodore Preble, for his conduct in the

bombardment of Tripoli on the 3d of August, 1804.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Commodore Preble. Legend. EDWARDO

Preble duci strenuo. Exergue. Comitia Americana.
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Reverse. —Device. Representing the bombardment, by the Amer

ican fleet in the foreground, of the forts and town of Tripoli in

the background. The American vessels are drawn up in line, and

several boats manned are seen in the water casting off to the

attack of the enemy's shipping and batteries. Legend. Vindici

commercii Americani. Exergue. Ante Tripoli mdccciv. Size 40.

WAR OP 1812.

30. CAPTAIN HULL.

Occasion. —For the capture, on the 19th August, 1812, after an

engagement of thirty minutes, of the English frigate Guerriere,

of 49 guns, Captain J. R. Dacres, by the United States frigate

Constitution, of 44 guns, commanded by Captain Isaac Hull, of

Philadelphia, a gold medal was awarded to Captain Hull, by reso

lution of Congress of January 29, 1813.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Hull. Legend. IsAACUS Hull
I'ERITOS ARTE SUPERAT JUL. MDCCCXII AUG. CERTAMINE FORTES.

Reverse. —Device. A representation of the action between the

Constitution and the Guerriere. Every spar of the latter has been

shot away by the well directed fire of the Constitution. The lat

ter is but little injured. Legend. Hoile momento victoria. Ex

ergue. Inter Const. Nav. Amer. et Guer. Angl. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were awarded also to each of the com

missioned officers of the Constitution.

31. CArTAIN JACOB JONES.

Occasion. —The capture, on the 18th of October, 1812, after an

action of forty-three minutes, of the British sloop-of-war Frolic,
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of 22 guns, commanded by Captain Whinyates, by the American

sloop-of-war Wasp, of 18 guns, under the command of Captain

Jacob Jones, of Delaware, to whom a gold medal was awarded by

resolution of Congress of January 29, 1813.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Jones. Legend. Jacobus

Jones virtus in ardua tendit.

Reverse. —Device. A representation of the engagement between

the Wasp and the Frolic. The maintopmast of the former has

been shot away, and as she is run across the course of the Frolic,

her crew are in the act of boarding the latter at her bow, and

delivering a broadside as she passes. The bowsprit of the Frolic

has run between the main and mizzen rigging of the Wasp.

Legend. Victoriam iiosti jiajori celerrijie rapuit. Exergue. In
ter Wasp Nav. Ameri. et Fkolic Nav. Ang. Die xviii Oct.,

mdcccxii. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were also awarded to the commissioned

officers under Captain Jones.

32. CAPTAIN DECATUR.

Occasion. —The capture, after an engagement of one hour and

a half, on the 25th October, 1812, of the English frigate Mace

donian, of 49 guns, Captain John S. Carden, by the American

frigate United States, Captain Stephen Decatur, of Philadelphia,

to whom Congress awarded a gold medal, by resolution of Jan

uary 29, 1813.

Obverse. —Device. The bust of Stephen Decatur. Legend. Ste-

phanus Decatur, navarchus, pugnis pluribus, victor.

Reverse. —Device. Representing the engagement of the two frig

ates. The topmasts of the Macedonian are shot away and her

guns silenced; the United States has but a few shots through her

sails. Legend. Occidit signum hostile sidera surgunt. Exergue.
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Inter Sta. Uni. Nav. Ameri. et Macedo. Nav. Ang. Die xxv.

Octobris, mdcccxii. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were also awarded to each of the commis

sioned officers under Captain Decatur.

33. CAPTAIN BAINBRIDGE.

Occasion. —The capture, on the 29th December, 1812, after an

engagement of two hours and five minutes, of the British frigate

Java, of 49 guns, Captain Lambert, by the frigate Constitution, of

44 guns, Captain William Bainbridge, of Philadelphia, to whom

Congress awarded a gold medal, by resolution approved March 3,

1813.

Obverse. —Device. The bust of Captain Bainbridge. Legend.

Gulielmus Bainbridge patria victisque laudatus.

Reverse. —Device. The Java is represented with all her masts

shot away; only the three stumps remain above deck. The Con

stitution, on the other hand, has but a feAV rents in her sails.

Legend. Pugnando. Exergue. Inter Const. Nav. Ameri. et Jay.

Nav. Angl. Die xxix Decem., mdcccxii. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were also awarded to the commissioned

officers of the frigate Constitution.

34. CAPTAIN LAWRENCE.

Occasion. —The capture, after an action of fifteen minutes, on

the 24th of February, 1813, of the British brig Peacock, of 20

guns and two swivels, Captain William Peake, by the American

sloop-of-war Hornet, Captain James Lawrence, of New Jersey,

who was subsequently killed (June 1, 1813) while in command

of the American frigate Chesapeake, in her engagement with the

British frigate Shannon, and to whose nearest male relative a

gold medal was awarded by resolution of Congress of January 11,
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1814. Bv this resolution, the President of the United States was

requested to communicate to the nearest male relative of Captain

Lawrence the sense which Congress entertained of the loss which

the naval service of the United States sustained in the death of

that distinguished officer. Captain Lawrence, after receiving his

mortal wound, issued that memorable order, "Don't give up the

ship," which has since become the motto of the American navy.

Obverse. —Device. The bust of Captain Lawrence. Legend. Jac.
Lawrence, Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori.

Reverse. —Device. The Peacock, with her mizenmast shot away,

is represented in the act of sinking, bow foremost; a boat from

the Hornet is being rowed toward her. Legend. Mansuetud. maj.

quam victoria. Exergue. Inter Hornet Nav. Ameri. et Peacock

Nav. Ang. Die xxiv Feb., mdcccxiii. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were also presented by Congress to each

of the commissioned officers of the sloop Hornet.

35. LIEUTENANT BURROWS.

Occasion. —The capture, after an action of forty-five minutes,

on the 4th of September, 1813, of the British sloop-of-war Boxer,

of 14 guns, Captain Blythe, by the American brig Enterprise, also

carrying 14 guns, under the command of Lieutenant Burrows, of

Philadelphia, whose nearest male relative was awarded a gold

medal by resolution of Congress of January 6, 1814. Lieutenant

Burrows was killed in this action.

Obverse. —Device. An urn placed upon a tomb, surrounded by

various military emblems, and a wreath hanging from a trident.

The pedestal bears the inscription W. Burrows. Legend. Vic-

toriam tibi claram, patriae mjestam.

Iteverse. —Device. A view of the action between the Enterprise

and Boxer, in sight of the coast. The Enterprise has her guns
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silenced and her maintopmast shot away. Legend. Vivere sat

vincere. Exergue. Inter Enterprise Nav. Ameri. et Boxer Nay.

Brit. Die iv Sept., mdcccxiii. Furst. F. Size 40. The original

gold medal is now in the Mint.

36. LIEUTENANT McCALL.

Occasion. —The capture of the British sloop-of-war Boxer, as

above stated. A gold medal was awarded by resolution of Con

gress of January 6, 1814, to Lieutenant Edward R. McCall, of

South Carolina, the second in command of the American brig

Enterprise during the engagement.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Lieutenant McCall. Legend. Edward

R. McCall, navis enterprise prjsfectus. Exergue. Sic itur ad

ASTRA.

Reverse.—Device, legend, and exergue same as those on the pre

ceding medal to Lieutenant Burrows. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were also awarded by Congress to the

other commissioned officers under Lieutenant Burrows.

37. CAPTAIN PERRY.

Occasion. —A gold medal was awarded by resolution of Con

gress of January 6, 1814, to Captain Perry, commander of the

American fleet, composed of three brigs, five schooners, and one

sloop, carrying 54 guns and two swivels, for the signal defeat

of the British squadron, consisting of two ships, one brig, two

schooners, and one sloop, carrying 63 guns, (three on pivots,)

two howitzers, and two swivels, obtained upon Lake Erie, Sep

tember 10, 1813.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Perry. Legend. Oliverus H.

Perry, princeps stagno Eriense—classim totam contudit.

Reverse. —Device. The American and British fleets closely en
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gaged on Lake Erie. Legend. VlAM invenit virtus aut facit.

Exergue. Inter class, Ameri. et Brit. Die x. Sept., mdcccxiii.

Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Congress also awarded medals of silver to each of the

commissioned officers (whether of the army or navy) engaged in

the action on Lake Erie, and one to the nearest male relative of

Lieutenant John Brooks of the marine corps, who was killed dur

ing the engagement.

38. CAPTAIN ELLIOTT.

Occasion. —A second gold medal, struck in commemoration of

the victory over the British squadron on Lake Erie, was awarded

by resolution of Congress of January 6, 1814, to Captain Jesse

Duncan Elliott, of Baltimore, the second in command of the

American fleet during that contest.

Obverse. —Derive. Bust of Captain Elliott. Legend. Jesse D.

Elliott, nil actum reputans si quid superesset agendum.

Reverse.—Device, legend, and exergue same as on the medal pre

sented by Congress to Captain Perry. Furst. F. Size 40.

39. CAPTAIN WARRINGTON.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of October 21, 1814, a

gold medal was awarded to Captain Lewis Warrington, of Vir

ginia, commander of the American sloop-of-war Peacock, of 18

guns, for the capture, on the 29th of March, 1814, after a contest

of forty-two minutes, of the English brig-of-war Epervier, of a like

number of guns, commanded by Captain Wales.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Warrington. Legend. Ludo-

vicus Warrington, dux navalis Ameri.

Reverse. —Device. The engagement between the two vessels; the

Epervier with her guns silenced and her topmast shot away.
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Legend. Pro patria paratus aut vincere AUT mori. Exergue.

Inter Peacock Nav. Ameri. et Epervie Nav. Ang. Die xxix

Mar., mdcccxiv. Furst. F. Size 40.

40. CAPTAIN BLAKBLY.

Occasion. —For the capture, on the 28th of June, 1814, after

an engagement of upwards of two hours, of the English sloop-of-

war Reindeer, of 19 guns, Captain Manners, by the American

sloop-of-war Wasp, of 18 guns, Captain Blakely, of North Caro

lina, a gold medal was awarded by Congress to Captain Blakely,

by resolution of November 3, 1814.

Obverse. —Device. The bust of Captain Blakely. Legend. John

son Blakely, Reip. f<ed. Am. Nav. Wasp dux.

Reverse. —Device. Representing the engagement between the

Wasp and Reindeer; the guns of the latter vessel have been

silenced, and her colors pulled down in token of surrender. Legend.

Eheu ! Bis Victor Patria tua te luget plaudito. Exergue. Inter
Wasp. Nav. Ameri. et Reindeer Nav. Ang. Die xxviii Junius
mdcccxiv. Furst. F.

Note. —After the capture of the Reindeer Captain Blakely con

tinued his cruise, and subsequently captured the British sloop-of-

war Avon, of 20 guns, and the British brig Atalanta, which he sent

into the United States; the last-named vessel was taken on the

23d of September, 1814. From this period no tidings were ever

received of this gallant officer nor of his ship. The vessel proba

bly foundered at sea. It is to this sad fate of Captain Blakely

that reference is made in the legend on the reverse of the forego

ing medal.

41. CAPTAIN MACDONOUGH.

Occasion. —For the victory achieved upon Lake Champlain on

the 11th September, 1814, over the British fleet. composed of one

12
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frigate, one brig, two sloops, and thirteen galleys, carrying 95 guns,

under Captain Downie, by the American scpiadron, under Captain

Thomas Macdonough, composed of four vessels and ten galleys,

and carrying 86 guns, a gold medal was awarded to Captain Mac

donough by resolution of Congress, approved October 20, 1814.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Macdonough. Legend. Tho.

Macdonough Stagno Ciiamplain Clas. Reg. Brit. Superavit.

Reverse. — Device. Representing the engagement between the

American and English fleets; several boats rowed by sailors are

upon the lake; to the right Plattsburg is seen in flames. Legend.

Uno latere percusso. alterum impavide vertit. Exergue. Inter
Class. Ameri. et Brit. Die xi Sept. mdcccxiiii. Furst. F. Size 40.

42. CAPTAIN HENLEY.

Occasion. —The second gold medal commemorative of the vic

tory on Lake Champlain was awarded, by resolution of Congress

of October 20, 1814, to Captain Robert Henley, of the American

ship Eagle, the second in command of the American fleet during

that engagement.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Henley. Legend. Robt. Hen
ley Eagle Prefect. palma virtu. peileternit floremt.

Reverse.—Device, legend, and exergue the same as upon the pre

ceding medal to Captain Macdonough. Furst. F. Size 40.

43. LIEUTENANT CASSIN.

Occasion. —The third gold medal commemorative of the Amer

ican victory over the British fleet upon Lake Champlain was

awarded, by resolution of Congress of October 20, 1814, to Lieu

tenant Stephen Cassin, in command of the American ship Ticon-

deroga during that contest.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Lieutenant Cassin. Legend. Step.
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CaSSIN TlCONDEROGA PR.EFECT. QVJE REGIO IN TERRIS NOS. NON PLENA

LAB.

Reverse.—Device, legend, and exergue the same as upon the pre

ceding medals to Captains Macdonough and Henley. Same artist.

Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were awarded also by Congress to the

commissioned officers of the American fleet, to the officers of the

army serving in it during the contest, and to the nearest male

relative of Lieutenants Gamble and Stansbury, killed in the

action.

44. CAPTAIN BIDDLE.

Occasion. —A gold medal was awarded by the resolution of Con

gress of February 22, 1816, to Captain James Biddle, of Phila

delphia, commander of the United States sloop-of-war Hornet, of

18 guns, for the capture, after an engagement of twenty-two

minutes, of the British sloop-of-war Penguin, of 19 guns, Captain

Dickinson, on the 23d of March, 1815.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Biddle. Legend. The Con

gress of the United States to Captain James Biddle, for his

gallantry, good conduct and services.

Reverse. —Device. Representing the engagement between the

Hornet and the Penguin, in sight of the peak of Tristan d'Acunha;

the Penguin is very much injured in her upper rigging, her guns

are silenced, and her colors trailing in the water over her stern.

Legend. Capture of the British ship Penguin, by the United

States ship Hornet. Exergue. Off Tristan d'Acunha, March

xxiii, mdcccxv. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were presented also to each of the com

missioned officers under Captain Biddle.
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45. CAPTAIN STEWART.

Occasion. —For the capture, on the 20th of February, 1815,

after a brave and skillful combat, of the British vessels-of-war, the

Cyane, of 34 guns, Captain Gordon Falcon, and the Levant, of

21 guns, Captain George Douglass, a gold medal was awarded to

Captain Charles Stewart, of Philadelphia, commander of the Amer

ican frigate Constitution, by resolution of Congress of February

22, 1816.

Obverse. —Device. The bust of Captain Stewart. Legend. Caro-

lus Stewart Navis Amer. Constitution dun.

Reverse. —Device. Representation of the engagement between

the Constitution and the Cyane and Levant. The two latter

occupy respectively the right and left foreground, and in the cen

tre of the background between them is the Constitution. Legend.

UNA VICTORIA!! ERIPUIT RATIBUS BINIS. Exergue. INTER CONSTITU.

Nav. Ameri. et Levant et Cyane Nav. Ang. Die xx. Febr.

mdcccxv. Furst. F. Size 40.

Note. —Silver medals were awarded also to each of the com

missioned officers of the Constitution who served in this action.

MISCELLANEOUS NATIONAL MEDALS.

Under this head will be found a number of interesting National

Medals. For the most part they commemorate civic events in our

history, though several of them are connected with the naval

service.

It seems desirable that the most important civic events in our

history should be commemorated by a series of appropriate medals.

The medal of " Washington and Independence," prepared by the
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late C. C. Wright, of New York, an eminent die-sinker, an en

graving of which is presented on Plates I. and II. in this work,

might with propriety be adopted as the first of the series. An

other medal might illustrate the peace with England in 1783; a

third the adoption of the Constitution of the United States in 1789;

and others, the acquisition of Florida; the purchase of Louisiana;

the peace of 1815 with England, (Treaty of Ghent;) the annexa

tion of Texas; the conquest of a peace with Mexico; the acquisi

tion of California. It would also be interesting to mark the

admission of each new State into the Union by issuing an appro

priate medal.

46. COMMEMORATIVE OF THE LOSS OF LIEUTENANT BACHE.

Occasion. —At the suggestion of Professor Bache, Superintend

ent of the United States Coast Survey, medals of silver were

struck, under the authority of the Treasury Department, for pre

sentation to the surviving officers and crew of the Coast Survey

brig Washington, commemorative of the loss of Lieutenant George

M. Bache, United States Navy, commander, and ten of the crew

of that brig, who perished while in the performance of their

duties, in a hurricane encountered off the coast of North Carolina,

on the 8th of September, 1846. The Secretary of the Treasury, Mr.

Walker, in communicating with Mr. Bancroft, the Secretary of the

Navy, upon the subject, said : " I concur in opinion with the Super

intendent of the Coast Survey in regard to the conduct of Lieutenant

commanding George M. Bache on that melancholy occasion. He did

all that nautical skill, coolness, and courage could accomplish, and

it is certain that the safety of the vessel, and of the surviving

officers and crew is due, under Providence, to the last order which

he gave, and which was in process of execution when he was

swept by the sea from the deck of the vessel. He perished in

the discharge of his duty, and his last act. which placed him in a
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position that occasioned his loss, secured the safety of the vessel

and that of the surviving officers and crew."

Obverse. —No device. Legend. The Treasury Department of

the United States, Coast Survey to , (a blank for the name

of the recipient.)

Reverse.—No device. Legend. Surrounded by a wreath formed of

laurel branches, For gallantry and humanity, Dec, 1846.

47. RESCUE OF THE OFFICERS AND CREW OF U. S. BRIG
SOMERS.

Occasion. —By resolution of Congress of March 3, 1847, gold

and silver medals were directed to be prepared and presented to

the officers and men belonging or attached to the French, British,

and Spanish ships-of-war in the harbor of Vera Cruz, who so gal

lantly, and at the imminent peril of their lives, aided in rescuing

from a watery grave many of the officers and crew of the United

States brig Somers, which was capsized and sunk in ten minutes,

during a heavy gust in the Gulf of Mexico, on the 10th of Decem

ber, 1846. Of the seventy-six persons composing the crew of the

Somers, thirty-nine were lost, including two officers, the acting

sailing-master, and a passed midshipman.

Obverse. —Device. Representing the United States brig Somers,

when struck by the heavy gust in the Gulf of Mexico. The brig

has been capsized, and the waves are dashing over her side.

Legend. Somers Navis Americana. Exergue. Ante Vera Cruz,

Dec. 10th, 1846.

Reverse. —Device. The brig Somers represented in the gust during

which she was lost, in the Gulf of Mexico, off the harbor of Vera

Cruz. In the foreground, three boats, carrying respectively the

English, French, and Spanish colors, are pulling to her assistance.

Legend. Pro vitis Americanorum conservatis. Eng. by C. C.

Wright. Size 36.
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48. CAPTAIN INGRAHAM.

Occasion. — Martin Koszta, one of the Hungarian refugees, and

formerly of the suite of Kossuth, was suddenly seized in a cafe at

Smyrna, hy the Austrian authorities, in the latter part of June,

1853, and was placed on board of the Austrian brig-of-war Hussar,

orders being issued by the Austrian Consul, on the twenty-ninth,

that he should be carried away. On the twenty-eighth, Captain

Ingraham, of the United States sloop-of-war St. Louis, having

learned that Koszta had taken the preliminary steps to secure his

naturalization in the United States, and that he was furnished

with an American passport, entered his protest against the orders

of the Austrian Consul until the facts of the case could be fully

ascertained, and on the next day brought the guns of his vessel

to bear upon the Austrian brig in which Koszta was confined.

Having obtained a delay until the second of July, on that day

Captain Ingraham, having learned from Mr. Brown, United States

Charge at Constantinople, that Koszta was entitled to American

protection, went on board of the Austrian brig, accompanied by

the Austrian Consul. In his interview with Koszta the latter

claimed to be an American citizen and demanded protection as

such, which Captain Ingraham promised he should have, and sub

sequently notified the Austrian authorities at Smyrna that Koszta

must be released by four o'clock that afternoon. Both vessels

then cleared for action, and appearances indicated that the diffi

culty would be decided by an appeal to arms. Fortunately, how

ever, by an arrangement made between the Austrian and American

Consuls, it was agreed that Koszta should be placed in the custody

of the French Consul, who consented to become his custodian,

until his claim to protection should be decided by the two govern

ments. Eventually Koszta was released and returned to the
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United States. He would, doubtless, have been immediately

executed had he been taken to Vienna. The spirited conduct of

Captain Ingraham on the occasion was endorsed by his govern

ment, and a gold medal awarded to him by resolution of Congress

of August 4, 1853.

Obverse. —Device. Smyrna in the distance, surrounded by the

shipping, hills, and fortifications. The American sloop-of-war St.

Louis and the Austrian brig-of-war Hussar, confronting each other,

are at anchor before the city. No legend. Exergue. The inscrip

tion—Smyrna, American sloop-of-war St. Louis: Austrian brig-

of-war Hussar. S. Eastman. D.; P. F. Cross. Sc.

Reverse.—Device. A wreath of branches of oak and laurel, in

bold relief, within the lower part of which, and beneath diverging

columns of rays and the thirty-one stars representing the States

composing the American constellation, is seen the American eagle,

with wings expanded, and grasping in its talons an anchor. In

scription: Presented by the President of the United States to

Commander Duncan N. Ingraham, as a testimonial of the high

sense entertained by Congress of his gallant and judicious

conduct on the 2d of July, 1853. Joint Resolution of Congress,
August 4tii, 1854. S. Eastman. D.; J. B. Longacre. Sc. Size 64.

49. WRECKERS' MEDAL.

Obverse. —A mast, to which a man is clinging, floating in the

sea; a ship is seen in the distance; the mast bears the letters U. S.

Reverse.—A branch of oak and laurel, crossed. The American

eagle, and thirty-one stars. The centre of the space between the

branches is left blank to receive the recipient's name.

Struck for presentation to the wreckers on our sea-coast for their

services in saving the lives and property of shipwrecked mariners.

Koehler. F. Size 40.
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50. SHIPWRECK MEDAL.

Obverse. A representation of a storm at sea; a lighthouse, and

a sinking ship in the distance. A wrecker has just rescued and

reached the shore with a person who has been shipwrecked.

Above is a scroll to receive the recipient's name.

Reverse. An eagle with raised wings, bearing the United States

shield upon its breast, an olive branch in the dexter and a bunch

of arrows in the sinister talon. Above the eagle's head is a scroll,

bearing the words E Pluribus Unum, and in a circle around the

edge of the medal, United States of America. These medals

were struck for presentation to officers of vessels of foreign na

tions, as an acknowledgment of their services, in saving the lives

and property of shipwrecked Americans. Leutze. Del.; Ellis. Sc.

Size 40.

51. JAPANESE EMBASSY MEDAL.

Occasion. —An Embassy from the Empire of Japan was accred

ited to the United States government, and had an audience with

the President, at Washington, on the 17th day of May, 1860. A
medal was struck, by order of the Department of State, on the

suggestion of the Director of the Mint, to commemorate this im

portant event. Gold medals were presented by the President to

each of the three principal Envoys; others, in silver and copper,

were given to the subordinate members of the Embassy. Subse

quently, namely, on the 13th and 14th of June, 1860, the princi

pal Envoys visited the Mint of the United States, at which time

several assays were made, in their presence, of the coins of Japan
and of the United States, for the purpose of determining the inter

changeable commercial value of the coins of both nations.1

1 The results of this interview and examination will be found in the Annual Report of

the Director of the Mint for 1859-60.

13
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Obverse. —Bust of the President. Legend. —James Buchanan,

President of the United States. S. Ellis. Sc.

Reverse.—A wreath of oak, bound together by the shield of the

United States, encircling the inscription, In commemoration of the

First Embassy from Japan to the United States. 1860. Ro

quet. F.

PRESIDENTIAL MEDALS.

In the series of Presidential Medals we have the busts or effigies

of all the Presidents of the United States, from Mr. Jefferson to Mr.
Buchanan, except that of President Harrison, whose lamented

death occurred in one brief month after his inauguration, and for

whom no presidential medal was prepared. They were com

menced during the administration of Mr. Jefferson. When trea

ties are made with the Indian tribes who inhabit the territory

of the United States, it is usual to present to the chief men

these medals, as a mark of distinction, as well as to furnish a

lasting memorial of the treaty.

There is a medal die in the Mint with the likeness of the elder

Adams upon it
,

but it was made many years after the close of his

administration. By using the reverse of the die prepared for the

Jefferson medal, a few specimens with the head of Adams upon

the obverse have been struck. This medal does not properly

belong to the series of Presidential Medals, and yet it is deemed

expedient to place it in that list.

The medals Nos. 77, 78, and 79, described in the Washington

Collection, are believed to have been struck for the purpose of

presenting to Indian chiefs. The devices upon them show that they

were intended to induce the aboriginal inhabitants to adopt the

habits and customs of civilized life. These medals are not placed
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among the Presidential series, because they have not the likeness

of the President upon them, and do not in other respects properly

belong to that series, but we think it highly probable they were

used for the same purpose as the Presidential Medals. They are

by coin collectors and others called the "Season Medals," but for

what reason it is difficult to imagine.

1. Unfinished medal of JouN Adams, second President of the

United States. —The die was never hardened, nor was there any

reverse. A few copies were taken in soft metal. Engraved by

Furst. Not ordered by government. Size 32.

2, 3, 4. Thomas Jefferson. — Three sizes, 64, 46, and 32. Obverse.

Bust of Jefferson. Th. Jefferson President of the U. S. a.d.

1801. Reverse. Two hands clasped in friendship, and a toma

hawk and pipe, crossed. Peace and friendship.

5, 6, 7. James Madison. — Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32. Obverse.

Bust of Madison. James Madison President of the U. S. a.d.

1809. Reverse. Same type as No. 2.

8, 9, 10. James Monroe. — Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32. Obverse.

Bust of Monroe. James Monroe President of the U. S. a.d.

1817. Furst. F. Reverse. Same as No. 2.

11, 12, 13. John Quincy Adams. — Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32.

Obverse. Bust of Adams. John Quincy Adams President of

the U. States. 1825. Reverse. Same as No. 2.

14', 15, 16. Andrew Jackson. — Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32. Ob

verse. Bust of Jackson. Andrew Jackson President of the United

States. A.d. 1829. Furst. F. Reverse. Same as No. 2.

17, 18, 19. Martin Van Buren.—Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32.

Obverse. Bust of Van Buren. Martin Van Buren President

of the United States a.d. 1837. Furst. F. Reverse. Same

as No. 2.

20, 21, 22. John Tyler.— Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32. Obverse.
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Bust of Tyler. John Tyler President of the U. S. a.d. 1841.

Reverse. Same as No. 2.

23, 24, 25. James K. Polk.— Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32. Ob

verse. Bust of Polk. James K. Polk President of the United

States 1845. Reverse. Same as No. 2.

26, 27, 28. Zachary Taylor.— Three sizes, 48, 38, and 32. Ob

verse. Bust of Taylor. Zachary Taylor President of the

United States 1849. Reverse. Same as No. 2.

29. Millard Fillmore. — Obverse. Head of Fillmore. Millard
Fillmore President of the United States 1850. S. Ellis.

Reverse. A husbandman, leaning upon a plow, and confronting an

Indian chief, with whom he is conversing. The American flag

floats across them both, and above it are three links, containing

the words Labor, Virtue, Honor. J. Wilson. Size 48.

30. Franklin Pierce. — Obverse. Head of Pierce. Franklin
Pierce President of the United States 1853. S. Ellis.

Reverse. Same as No. 29. Size 48.

31. James Buchanan. — Obverse. Head of Buchanan. James

Buchanan President of the United States 1857. S. Ellis. Sc.

Reverse. Same as No. 29. Size 48.



SUB-NATIONAL MEDALS.

Under this designation are included the medals of a national

character which have been struck by authority of the individual

States. There are six of these in the Cabinet.

1. CAPTAIN PERRY.

Occasion. —A gold medal struck in honor of the victory on Lake

Erie was presented by the Legislature of the State of Pennsylvania,

by vote of January 31, 1814, to Captain Perry. .

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Captain Perry. Legend. Oliverus

Hazard Perry, pro patria vicit. Exergue. Presented by the

GOVERNMENT OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Reverse.—Device. A representation of the engagement on Lake

Erie. His flag-ship, the Lawrence, having been disabled during

the action, Captain Perry is seen erect in a boat passing to the

Niagara, to which vessel he is about shifting his flag, and upon

the truck of which an eagle is about to perch with the American

colors in its talons, and bearing in its beak the inscription, Vic
tory! Legend. We have met the enemy, and they are ours.

Exergue. British fleet on Lake Erie captured September 10,

1813. Furst. F. Size 36.

2. TO PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS SERVING IN THE ACTION
ON LAKE ERIE.

Occasion. —Medals, commemorative of the victory on Lake Erie,

were struck by order of the State of Pennsylvania, for presentation

(97)
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to such of her citizens who had volunteered to serve on board of

the American squadron on that occasion.

Obverse. —Device and legend same as of the preceding medal to

Captain Perry.

Reverse. —Device. To , (a blank being left for the inser

tion of the name of the recipient,) inclosed by a wreath of laurel.

Legend. We have met tiie enemy; and tiiey are ours. —Perry.

Inscription. In testimony of his patriotism and bravery in the

NAVAL ACTION ON LAKE ERIE, SEPTEMBER 10, 1813. Size 36.

Note. —The State of Pennsylvania presented gold medals also to

Captain Elliott and Lieutenant John J. Yarnell, for their bravery

during the engagement upon Lake Erie. We have been unable to

obtain copies of these medals, and therefore do not describe them.

3. MAJOR-GENERAL SCOTT.

Occasion. —A gold medal was voted to General Scott by the

State of Virginia, for his brave and gallant conduct while in com

mand of the American troops in the war with Mexico.

Obverse. —Device. A bust of General Scott, resting upon a branch

of laurel and of oak, is placed upon a pedestal, supported upon

each side by an eagle, behind which, projecting at either side, are

several colors and various other military emblems. The pedestal

bears the inscription: The Commonwealth of Virginia presents this

Medal to Major-General Winfield Scott, as a memorial of her

admiration for the great and distinguished services of her son

whilst commander-in-chief of the American Armies in the war

with Mexico, 1847. C. C. Wright. F.

Reverse.—Device. A column upon two stands of colors, entwined

by a branch of laurel. A wreath formed of oak branches incloses

the designs and inscriptions, and is held at the bottom by a shield

bearing the coat of arms of the State of Virginia. Upon the top of
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the column an eagle, with outstretched wings and carrying a branch

of laurel in its beak, has alighted. The cap of the column bears

the date 1848, and just below is the word Mexico. The leaves

of the laurel branch surrounding the column bear the names of the

several battles during the campaign at which the recipient com

manded, viz.: Ciiapultepec, Del Rey, Cherubusco, Contrekas,

Cerro Gordo, Vera Cruz ; and upon the base of the column is the

date 1812. On the right background a party are bombarding before

the wails of the City of Mexico, another party are storming a fort

upon the brow of a hill; on the left background troops are ad

vancing upon a fort, and to their left a besieging party are about

opening fire upon the city before them. Legend. Fecit quod cogi-

tavit. Exergue. From Virginia. C. C. Wright. F. Size 56.

4. COLONEL BLISS.

Occasion. —In the year 1849, the State of New York, by a vote

of its Legislature, presented to Colonel Bliss a gold medal for his

distinguished services as an officer in the United States army,

during the Mexican campaign.

Obverse. —Device. Bust of Colonel Bliss. Legend. Presented to

Lieutenant-Colonel Bliss' of the United States Army for his
gallant services in Mexico. Exergue. By the State of New

York, 1849. C. W. Wright. Del.; C. C. Wright. Sc.

Reverse.—Device. The arms of the State of New York. A
tablet (or shield) upon which the sun is represented rising from

behind hills, its rays reflected in the water, is supported upon the

right by Justice with her scales and sword, and upon the left by

Liberty sustaining a staff bearing the liberty-cap. To the right of

Justice a vessel under full sail by a pier, and to the left of Liberty
a steam-engine is crossing a bridge. Supported" by a shield is a

globe, upon the top of which is an eagle, and below the tablet is
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the motto of the State, Excelsior. Legend. Monterey, Buena

Vista, Palo Alto, Resaca de la Palma. Size 44.

5. MAJOR-GENERAL TAYLOR.

A gold medal presented to Major-General Zachary Taylor, by the

State of Louisiana, for his brilliant victories and achievements in

the war with Mexico.

Obverse. —A representation of the battle of Buena Vista. Gen

eral Taylor, on the right foreground, is directing the attack of his

troops upon the Mexican line. His flying artillery are rapidly

advancing upon the enemy. Above is the name Buena Vista,

encircled with laurel, which, together with the names Palo Alto,
Resaca de la Palma, Monterey, form the Legend. H. F. Bald

win & Co. Pubs. N. 0.

Reverse.—The arms of the State of Louisiana. A pelican feed

ing its young. Above, a pair of scales, with the word Justice;

beneath, is the motto, Union and Confidence. Legend. The State

of Louisiana to Maj: Gen: Zachary Taylor. Size 44.

6. DR. E. K. KANE.

Occasion.—On the 18th of March, 1856, the Legislature of the

State of New York ordered that a gold medal, appropriately com

memorating the voyage of discovery of the Grinnell ships, be pre

sented to Dr. E. K. Kane, commander of the said exploring

expedition.

Obverse. —Arms of the State of New York, inclosed with a

wreath of laurel.

Reverse.—A representation of the discovery of the Open Polar

Sea, by William Marten, and Hans, the Esquimaux, who accom

panied Dr. Kane in this perilous and praiseworthy expedition.

Size 51.
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MISCELLANEOUS MEDALS.

I. AMERICAN.

Under this head we have placed —1. The Colonial and Revolu

tionary Medals. 2. Such as have been subsequently ordered by

Cities. 3. Agricultural Societies. 4. Mechanical Institutes. 5.

Other Institutions and Societies. 6. Personal Medals.

I. COLONIAL AND REVOLUTIONARY.

1. PENN MEDAL.

Occasion. —A silver medal commemorative of the settlement of

Pennsylvania by Penn and his followers.

Obverse. —Device. Head of William Penn. Legend. William
Penn. Boen 1644. Died 1718.

Reverse.—Device. Penn, the founder of the colony in Pennsylva

nia, is represented standing, his walking-cane in his left hand, and

with his right shaking hands with an Indian chief, who carries a

bow in his left hand. Legend. By Deeds of Peace. Exergue.

Pennsylvania settled 1681.

2. COLONEL ARMSTRONG.

Occasion. —For the destruction of the Indian village of Kittan-

ning by the troops under his command, the City of Philadelphia

(103)
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awarded a silver medal to Colonel (afterwards General) John

Armstrong, of Carlisle, Pa.

Obverse. —Devize. An officer, accompanied by two of his men, is

represented pointing to a soldier firing under cover of a tree, with

an Indian prostrate before him. In the background the Indian

wigwams are seen in flames. Legend. Kittanning destroyed by

Col. Armstrong, September 8, 1756.

Reverse. —Device. The coat of arms of the Corporation of Phila

delphia, consisting of four devices, viz. : on the right, a ship repre

sented under full sail; on the left, an evenly balanced pair of

scales; above the ship, a sheaf of wheat; and to the left, two hands

joined. Legend. The gift of the Corporation of the City of
Philadelphia. Size 30.

Note. —Similar medals were awarded also to each of the com

missioned officers under Colonel Armstrong.

3. INDIAN PEACE MEDAL.

Obverse. A laureated bust of George II., King of England.
Georgius II. Dei Gratia.

Reverse. A white man and an Indian, seated at opposite sides of

a fire, beneath a tree; the former in the act of presenting his com

panion with the calumet of peace, which he has been smoking. The

sun, with his diverging rays, above. Let us look to the most

high, who blessed our fathers with peace .... 1757. Size 28.

An association was formed for the purpose of promoting peace

with the Indian tribes, and was composed chiefly of the members

of the religious Society of Friends. Silver medals were struck by

this association, and presented to the Indians.

(The three medals above described were engraved and struck

by Edward Duffield, a watch and clock maker in Philadelphia.

They are believed to be the first medals made in the Province of

Pennsylvania.)
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4. LIBERTAS AMERICANA.

Obverse. Bust of the goddess of Liberty; the liberty-pole, sur

mounted by a cap, resting against the right shoulder. Legend.

Libertas Americana 4 Juil, 1776.

Reverse. Pallas, holding in her left hand a shield with three

fleur de lis— the arms of France —and opposing it to a leopard

(England) which is springing toward it; her right hand is drawn

back, and holding a barbed javelin, as if in the act of plunging it

into the leopard. Under the shield is an infant in a stooping

posture, strangling a serpent with each hand. Legend. Non Sine

Diis Animosus infans. Exergue. 17 Oct., 1777, 19 Oct., 1781, the

dates respectively of the surrender of Burgoyne and Cornwallis.

Duprl F. Size 30.

5. FRANKLIN MEDAL.

Obverse. Bust of Franklin. Benj. Franklin natus Boston xvii
Jan mdccvi. Reverse. Eripuit oelo fulmen sceptrum que

tyrannis. Inscribed between two branches of oak, crossed.

Sculpsit et Dicavit Aug. Dupre. Anno MDCCLXXXVL Size 28.

6. SECOND FRANKLIN MEDAL.

Same obverse as No. 5. Reverse. The genius of Science point

ing to the lightning coming from a cloud which is descending

upon a temple, directed by a lightning rod, near the feet of

the figure with broken crown and sceptre; with the legend Eri
puit COXO FULMEN SCEPTRUM QUE TYRANNIS. Size 28.
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II. CITIES.

1. TO CAPTAINS CREIGHTON, LOW, AND STOUFFER.

Occasion. —The San Francisco, a new ship, left the port of New

York upon her first voyage on the 22d of December, 1853, under

the command of Captain Watkins, with the United States troops

forming companies A, B, D, G, H, I, K, and L, of the Third Regiment

United States artillery, amounting, with the non-commissioned

staff and band, to nearly five hundred and fifty men. Including

her passengers, officers, and crew, and cabin and steerage waiters,

she carried over seven hundred persons. When off Charleston, on

the twenty-fourth of December, she met with a northwest wind,

which soon increased to a gale. At nine o'clock in the evening of

the twenty-fifth December, she shipped a heavy sea amid ships,

which washed about one hundred and fifty of the troops overboard.

The ship opened in the seams, over the wales a large portion of the

quarter-deck was stove in, and it was only by the greatest exertion

that she was kept afloat. In this deplorable state, the condition of

those remaining was rendered still more terrible by the outbreak,

on the twenty-seventh of December, of a disease resembling Asiatic

cholera. The steerage passengers and waiters broke into the pro

vision-room and feasted at will, and broke open and pillaged the

trunks of the ladies; while the raw recruits, in imitation of their

example, became also unmanageable. By this time the ship had

drifted northward and was nearly opposite to Boston, in longitude

sixty-one degrees. On board, all was confusion and consternation.

The bark KUby, from New Orleans, Captain Low, which, although

herself suffering from lack of provisions, had remained by and

relieved the San Francisco of her lady passengers, disappeared

during the night of the twenty-ninth of December. On the second
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of January following, (1854,) the Three Bells, Captain Creighton,

of Glasgow, appeared in sight and remained by the San Francisco,

rendering her such assistance as was possible, receiving on board

as many of her passengers as she could carry, and taking her de

parture with them, after remaining by the San Francisco all night.

The Antartic, from New York, Captain Stouffer, which had over

taken the ship on the third of January, rescued the remaining per

sons on board of the San Francisco, about one hundred and forty

soldiers, with some officers, including Captain Watkins of the ill-

fated ship, who was the last to leave his vessel, and which, having

been scuttled by his order, went down soon after they left her.

After the Kilby parted from the steamer, on the night of the

twenty-ninth of December, the passengers rescued by her, together

with her own officers and crew, suffered terribly from hunger and

thirst. Several times she approached the coast, but was driven

back by adverse winds. The first day a ship biscuit and a small

slice of bacon was allotted to each, but, on the second, the biscuit

was withheld from the males on board. A small quantity of corn

on board, partially moulded and served out by the handful, formed

their chief nourishment for fourteen days, with the daily allowance

to each passenger of a wineglassful of water. Fortunately, several

rain-storms occurred, and once a fall of snow. Garments were

spread to catch the precious drops, and the famishing creatures de

voured the snow as it descended, and, but for this benefaction of

the elements, large numbers must have perished with thirst. To

complete the intensity of their sufferings, the crew threatened to

mutiny. On the morning of the thirteenth of January, however,

the Kilby was overtaken by the Lucy Thompson, Captain Pendle

ton, of New York, who removed all the passengers and crew from

the bark, except four of the former and twelve of the United States

troops, who volunteered to assist the captain to work the Kilby
into Boston, where she arrived in due time. Tlie Lucy Thompson
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reached New York in safety, on the fourteenth of January, (1854,)

where the Three Bells had preceded her on the previous day, with

the portion of the passengers rescued by her from the San Fran

cisco, the remainder of whose surviving passengers and crew reached

Liverpool in safety, on board the Antartic. By this disaster and

extreme suffering from exposure and starvation, nearly two hun

dred persons perished. In testimony of the conduct of Captains

Creighton, Low, and Stouffer, the City of Philadelphia presented to

each of them a medal of gold.

Obverse. —Device. The coat of arms of the City of Philadelphia.

A shield supported on either side by two female figures, one hold

ing in her right hand a scroll, and in her left, above the shield, a

pair of evenly balanced scales rests upon various agricultural pro

ducts. The shield bears upon its centre a plow upon a field of

grain, and below, a ship is represented under full sail. No legend.

Reverse. — No device. Inscription. Testimonial to Captains

Creighton, Low, and Stouffer, of the ships Tiiree Bells,
Kilby, and Antartic, from the Corporation of the City of

Philadelphia, for their gallantry in rescuing the passengers

from the wreck of the steamer San Francisco, January, 1854.

Size 48.

8. PORTSMOUTH YELLOW FEVER MEDAL.

Obverse. A representation of the United States Naval Asylum,

near Portsmouth, Va. Naval emblems below, and a scroll above,

bearing the motto Palmam qui meruit ferat.

Reverse. An oak wreath, surrounding a blank, with the inscrip

tion, Presented by the Council of the Town of Portsmouth,

Virginia. F. N. Mitchell. Sc. Size 40.
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III. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

9. United States Agricultural Society. — Obverse. Female

figure seated, holding in the right hand a wreath, and in the left

a sickel. Legend. United States Agricultural Society mdccclii;

the whole surrounded by a wreath. Reverse. A plow and agricul

tural productions, with a space for the name of the recipient.

F. N. Mitchell. Boston. Size 48.

10. The Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society. — Obverse.

The crest and arms of the State of Pennsylvania. Legend. The
Pennsylvania State Agricultural Society Instituted a.d.

1851. Reverse. A wreath, half composed of Indian corn and

wheat, and half of branches of grapes, inclosing a blank for the

insertion of the recipient's name. A. C. Marin., fecit. Philad. Size 40.

11. The Connecticut State Agricultural Society. — Obverse.

Arms of Connecticut. Legend. Connecticut State Agricultural
Society Incorp May 1852. Reverse. Awarded to, and a

blank to receive the recipient's name, inclosed between branches

of oak and laurel. F. B. Smith and Hartmann. N. Y. fee. Size 32.

12. Same Society. — Obverse. A sheaf of wheat. Conn. State
Agricultural Society Incorp. 1852. Reverse. Same as No.

31. Size 32.

13. Michigan Agricultural Society. — Obverse. A female figure,

surrounded by emblems of Agriculture and Commerce. Legend.

Michigan State Agricultural Society. Reverse. Michigan State
Agricultural Society, organized March 24, 1849, with a blank

for the name of the recipient. C. C. Wright. Size 36.

14. Maine Agricultural Society. — Obverse. Arms of the State

of Maine. Legend. Maine State Agricultural Society. Reverse.

A scroll and floral ornament, with a blank for the name of the

recipient. F. N. & H. Mitchell. Size 26.

15
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15. Philadelphia Agricultural Society. — Obverse. Agricul
tural implements, with a blank above for the recipient's name.

Reverse. A pair of oxen and plow. Venerate the Plow. The
Agricultural Society of Philadelphia. Schormann. Sc. Size 32.

16. Sandwich Island Agricultural Society. — Obverse. A
wreath, surrounding emblems of Commerce, with the sun rising,

over which is suspended a crown. Legend. Royal Hawaiian
Agricultural Society. Reverse. Premium for the best exhib

ited. Blank for the name of the recipient. Mitchell. Sc. Size 40.

IV. MECHANICAL INSTITUTES.

17. Franklin Institute. — Obverse. Bust of Franklin, and the

inscription, Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania,

1824. On the reverse is a blank for the recipient's name, sur

rounded by branches of oak and palm, crossed, and the words,

Reward of Skill and Ingenuity. (First premium of Franklin

Institute.) Size 34.

18. Obverse. The same as No. 17. Reverse. A blank for the

recipient's name, around which are the words, Awarded to, and

Second Premium. Size 32.

19. Obverse. Bust of Franklin. No inscription. Reverse. Frank
lin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, and Awarded to,—

with a blank for the name of the recipient. Size 23.

20. Scott Legacy Medal.— Obverse. Bust of Franklin. Legend.

Franklin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania. Reverse. The

Scott Premium. to the most deserving. Size 32.

21. Obverse. Female figure seated, and emblems of Mechanics.

Beneath is the inscription, Be just and fear not. Reverse. A
wreath, with the inscription, Massachusetts Charitable Me

chanics Association. F. N. Mitchell. Sc. Size 32.
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22. Obverse. Right arm holding a hammer and a balance, with

the motto, We aim to be just. Inscription. Middlesex Mechanic

Association', Lowell Mass. Reverse. A wreath, with a blank for

the recipient's name. C. C. Wright. F. Size 24. ■

23. Obverse. Figure of Justice, surrounded by the emblems of

Commerce. Legend. Maryland Institute for the Promotion of

toe Mechanic Arts, Baltimore; and the inscription, Industry

the means, Plenty the result. Reverse. An oak wreath, with

a blank for the name of the recipient. Stabler. Size 32.

24. Obverse. Bust of Fulton. Legend. Fulton Institute Lan

caster Pa Founded 1858. Reverse. Awarded to, and two

branches of oak, crossed, and inclosing a blank for the insertion

of the recipient's name. Key. F. Size 32.

25. Obverse. Female figure, standing, and holding a wreath in

her right hand, surrounded by implements of science, art, and

mechanics. Reverse. Worcester County Mechanics' Association,

and the date 1841. The centre blank for the name of the reci

pient. Mitchell. Size 28.

V. OTHER INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETIES.

26. Boston ScuooL Medal.— Obverse. Bust of Franklin. The

Gift of Franklin mdccxc. Reverse. A scroll, bearing the

words Awarded to. Beneath is a blank for the insertion of the

recipient's name, and a branch of rose. Size 20.

27. City of Boston Medal.— Obverse. A scroll, bearing the

words City Medal. Beneath is an oval compartment, or shield,

containing a representation of the City of Boston. 1821. Reverse.

Same as No. 9. Size 20.

In Franklin's will there is a bequest of one hundred pounds to

be intrusted to the Corporation of the City of Boston, the interest
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of which is annually expended in the purchase of silver medals

to be awarded to the most meritorious pupils in the public schools.

The two preceding medals are the offspring of that fund.

28. First Steam Coinage at the Mint. — Obverse. A liberty-cap,

surrounded by diverging rays. Reverse. United States Mint
1836. First Steam Coinage Mar. 23. Size 18.

29. Crystal Palace, New York. — Obverse. A female figure on

the left, in the act of crowning a kneeling female representing

Industry, who is presented by a winged male figure, bearing a

winged globe in his right hand. Reverse. A wreath, with the

American shield below, surrounding the inscription, Exhibition of

the Industry of all Nations, New York, 1853. C. C. Wright.

Size 36.

30. Massachusetts Horticultural Society. — Obverse. Two

female figures, one seated, and holding in her right hand a bunch

of flowers; the other standing, and holding a bunch of grapes in

her left hand. Reverse. A space for the name of the recipient,

surrounded by a wreath of roses and grape, and the inscription,

Massachusetts Horticultural Society. F. N. Mitchell. Size 32.

31. Sargent Medal. — Obverse. Anns of the State of Iowa.

Reverse. An open Bible, with a cross on it, and a scroll above,

bearing the motto, Christi duci. Inscription. Sargent Medal x

Iowa College. F. N. Mitchell. Size 26.

32. Musical Academy.— Obverse. A harp, surrounded by the

inscription, F. Dorigo's Musical Academy; and Class No. 1, 1847,

on the reverse. Size 10.

33. Norfolk Yellow Fever Medal.— Obverse. The good Sama

ritan, plying his office. I was sick and you visited me Matt.

xxv. xxxvi. Reverse. Faith, Hope, and Charity. In the back

ground is an altar and a lamb, and above, an eye surrounded by

diverging rays. Presented by the Howard Association of Nor

folk V^. 1855. Size 20.
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34. The San Francisco Vigilance Committee. — Obverse. The

goddess of Justice. Be just and fear not. Fiat justitia ruat
C(ELUM San Francisco California. Reverse. An eye, sur

rounded by diverging rays. Committee of Vigilance Organ

ized 9t? June 1851. Reorganized 14™ May 1856. Size 24.

VI. PERSONAL MEDALS.

35. Clay Medal.— Obverse. Bust of Clay. Legend. Henry

Clay. Beneath the bust is a scroll, bearing the inscription, Born
April 12, 1777. Died June 29, 1852. Reverse. A rock, on which

rests a tablet and a hand. On the rock is inscribed the word

Constitution, and on the tablet, American System, South Amer

ican Nations, Commercial Compromises. Above are the words,

The eloquent defender of national rights and national inde

pendence. Size 48.

36. Cooper Medal.— Obverse. Bust of Cooper. The personifi

cation of honor, truth, and justice. Reverse. To J. Fennimore

Cooper. The offering of a grateful heart for his disinterested

vindication of his brother sailor Jesse D. Elliott. Inscribed

between branches of oak, crossed. Size 32.

37. Small Medal of Jackson. — Obverse. Undraped bust of

Jackson. Reverse. And. Jackson inaugurated Presidt. U. S.

second term, Mar. iv. 1833. Size 12.

38. Commodore M. C. Perry. — Obverse. Head of Perry. Com

modore M. C. Perry. Reverse. Presented to Com. M. C. Perry
Special Minister from the U. S. A. by Merchants of Boston, in

token of their appreciation of his services in negotiating the

treaty with Japan, signed at yoku-hama, march 31, and with

Lew-Chew at Napa, July 11, 1854. Inscribed in fourteen lines,

and inclosed in a wreath composed of branches of oak and laurel,
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crossed within a circlet, bearing the word Mississippi. F. N.

Mitchell. SkeSG.

39. Presented to Robert M. Patterson, upon his retirement from

the Directorship of the Mint, in 1851, by the Officers and Clerks

of the Mint.— Obverse. Bust of Patterson. Egbert M. Patterson

Director of the U. S. Mint 1835-51. Reverse. A scroll,

bearing the words Codex Monet.e 1837; beneath which is in

scribed, A PARTING TOKEN OF REGARD FROM THE OFFICERS AND CLERKS

of the Mint, 1851. Inclosed by a serpent, entwined with palm

and laurel. C. C. Wright. Size 40.

40. Presented to James Boss Snowden, Director of the Mint, by

his personal friends.— Obverse. Bust of Snowden. Presented to

James Eoss Snowden, Director of the Mint, by his personal

friends, as a mark of their regard for him as an officer, and

their esteem for him as A citizen. Beneath the bust is the date

1859. Reverse. A representation of the Mint of the United States.

The Mint of the United States of America. Built 1832, Een-

dered Fire-proof 1856. Paquet. F. Size 50.

41. Presented to Adam Eckfeldt, upon his resignation of the

Chief Coinership of the Mint, in 1839, by his Fellow Officers.— Ob

verse. Bust of Eckfeldt. Adam Eckfeldt Chief Coiner U. S.

Mint 1814-1839. Reverse. A farewell tribute of affectionate
regard to Adam Eckfeldt from his Fellow Officers of the U. S.

Mint, 1839. Furst. F. Size 32.

42. Presented to Samuel Moore, formerly Director of the Mint,

by the Philadelphia Museum. — Obverse. Bust of Peale. Charles

Willson Peale Founder 1784. Reverse. To S. Moore,

engraved within a wreath of oak. Philadelphia Museum

Incorporated 1821. Size 20.

43. J. H. B. Latrobe.— Obverse. Monument of Kosciusko. Le

gend. U. S. Military Academy, West Point. Reverse. An eagle

with spread wings, bearing a scroll, with the motto, Detur dignior.
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Inscription. From the Corps of Cadets to J. H. B. Latrobe Esq.

1825. Size 17.

44. Dr. Hosack. — Obverse. Head of Dr. Hosack. Legend. David

Hosack M.D. Reverse. Emblems of arts and sciences. Inscrip

tion. Arts and Science. Furst. F. Size 21.

45. William Page. — Obverse. Head of William Page. Legend.

Will. Page, 1848. Reverse. A painters palette, with the pencils.

Born Albany N. Y. Jan. 23, 1811. S. Ellis. Del; C. C. Wright.

Fee. Size 30.

46. Dr. E. K. Kane.— Obverse. Bust of Kane. Legend. Dr.

E. K. Kane. Reverse. Born in Piiila. Pa. Feb. 3, 1822.1 Com

mander of the Grinnell Arctic Expedition May 30, 1853. Died

Feb. 14, 1857. Key. F. Size 24.

47. Golden Wedding. — Obverse. The busts of Robert and

Louisa Gilmor, with their names as the legend. Exergue. Mar
ried fifty years, the 25™ September 1821. Reverse. A repre

sentation of Cupid. Legend. To Conjugal Happiness. Faulk

ner. F. Size 24.

MISCELLANEOUS MEDALS-(Continued.)

II. Great Britain.—III. Prance.— IV. Germany. —V. Spanish
America.

These medals are described in the order in which they are placed

in the cases, without attempting any arrangement of them.

The collection of Foreign medals is a very meagre one, and they

may be regarded as only specimens of the medals of other nations.

More than this is not, perhaps, desirable in view of the great num

ber prepared, especially in France and England. The medals of

1 A mistake of the engraver as to the time of the birth and death of Dr. Kane. He was

born Feb. 3, 1820 ; and died Feb. 16, 1857.
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France in particular are very numerous. More than five hundred

are said to have been struck at the Mint of Medals in Paris during

the reign of Louis XIV.; and, perhaps, twice that number mark

the surprising career of the first Napoleon.

II. GREAT BRITAIN.

1. Inaugural Medal of Queen Anne. — Obverse. Bust of the

Queen. Anna D. G. Mag. Br. Fr. et Hib. Regina. Reverse.

Minerva casting a thunderbolt at a prostrate monster. Vicem

gerit. illa. tonantis Inavgvrat xxiii. Ap. mdccii. Size 22.

2. George Augustus Eliott, Governor of Gibraltar. Obverse. Bust

of Eliott, in uniform. George Augustus Eliott Governor of

Gibraltar. Reverse. Hercules, with his lion's skin and club, and

two upright pillars. Fortiter et recte xiii. Sept. mdcclxxxii.

Size 37.

3. George Fox. — Obverse. Bust of Fox, at full face. Glory be

thine intrepid Fox. —Firm as old Albion's battered rocks. Re

verse. Resistless speaker —Faithful guide—The Courtier's

dread, the Patriot's Pride. Inscribed between branches of oak

and laurel. Size 21.

4. Taking of Cape Breton.— Obverse. Bust of Boscawen.

Adml. Boscawen took Cape Breton. Reverse. The scene in the

harbor of Louisbourg. Louisbourg Jul. 26, 1758. Size 25.

5. Military Medal of Cromwell.— Obverse. Bust of Cromwell.

Olivervs Dei Gra. Reipvb. Anglle Sco. et Hib. Protector. Re

verse. Arms of the Commonwealth, guarded by a lion. Pax qvje-

ritvr bello. Size 24.

6. Father Matthew's Temperance Medal.— Obverse. A shield,

bearing the sacred lamb, and the initials I. II. S. and surmounted

by the cross. Upon the right is a man, with a flag inscribed
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Sobriety. Victory is seen in the act of descending to crown him

with a circle of laurel. Upon the left is a female, with a flag in

scribed Domestic Comfort. Legend. In hoc signo vinces. Reverse.

A broad cross, rayonnant, upon which is inscribed the pledge.

Pledge. —I promise to abstain from all intoxicating drinks &c.

EXCEPT USED MEDICINALLY AND BY ORDER OF A MEDICAL MAN, AND

TO DISCOUNTENANCE THE CAUSE AND PRACTICE OF INTEMPERANCE.

Legend. The Total Abstinence Society of Ireland. The very

Rev" T. Mathew President Founded 10 April 1838. An

other variety of this medal has on the reverse, Catholic Total
Abstinence Society. Founded 25 June 1840. Size 27.

7. Sancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury. — Obverse. Bust of

Sancroft. Gvil. Sancroft Arciiiepisc. Cantvah. 1688. Reverse.

Busts and names of the seven bishops ejected with Sancroft, by

James II. in 1688. Size 31.

8. Medal of George II., to commemorate the Campaign in

Canada during the French War. — Obverse. Bust of George II.
Georgius II Rex. Reverse. The arms of Great Britain and the

names of the different battles and of the generals in command.

Size 27.

9. To commemorate the Visit of Nicholas I. of Russia, to the

Court of St. James. — Obverse. Bust of Nicholas. Nicolaus I.

totius Rossis Imperator. Reverse. Nicolaus I. totius Rossle
Imperator Regin^e Britanniarum Victorle Amicus et hospes.

1844. Inscribed in seven parallel lines. Size 32.

10. Medal of Walter Scott. — Obverse. Head of Scott. Sir
Walter Scott, Bart Born Aug: 15, 1771. Died Sep 21,

ltS>52. Reverse. Elevation of the monument erected to his mem

ory at Edinburgh. Founded Aug: 15, 1840. Size 24.

11. Shakspeare Medal.— Obverse. Portrait of Shakspeare, with

pen and paper in hand. William Shakspeare Died April

23, 1616. Reverse. The house in which the great poet first saw

16
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the light. Born April 23, 1564. Beneath is the date 1842, the

year in which it was struck. Size 24.

12. Coronation Medal of George IV. — Obverse. Head of

George IV. laureated. Georgius IIII D. G. Britanniarum Rex F. D.

Reverse. The coronation. Proprio jam jure animo paterno

Inaugurates Die Julii xix anno mdcccxxi. Size 22.

13. Medal of William IV. and Adelaide. — Obverse, Head of

the King. William the Fourth crowned Sep: 8, 1831. Reverse.

Head of Adelaide. Adelaide Queen Consort crowned Sep: 8,

1831. Size 21.

14. Silver Medal taken from Tecumseii at the Battle of the

Thames.— Obverse. Bust of George III. Georgius III Dei Gratia.

Reverse. The crest and arms of Great Britain. Probably given to

Tecumseh by the British government, as a token of friendship for

his devotion to the British arms during the war with the United

States. Size 48.

15. Silver Medal found in an Indian Grave, in Arch Street,

Philadelphia. — Obverse. Same as No. 14. Reverse. A lion, with

a crown on his head, in a recumbent position, complacently watch

ing a barking cur; trees and foliage in the background. Doubt

less intended as a slur upon the revolted colonies. Size 38.

16. Medal of Roger Bacon. — Obverse. Bust of Bacon. Ro-

gerius Bacon. Reverse. Natus Ilciiester Com: Sommerset in

Anglia, an. mccxiv. Obiit an. mccxciv. Series numismatica uni

versalis virorum illmtrium. M.DCGC.XVJJI. Durand. edidit.

Size 26.

Note. —Several of the following numbers are electrotypes, and

present only the obverses of the medals. For these copies medals

will be supplied as opportunities to do so may occur.

17. Lieutenant-General Sir John Moore, K.B. Size 25.

18. Lieutenant-General Lord Hill. Size 25.

19. Lieutenant-General Sir Ralph Abercrombie. — Obverse.
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Head of General Abercrombie. Reverse. Aquarius, with his

water-jug and paddle, guiding a fleet of small vessels. Pas
sage of the Duro, 1809. Size 26.

20. Field Marshal Frederick, Duke of York, second son of

George III. Size 26.

21. Admiral Sir S. Smith. Size 26.

22. Admiral Sir John Jervis, Earl of St. Vincent, C.B. —He

gained the latter title for his victory over the Spanish fleet off

Cape St. Vincent, on February 14, 1797. Size 26.

23. Major-General Lord Hutchinson. — Succeeded General

Abercrombie in the command of the army in Egypt, in 1801.

Size 26.

24. Marshal General Lord Beresford.

25. Lieutenant-General Sir T. Picton, K.B. Size 26.

26. George, Prince Regent. — Obverse. Bust of the Regent.
George Prince Regent mdcccxvi. Reverse. A goddess, present-

ing a world to Britannia, who is placing an olive branch upon

it. England gives Peace to the World. 1814. Size 26.

27. Earl of St. Vincent.— Obverse. Bust of the Earl, inclosed

in a wreath of laurel. Earl St. Vincent's Testimony of Approba

tion 1800. Reverse. A soldier and a civilian, clasping hands.

Loyal and True; inclosed in a wreath of laurel surmounted by

a crown. The ground upon which the device is borne consists

of the crosses of St. George and St. Andrew, drawn in outline.

Size 29.

28. Reverse of a Medal struck in honor of her Majesty's Visit to

the Corporation of the City of London, on the 9th of November,

1837. —The device is a view of Guildhall, London, which bears

upon its front the motto Domine Dirige Nos. Size 33.

29. Waterloo. — Obverse. Napoleon, seated upon a rock, in a

dejected attitude, while Victory is presenting him with a palm

branch, and pointing with a stylus to a scroll. Fame is flying
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above and blowing her trumpet. Napoleon at St. Helena. Re

verse. Two hands clasped in friendship. Waterloo June 18, 1815,

inclosed in a wreath of cactus, which is entwined with a scroll,

bearing the names of the different battles of that campaign.

This medal was probably struck for distribution among the sur

vivors of the battle of Waterloo. Size 25.

30. Abercrombie. — Obverse. Bust of Abercrombie. Abercrom-

bius dux in Egypto Cecidit Victor 28 Mar 1801. Reverse. Two

warriors in a hand-to-hand conflict; a crocodile in the back

ground. Na fir a ciioisin buaidii san epiiait 21 Mar.

1801. Size 29.

31. Keverend George Whitefield. — Obverse. Bust of White-

field. The Bev. George Whitefield, A.M. Reverse. A funeral

urn, surmounted by a cherub and a skull. B.(orn) 16. D. (ecember)

1714. D.(ied 30. S.(eptember) 1790. Size 22.

32. Moses Mendelssohn. — Obverse. Bust of Mendelssohn.

Moses Mendelssohn. Reverse. The skull and butterfly, emblem

atic of the immortality of the soul. Legend. Pikedon. Natus

mdccxxix. Size 27.

33. Samuel Parr, LL.D. — Obverse. Bust of Parr. Samuel

Parr, LL.D. Reverse. An open volume, bearing the word Stvdia.

Depascimvr avrea dicta mdcccxxi. Size 27.

34. Medal of the London Crystal Palace. — Obverse. Bust of

Prince Albert. His Royal Highness Prince Albert. Inclosed

in a wreath of oak and laurel. Reverse. A representation of the

Crystal Palace. Legend. The building for the great exhibition

in London 1851. Beneath which is inscribed, Proposed by H. R. II.
Prince Albert. Designed by Joseph Paxton Esq. F.L.S. Erected
by Fox, Henderson & Co Dimensions: —Length 1848 feet.

Width 456 feet. Height of principal roof 6O feet. Height of
transept 108 feet. Glazed surface 900,000 feet. Occupies 18

acres of ground. Size 46.
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35. Obverse. Bust of Queen Victoria. Legend. Victoria Regina.

Reverse. A representation of Guildhall. Inscribed beneath, In
Honor of Her Majesty's Visit to the Corporation of London

9t.H Nov. 1837. Size 34.

36. Obverse. Bust of Victoria, facing to the left. Legend. Vic

toria D. G. Britanniarum Regina F. D. Reverse. The British
Government to Mr. A. B. Lausse Chief Mate of the American

Ship Harkaway, surrounded by branches of oak, crossed, above

which is the crown. Legend. For Signal Courage and Human

ity in Saving the Crew of the British Ship Infanta 1855.

Size 28.

III. FRANCE.

1. Struck on the Occasion of the Enlargement of the Palace

of Maria de Medicis. — Obverse. Head of Louis Philippe, Her

cules and Justice with appropriate emblems. Loi du 15 Juin 1836

AGRANDISSEMENT DU PALAIS DE LA CHAMBRE DES PAIRS LOUIS PHILIPPE

I. Regnant. M. De Montalivet, Ministre de l'Interieur. M. De

Gisors, Architecte. Reverse. An emblematical wreath, surmounted

by the bust of Marie de Medicis; supported by figures represent

ing Painting and Architecture. Inscription. Palais de Marie de

Medicis, construit en 1615, sur le terrain de l'Hotel de Lux

embourg, par Jacques Debrosse. Size 42.

2. On the Occasion of the Visit of the Royal Family to the Mint,

on the 8th of November, 1833. — Obverse. Heads of the King and

Queen (Louis Philippe and Marie Amelie.) Charte de 1830. La
familie royale visite le monnaie le 8. Nov. 1833, on a scroll.

Reverse. Heads of the other members of the family (nine in num

ber.) Size 48.

3. Louis Philippe I.— Obverse. Head of Philippe. Louis Piiit^
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ippe I. Roi des Francais. Reverse. A representation of Liberty

and Order, with clasped hands, supporting the French Flag.

LIBERTE ORDRE PUBLIC. MDCCCXLI. Size 48.

4. To commemorate the Erection of the Normal School Build

ings. — Obverse. Head of Louis Philippe. Louis Philippe I. Roi

des Francais. Reverse. Loi du 24 Mars 1841. Construction .des

BATIMENTS DE L'ECOLE NORMALE, LOUIS PhILIPPE REGNANT, M.

Teste, Ministre des Travaux publics. M. Villemain, Ministre

DE L'INSTRUCTION PUBLIQUE. M. De GlSORS, ARCHITECTE. Size 46.

5. To commemorate the Laying of the Corner-stone of the

Library of St. Genevieve, on the 12th of August, 1844. — Olrverse.

Loi du 19 Juillet 1843, Louis Philippe, Regnant, M. Teste,

Ministre des Travaux publics; M. Villemain, Ministre de l'in
struction publique. Reverse. Interior of the library, and on the

base, Vue interieure de la Bibliothèque S" Genevieve. La pre

miere pierre de ce Monument a ete posée le 12 Aout. 1844. par

M. Dumon, Ministre des Travaux publics, M. Labrouste, Arch
itecte. Size 44.

6. On the Occasion of the Improvement of the Port of Havre.

— Obverse. Head of the King. Louis Philippe I. Roi des Fran

cais. Reverse. The city and harbor of Havre. Inscription. Agran

dissement du port du Havre, Loi du 5 Aout 1844. Louis Phil
ippe Regnant, M. Dumon, Ministre des Travaux publics, M.

Legrand sous-skcret"? d'etat. Size 44.

7. On the Occasion of the Opening of the Bridge of Dinan. —

Obverse. Head, with the name and title of Louis Philippe. Reverse.

A representation of the bridge. Viaduc de Dinan, Loi du 19.

Juillet 1845 Louis Philippe I. Regnant, M. Dumon, Min

istre des Travaux publics, M. Legrand S- Secret"? d'etat.

Size 44.

8. Struck on the Occasion of the Erection of the new Building

for the Department of Foreign Affairs, on the 29th of September,
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1845. — Obverse. Head of the King, on a small medallion, and the

figures of Hercules and Justice at either side. Loi du 15. Juillet
1845. Louis Philippe Ie" Roi des Francais. Reverse. A repre

sentation of the new buildings, over which is inscribed, Droit des

gens. In a scroll, beneath the building, Const0- du nouvel Hotel
du M™ des Affres Etrangères. Below which is also inscribed,

La I™1 pierre posée le 29. 9™ 1845; par M. M. Dumon Ministre

des trav. pub. et Guizot Ministre des Affres étrangères. M. La-

cornée Architecte. Size 44.

9. On the Erection of the Buildings for the Stamp and Regis

ter Offices. — Obverse. Head of the King, and various emblems

of arts, manufactures, books, and designs, etc. Loi du 15 Juillet
1845 Louis Philippe I. Roi des Francais. Reverse. Construc

tion DES NOUVEAUX BATIMENTS DU TIMBRE ET DE L'ENREGISTRE-

ment, la premiere pierre possée le 21 avril 1846. par M. M.

Dumon, Ministre des Travaux publics, et Lacave-Laplagne,

Ministre des Finances, M. P' Lelong Architecte; and the royal

stamp. Size 44.

10. Baptismal Medal, on the Occasion of the Baptism of one of

the King's Children, in 1841. — Obverse. Head of the King. Ludo-

vicus Philippcs I. Francorum Rex. Reverse. A representation of

the service. Comes parisiensis sacro lavacro ablutus, 11. Maii
mdcccxli. Size 48.

11. School Medal, struck in 1842. — Obverse. Bust of the King.

Louis Philippe 1er Roi des Francais. 25 Mars. 1842. Reverse.

A view of a school. France teach;ng three youths, Le Roi et La

Patrie —La Patrie et Le Roi. Establissement d'ecoles primaires

dans toutes les communes de France. Loi du 28 Juin 1833.

Size 36.

12. Presented to Marshal Bugeaud, Governor-General of Al
geria, for the battle a" Isly. — Obverse. Bust and title of Louis

Philippe. Reverse. The inscription in which the King expresses
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his thanks to the Marshal, and to the army under him, for their

brilliant achievement on that occasion. Size 33.

13. Upon the Erection of the Fortifications around Paris, in

1841. — Obverse. The head of the King. Ludov. Philippus I. Fran-

corum Rex. Reverse. Securitas Publica. Lutetia munitionibus

cincta MDCCCXLI. Size 34.

14. Marriage of Ferdinand, Duke of Orleans to the Princess

of Mecklenbourg, in 1837. — Obverse. Bust and title of the King.

Reverse. A representation of the marriage ceremony. Domestica fe-

LICITAS SPES PUBLICA. FERDINAND PHIL. LUD. C. H. DUX AuREL: HEL.

Lud. Elis. Princ. Megalopol, Sacris NUPTIAL IUNCTI MDCCCXXXV1I.

Size 36.

15. Same occasion. — Obverse. Heads of the Duke and Princess.

Reverse. Ferdinand Duc D'Orleans, Prince Royal, Marie Le

30 Mai 1837, a Helene Princesse de Mecklenbourg Schwerin.

Size 36.

16. Obverse. The bust of the King. Louis Philippe I. Roi des

Francais. Reverse. A soldier, with the standard of France in

one hand, and a drawn sword in the other, is supporting a female

figure, who holds a tablet, on which is inscribed, Loi. Legend.

Force a la Loi Ordre public mdcccxxxi. Size 26.

17. Obverse. Bust, with the name and title of the King. Re

verse. A warrior standing among the ruins, holding a crown aloft

in one hand, and grasping a short sword in the other. Damrkmont

Nemours-D'Orleans. valee. Prise de Constantine Le 13 Octo-

bre 1837. Size 32.

18. Same obverse. Reverse. Ciiambre des Deputies. Session

1842. The Chamber of Deputies met on the twenty-seventh of

July, to provide a Regency upon the Death of the Duke of Orleans,

who was killed by a fall from his carriage on the thirteenth of the

same month. Size 33.

19. On the occasion of the fete, given by the King, upon the
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opening of the "Palace for the Exhibition of Products and Manu

factures," in 1844. — Obverse. Same as above. Reverse. Fete donnle

PAR LE Roi LE 8 JuiN 1844. Au CHATEAU DE VERSAILLES EN l'HON-

KEUR DES FRANCAIS QUI ONT EXPOSE AU PALAIS DE L'lNDUSTRIE LES

PRODUITS DE LEURS MANUFACTURES ET DE LEURS ATELIERS EN 1844.

Size 33.

20. Upon the Removal of the Remains of Napoleon from St.

Helena to Paris, in 1840. — Obverse. Bust and title of Louis

Philippe. Reverse. An inscription in French, stating the fact.

Size 33.

21. Upon the Inauguration of the Railroad between Brussels

and Paris, in 1846. — Obverse. Two medallions, one bearing the

head and title of Leopold, King of Belgium, and the other that of

Louis Philippe, King of France. Reverse. Inauguration du ciie-

min de fer de Bruxelles a Paris, 14 Juin 1846. Size 24.

22. Medal presented to Tiionnelier, for the Invention of the

first Steam Coining-Press, in 1833. — Obverse. Head and title of

King Louis Philippe. Reverse. Au Roi Tiionnelier auteur de

la Presse Monetaire 1833. Size 24.

23. In honor of Napoleon. — Obverse. Head of Napoleon. Na
poleon Empereur et Roi. Ne a Ajaccio 1769. Mort a St? He-

lene 1821. Reverse. An eagle surrounded by a halo, in which is

engraved the names of his different battles and other important

events; commencing at Monte Notte, and ending at Waterloo. Loi

du 10 Juin 1840. ordannant la translation des cendres de

l'Empereur Napoleon de l'Isle S™ Helene en France. Size 24.

24. To commemorate the Battle of Jena. — Obverse. Head of

the Emperor. Napoleon Emp. et Roi. Reverse. A representation

of the battle. Bataille D'Jena mdcccvi. Size 32.

25. On the Marriage of the Duke of Orleans to the Duchess

of Wurtemberg. — Obverse. Head of the Prince. Ferd. Ph. L.

17
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Cu. H. Jos. Duc. D'Orleans P. R* Reverse. Head of the Duchess.

Marie de France Ducuesse de Wurtemberg. Size 25.

26. Upon the Death of Louis XVII. — Obverse. Bust of Louis.

Ludov. XVII D. G. Franc, et Nav. Rex. Reverse. A lily hanging

upon a broken stem. Cecidit ut flos. vm Junii mdccxcv. Size 16.

27. Duke D'Enghien. — Obverse. Bust of the Duke. L. A. H.

De Bourbon. Conde Duc D'Enghien. Reverse. A horse standing,

in an impatient attitude, by a tent; articles of armor lying about.

Periit Heros. Vincenn.e xxi Martis mdccciv. Size 25.

28. Baptism of the Count of Paris, on the 2d of March, 1841. —

Obverse. Head of the infant. Aug" enfant vivez pour le iionneur

de la France et le maintien des libertes publiques. Bapteme de

M" le Comte de Paris, a la Metropole le 2 Mai 1841. Reverse.

The heads of Louis Philippe and of the Duke and Duchess of

Orleans. Louis Philippe I. Roi des Francais Ferd. P. L. C. II. I.
Duc D'Orleans Heb. L. E. De Mecklembourg Sch. Duch8?t D'Or

leans. Size 25.

29. In honor of De Pastoret, Chancellor of France in 1830. —

Obverse. Head of De Pastoret. C. E. J. P. De Pastoret, Francis
Cancellarius. Reverse. Nulli impar fortuna. mdcccxxx. Size 26.

30. In honor of De Rigny.— Obverse. Head of De Rimy.

H1- De Rigny V? Admiral DepT" Min^e de la Marine ne a

Toul en 1783. Mort en 1835. Reverse. A representation of Vic

tory. Bataille de Navarin xx Octobre mdcccxxvii. Size 30.

31. On the Anniversary of the Death of the Duke of Orleans,

Prince Royal. — Obverse. Bust of the Prince. Ferdinand Philippe

Louis Charles Henri D'Orleans, Duc D'Orleans Prince Royal.

Reverse. The family tomb. Le Roi la famille royale et la
France celebrent le 1"e Anniversaire de la mort de S. A. R.

M°.r le Duc D'Orleans. Ne a Palerme le 3. 7?re 1810. enleve a

l'amour de la Nation le 13 Juillet 1842. Size 31.

32. Same occasion. — Obverse. Head of the Prince. Ferd. Ph.
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L. Ch. H. Ros. Dltc D'Orleans Prince R1. Reverse. France mourn

ing at his tomb. A. Ferdinand de France la patrie et l'armee.

13 Juillet 1842. Size 31.

33. Same occasion. — Obverse. Bust of the Prince. Ferdinand
Philippe Louis Charles Henri D'Orleans, Duc D'Orleans Prince
Royal. The reverse bears an inscription, setting forth the virtues

of the deceased Prince. Size 32.

34. Upon the Marriage of the Duke de Montpensier to Louisa,

the youngest Princess of Spain.— Obverse. Heads of the Duke and

the Princess. A. M. Ph. L. D'Orleans, Duc De Montpensier.

Louise Ferdinande Infante D'Espagne. Reverse. Maries a Mad

rid le 10 Octobre 1846. Size 32.

35. In honor of the Prince De Joinville. — Obverse. Bust of

the Prince. Fr. Ph. M. Ferd. D'Orleans Prince de Joinville.
Reverse. Tanger 6 Aout 1844. Mogador 15 Aout 1844. The

Prince De Joinville sailed from Toulon, on the 23d of June, 1844, in

command of the fleet, consisting of eight ships-of-war, and bom

barded Tangier (Morocco) on the sixth of August, and the island of

Mogador, on the loth of August, both of which he captured, after

short engagements. Size 32.

36. On the Death of Marshal Lobau, on the 27th of November,

1838. — Obverse. The bust of the Marshal. C- Mouton Comte de

Lobau Marechal, Pair de France. Reverse. Ne a Phalsbourg

(Meurthe) Le 21 Fev? 1770. Mort a Paris le 27 Novembre 1838.

A tablet bearing the inscription La Garde Nationale du DepT de

la Seine a la memoire de son Commandant superieur. Two

branches of laurel, and flags draped in mourning, arranged in a

circle. Size 33.

37. Xavier Bichat.— Obverse. Bust of Bichat. Reverse. Traite
des membranes reciierciies physiologiques sub la vie et la mort

anatomie generale et descriptive. —Ne a Thoirette (Jura)
ancienne bresse le 9-:,le 1771. Mort a paris le 22 Juillet 1802.

Size 32.
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38. Probably to commemorate the Introduction of Steam into

the French Navy. — Obverse. A vessel under steam and sail. A la
GLOIRE DES SAVANTS ET DES INDUSTRIELS 18-43. LA PUISSANCE DE LA

VAPEUR BRAVE LE CALME DES MERS, AFFRONTE LES VENTS CONTRAIRES

ET DOIT PORTER LA CIVILISATION DANS TOUT L'UNIVERS. Reverse. A
locomotive with cars, etc. Le génie des ciiemins de fer, applanit

LES MONTAGNES, COMBLE LES VALLONS, FRANCHIT LES RIVIÈRES, ET

FACILITE LES TRANSACTIONS COMMERCIALES, ENTRE LES PEUPLES.

Size 32.

39. On the Erection of a Monument in honor of the Garrison

of Mazagran. — Obverse. Represents the monument. On the pedestal

Louis Philippe Regnant.—Souscription pour elever une colonne

A LA GLOIRE DES CENT VINGT SIX BRAVES QUE DEFENDIRENT L.3.4.5.6.

FEV™ 1840, LE POSTE DE MAZAGRAN CONTRE DOUZE MILLE ARABES.

Reverse. Names of the officers and soldiers comprising the garrison.

Size 33.

40. Upon the Erection of the Monument to Moliere, in 1844. —

Obverse. Bust of Moliere. Molière 1622-1673. Reverse. A view

of the monument. Inauguré en 1844. Souscript™ Nation" Vis-

conti ARcu. Cannois, sculp., on the front of the Monument; at

the top is the date 1844, and on the base A Moliere, 1622-1673.

Size 32.

41. Cholera Medal of Paris, a copy, showing only one side. In
the device, Death is seen, carrying off one of his victims, while a

good Samaritan is tending a sick female, and warding off the ap

proach of the grim messenger. In the background are seen savans

burning incense, etc., and in the front are the weeping children

and friends of the sufferer. Invasion du Cholera en 1832.

Size 53.

42. Upon the Appointment of the Duke of Orleans, by the

Chamber of Deputies, to the Lieutenant-generalship of France, in

1830. — Obverse. Minerva witnessing the signing of a charter by
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the Duke. Reverse. Le 31. Juillet 1830 la Commission de la
RÉUNION DES DEPUTES INVITE S. A. R. LE DUC D'ORLEANS A EXERCER

LES POUVOIRS DE LIEUTENANT GENERAL DU ROYAUME AU NOM DE LA

France. Inclosed in a wreath of oak. Size 48.

43. In honor of the Three Consuls of France —Bonaparte,

Cambaceres, and Le Brun.— Obverse. Busts of the three. Bona

parte PREMIER CONSUL, CaMBACERES SECOND CONSUL, Le BRUN TROI

SIEME consul. Reverse. Le Corps Legislatif aux Consuls de la
Republique Francaise. Paix interieure. Paix exterieure.

Arrete du 30 Floreal an x. 20 Mai mdcccii. Size 43.

44. In honor of De Sussy.— Obverse. His bust. J. B. H. C" De

Sussy, Pair de France, President de la Commission des Monnaies

et Medailles. Reverse. Musée des Monnaies et Medailles. Forme

en 1832 par les soins de M? le Compte De Sussy. Inauguré en

1833 par L. L. M. M. Louis Philippe 1™ et Marie Amélie. In
closed in a wreath of oak. Size 43.

45. Obverse. Port of Rochelle. Entrée du port de la Rochelle

mdcccxxiv. Reverse. Hommage des Rochellais. Passage de

S. A. R. Madame Duch. DAngouleme le 16. 7r?» 1823. A scene

in Rochelle; the cortege passing through the public square. Size 43.

46. The Great Conqueror.—An electrotype copy, showing only

one side. Roxolanicvs Maximvs. Aediles. Paris. Imp. Neapo-

lioni, a. Victoria redvci in svcvrbano caesarvm. grates Agvnt,
—Pr. id. Decembr. mdcccv. Size 43.

47. The Building of the Gymnasium in Paris. — Obverse. Cres-

centi ad militle decus nobilitati. Palaestra ex^edificata

mdcclxviiii. Reverse. Auro ARGENTO MR\ flando feriundo. JEms
^edificat.e mdcclxx. Size 41.

48. Jean Fernel and Ambroise Paré.— Obverse. Their heads, in

profile. La Medecine rendue a son unite primitive. Decret du

14 primai^ AN hi. de la R. F. Reverse. ./Edes academi et sciio.

CHIRURGO. ReGIA MUNIFICENTIA INCIIOAT MDCCLXX ABSOL : MDCCLXXIV.
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Fernel was physician to Henry II., and Pare was surgeon of the

same monarch, and, also, of his three successors. The former has

left several medical works which are esteemed high authority by

the profession. Size 38.

49. To commemorate the first Ascension in a Balloon. — Obverse.

Represents the famous fire balloon of Montgolfier (the first con

structor) which was sent up from near the Palace of Versailles,

Paris, on the 19th of September, 1783; and, also, a hydrogen gas

balloon. AuDAciA felix.—Aera permearunt xxi Nov. L. F.

Darlandes et F. Pilatre. 1 Dec. J. A. C. Charles et M. N.

Robert. Anno, mdcclxxxiii. Reverse. Patefacto per aera itinere

a Josepuo. et Stepiiano Montgolfier v Junii mdcclxxxiii. Rei

MEMORIAM POSTERITATI TRADI JUSSIT LuDOVICUS XVI ANNO

mdcclxxxiv. Size 32.

50. Obverse. Dvx Karolvs Bvrgvndvs. Head of the Prince.

Reverse. A ram, with an inscription, Ielaiemprivs Rienenaviencne.

Size 24.

51. Obverse. Ville de Paris. A shield bearing a ship, under

sail, and fleurs-de-lys. Reverse. A shield, supported by two grey

hounds: a crown suspended above. Prevoste de M" J. B. Fr.
De la Miciiodiere 1773. Size 20.

52. Academy at Carrara. — Obverse. Head of Minerva; mallet

and compass. Academia carrariensis. Reverse. Stvihosae ivven-

tvtis incitamento; a small wreath composed of two branches of

laurel. Size 27.

53. Obverse. Bust of Louis XVI. Lid XVI Rex Ciiristianiss.

Reverse. A crown suspended above a vine interlaced, and repre

senting two L's, the royal cipher. Size 22.

54. Obverse. Ludovicus Magnus Rex. Head of the King.
Reverse. La ville de Paris; a bridge and several boats in the

foreground, and the city in the background. Size 18.

55. Obverse. Lud. XV Rex Ciiristianiss. Reverse. Dant ACCi-

picnt que vicissim Tresor Royal 1758. Size 19.
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56. Obverse. Same as 54. Reverse. A bee-hive. Innoxiis In-

NOXLffi. EXTRAORDINAIRE DES GUERRES 1778. Size 18.

57. Obverse. Louis Ch. De Bourbon G. D'Eu Duc DAum

G. M. De Lart. Reverse. Invia fulminibus nulla est via.—

artillerie 1743. The device represents thunder-bolts descend

ing from the clouds. Size 18.

58. Obverse. The head of the King. Lud. XV Rex Christianiss.

Reverse. Late, cvncta. profvndit. The device represents a female

seated in a chariot, and holding a light in one hand, which proba

bly signifies Christianity carrying the light of the Gospel through

the world. Size 18.

59. Obverse. The head of the King. Lud. XV Rex Christianiss.

Reverse. The recording angel, seated among trophies of victory,

and writing on a shield with the point of an arrow. Victoris

CELERITAS ET CONSTANTIA. Pr.ECIPU-E BeLGII AuSTRIACI URBES

subactyE. mdccxlv. Size 28.

60. Obverse. Bust of Richelieu. Armand. Io. Car. Dvx De

Riciieliev. Reverse. A French ship under sail. Fvren tibvs

eminet Avstris 1637. Size 17.

61. Obverse. Lafayette G" en Chef. Head of Lafayette.

Reverse. 1789-1830. ne a Chavaniac le 6 Sep"?e 1757. Mort a

Paris le 20. Mai 1834. Size 14.

62. Obverse. Bust of the King. Lud. XVI D. G. Fr et Na

Rex. Reverse. Optimo principi 1791. A monument, surmounted

by an equestrian statue. Size 15.

63. Obverse. A crown. F. G. III. Fidelite au devoir et a la
patrie 1831. Reverse. A shield and crown, inclosed in a wreath

composed of sprigs of laurel and oak. Size 15.

64. Obverse. Dagobert I Roy de France. His head, crowned.

Reverse. II.—Ne 604. Succede 628. Fondation de l'Abbaie de

Saint Denys, Mort 638. Premiere race. P. Size 20.

65. Obverse. Cherbirt Roy de France. His head, crowned.
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Reverse. 8. —Nk 521. Succede 561 Paix continuelle, Mort 570.

Premiere race. f. Size 20.

66. Obverse. Francois I Roy de France. His head, laureated.

Reverse. 58. Ne 1494. Succede 1515. Retablissement des sciences

ET DES BEAUX ARTS, MORT 1547. TrOISIEME RACE. P. Size 20.

67. Martin Luther. — Obverse. His bust. Martin Luther, ver-

bum dei manet in sternum. Reverse. Troisieme jubile de la
Reformation, —Celebre a Paris mdcccxvii. An altar, supporting

an open Bible, which bears the word Evaiujile. A female (prob

ably intended for Christianity) is dispelling the clouds, and per

mitting the light of the Gospel to shine forth from the heavens.

Size 25.

68. Upon the Birth of Henri Duke de Bordeaux, on the 29th

of September, 1820; (his mother, the Duchess of Berri, was then

a widow, the Duke having been assassinated on the thirteenth of

February previous.) — Obverse. The Duchess, on a couch, holding

up a new-born infant. Dieu nous l'a donne, —Nos coeurs et nos

bras sont A lui. Reverse. 29. Sept. 1820. The Genius of Order

trampling upon a fiend, who holds a dagger in one hand, and a

torch in the other. (Possibly some allusion is intended to the

defeat of the conspiracy against the government, in this year; the

birth of tliis Prince having been one of the main causes of the

reaction in the public mind in favor of the loyalists.) Size 24.

69. Charles X.— Obverse. His head. Charles X Roi de France.

Reverse. The Bourse. Agens de Change de Paris. Size 20.

70. Obverse. Louis Charles et Marie Therese Charlotte,

enfans de Louis seize. Busts of the Prince and Princess. Re

verse. An embroidered curtain hanging in heavy folds. Quand

sera-t-elle levee? Size 19.

71. Columbus.— Obverse. His bust. Christopiiorus Colomb. Re

verse. Natus an. m.cccc.xlii congureti ad genuam obiit in valle
OLETI APUD HlSPANOS AN M.D.VI.—SERIES NUMISMATICA UNIVERSALIS

VIRORUM ILLUSTRIUM, — M.DCCCXXI. Size 26.
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72. Obverse. Busts of Franklin and Montyon. Franklin,
BlENFAISANCE DU GENIE. MONTYON, GeNIE DE LA BIENFAISANCE.

Reverse. Societe Montyon et Franklin pour les portraits des

hommes utiles. And, within an oak wreath, the following inscrip

tion, Les Souscripteurs Associes pour propager l'histoire des

bienfaiteurs de l'humanite. 1833. Size 26.

73. Obverse. Bust of Lafayette. General Lafayette. Reverse.

Within a wreath of branches of oak is the inscription, The De

fender of American and French Liberty. 1777 —1824. Born in
Chayaniac the 6 September 1757. Size 29.

74. Obverse. Head of Louis Philippe. Lvdovicvs Philippvs I.

Francorvm Bex. Reverse. A French vessel-of-war anchored before

the Castle of San Juan de Uloa, over which the goddess of Vic

tory is flying with a thunderbolt in one hand, and the standard of

France in the other. Jvs Gentivm Armis Gallicis Vindicatvm.

Exergue. Castello S. Joannis de Vlva Expvgnato d. xxvii Nov.

mdcccxxxviii. Size 47.

75. Obverse. Head of Louis Napoleon. Louis Napoleon Bona

parte. Reverse. A laurel wreath, with the inscription, President

de la Republique Francaise elu le 10 Decembre 1848 par

5576397 Suff°*s. Size 32.

76. Obverse. Head of Louis Napoleon. Napoleon III Empe-

reur. Reverse. The god Mercury enthroned ; in the background

a view of the Bourse of Paris. Agens de Change de Paris,

mdcccliii. Size 23.

18
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IV. GERMANY.

1. Obverse. LASST IHM UNS leben! — LEBE, wie du, WENN DU

STIRBST WÜNSCHEN WIEST GELEBT ZU HABEN. A table, On which lies

an open Bible; and a skull and butterfly, emblems of immortality;

also various emblems of arts, sciences, etc. Reverse. er starb für
uns. Size 32.

2. Obverse. Bust of the Saviour. Reverse. DAS WORT ward

FLEISCH UND WOHNETE UNTER UNS UND WIR SAHEN SEINE HERRLICH

keIT. Ev. ion. cap. 1. v. 14. (And the Word was made flesh, and

dwelt among us, and we beheld Iiis glory. Gospel of John, chap.

1st, verse 14.) Size 27.

3. Obverse. dem glücklichen tage. An angel flying and scat

tering flowers; a cupid clinging to her shoulder and carrying a

torch. Reverse. zur Erinnerung der 25 iähr. hochz. feier von

IOACH. LOR. DE LA CaMP UND MARIA CORNELIA. GEB. BeHMOLLER, D.

15 Nov. 1830. Inclosed in a wreath. Size 26.

4. Obverse. er. wird mit dem Geiste taufen. The device is a

representation of the baptism of our Saviour. Reverse. er leite

DICH AUF EBENER BAHN, —DENKMAL DER LIEBE UND FREUNDSCHAFT.

Inclosed in a wreath of palms. Size 24.

5. Obverse. Bust of the Saviour. Reverse. The baptism by John.

er wird mit dem Geiste taufen, zür Erinnerung. A commem

oration of the event. Size 24.

6. Obverse. An angel leaning on a pedestal and holding a

wreath of flowers. und freude verkurze die zeit. Reverse. Eve

receiving the apple and giving food to the serpent. Gesundheit

VERLAENGRE DEIN LEBEN. Size 23.

7. Obverse. noli turbare circulos. Archimedes drawing a

circle. loge archimedes zu den drey reissbretern. Reverse. A
public building. gegründet den 12 august 1802. Size 23.
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8. 0bverse. friedr. wilhelm iii kxenig von preussen. His

bust. Reverse. dem besten schutzen. Size 23.

9. Obverse. voor allen. A female, sitting, and holding a

torch. totnutvan t'algemeen. Reverse. 25 jaren bestaan

18JJ09. Size 22.

10. Obverse. The City of Leisnig. hergestellt bisher erhalten

d. 5. Oct. 1800. Reverse. The same city in flames. leisnig in

der asciie d. 5. Oct. 1700. Size 16.

11. Obverse. The coat of arms of the City of Hamburg, sur

rounded by a number of shields, representing Religion, Commerce,

Power, Industry, Justice, and Peace, with the motto sic satis.

reip iiamburg mdccxxxii. Reverse. Neptune and Aquarius, the

former riding on a whale, and the latter seated on a rock;

each carrying a ship. vtrivsqve commercii. salvs reciproca.

Size 30.

12. Obverse. Various emblems of arts, sciences, etc., arranged

in a circle. die gesellsciiaft zur vervollkommnung der me-

CHANISCIIEN KUNSTE UND GEWERBE ZU WURZBURG. Reverse. ZUR

anerkennung des fleises. Surrounded by a wreath of oak leaves.

Size 22.

13. Obverse, virtute et exemplo. A world; a sword and spade

crossed, and a "divine glory," shining above. Reverse. A crown.

JOSEPHUS HUNG: BOHEM. ETC. PRINC : HERED: ARCIIID. AUSTR: ETC.

ELECTUS IN REGEM. ROM: CORONATUS FRANC: 3 APR. 1764. Size 16.

14. Obverse. DER SEGEN DES HERREN MACHT REICH OHNE MYHE.

A hand issuing from the clouds, and holding a cornucopia; the

contents of which are being scattered over the land. Reverse. A
sheaf of wheat. auf die gesegnete getrayd ernde in franken.

—1779. Size 24.

15. Obverse. Heads of Ferdinand and Maria. Ferdinand et

Maria Anna. Reverse. A coat of arms. D. G. princ : A Schwar-

ZENBERG H^ERES LANDGRAVIA IN SULZ. 1696. Size 29.
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16. Commemorative of the Introduction of the Evangelical

Lutheran Religion in Baden.— Obverse. The arms cf Baden. The

inscriptions are much defaced. They record the establishment of

the Reformation in Baden by the Margrave Carl, June 1, 1556;

and that this event was celebrated in 1756 by order of the Duke

Carl Frederick. The medal was struck May 30, 1756. Size 18.

17. Obverse. christian. joiian: georg. et Augustus. — 1597.

Three busts, grouped. Reverse. frat: et duces saxon. Size 26.

18. Obverse, avgusta vindelicorvm. Aquarius and Neptune

seated by a fountain. mdcxciv. Reverse. The double-headed eagle.

LEOPOLDUS d. G. ROM. IMP. S. AVG. Size 28.

19. Obverse, deo et imperio. An altar, sustaining a sword and

sceptre, and a glory. Reverse. franciscus iiier rex loth. bar

ET M. HIER, DUX ELECTUS IN REGEM ROMAN CORONATUS FRANC. 4 OCT.

20. Obverse, frid. wilhelm. Bernard 9. 10. frideric 9.

ernestvs. Their heads. LiNEiE vinariensis 1611. Reverse.

wilhelmvs, albertvs d. g. io. ernes. fridericvs. And their

portraits grouped, as on obverse. mon, novarg: viii. frat.:
dvc. sax. (The eight brothers Dukes of Saxony.) Size 25.

21. Obverse. zu miciiaelis tempel, nach Jacobs exempel.

(To Michael's temple, by Jacob's example.) den grund stein

gelegt. (Laying of a corner-stone.) D. 29 Jun 1751. Reverse.

gott wolle verleihen, ein solciies gedeien. Size 25.

22. Obverse. A monument bearing the inscription wilhelmus

d. iv. bene faciendo beneficit. Two scrolls inscribed as follows :

1745. Size 14.

Denalus 17 Mey:

Humatus 24 Jun:
1662.

Natrn 11 April:
Renatus 23 Ajp:

1598.

DUX. SAX. I. C. & M. LANDG. THUR. MARCH, MISN. PRIN. COM. HEN-

NEB. COM. mar & rav. dynast. in rav. Reverse. A crown, and

two hands issuing from the clouds at either side, and in the
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act of tying four arrows together. fratrum inter se concordia

QUOVIS MURO FIRMIUS MUNIMENTUM. Size 27.

23. Obverse. St. Rupert, Bishop of Saltzburg. s. rudbertus

eps. salisburg 1696. Reverse. io. ernest 9. d. G. archiep. sal
s. a..l. sub tuum pr.esidium confvg. Size 26.

24. Obverse. Bust of Leopold. leopoldus d. g. ROM. imp. aug.

GERM. HUNG. BOHEM. REX. Reverse. PAX GERMANO —GALLICA. A
female carrying an olive branch and the wand of Mercury.

Size 20.

25. Obverse. italia austriaca neapolis. A helmeted

warrior leaning against a column, and pointing at the city with his

drawn sword. Reverse. viva l'Austria Onagr. wratislavia.

mdccvii. Size 20.

26. Peace of Baden, 1714. — Obverse. in memoriam pacis ba-

densis 7 septembr. 1714. Reverse. Three escutcheons inclosed in

a laurel wreath. Size 14.

27. Obverse. FRIDERICUS II AUSTR. & STIR. DUX. BELLICOSUS

avita virtute victor, xv jun mccxlvi. A full-length figure hold

ing a shield and sword. Reverse. edmvnd abb. S/EC. vi. a cinerib.

vlt. babend. in. s. crvce receptis pie celebrat. A coat of arms.

Size 33.

28. Hamburg One Thousand Years a City. — Obverse. The angel

of Peace flying over the City of Hamburg, and carrying branches

of olive. FRIEDE IN DEINEN MAUERN, GLUCK IN DEINEN PALL.ESTEN.

hamburgs, TAUSENDJiEHRiGE jubelfeier 1803. Reverse. DIE TAGE

DEINER VffiLKER WERDEN SEYN WIE DIE EINES BAUMES UND DAS WERK

ihrer hjsnde wird alt werden. Hammonia, the goddess of Ham

burg, seated beneath a tree. Size 24.

29. Obverse. restaurata. A column in the foreground. In
the background are seen the husbandman, plowing; and the

shepherd tending his flock, opera russ. et gall, interposita

teschen;e D. xiii maii mdcclxxix. Reverse. The same column
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broken and cast down. tranquillitas germanle interrupta.

D: in ivlii, mdcclxxviii. Size 29.

30. Obverse' Bust of Rosenstiel. Frederick piiilip rosenstiel
koenigl: preuss: geiieimer ober finanzrath. Reverse. The in

scription, VON DANKBAREN ZOEGLINGEN AM 3 FEBR. 1828. Size 28.

31. Obverse. Bust of Field Marshal Wrede. feld marschall

furst v. wrede. Reverse. A tombstone draped with military

emblems, and bearing the initial W. and a crown; a female figure

placing a wreath upon the monument. dem sieger seinen loiin.

1814. Size 21.

V. SPANISH AMERICA.

With a few exceptions, the medals herein described were struck

to proclaim a new monarch, or a new constitution. Many of them

were used as currency. They are generally in silver.

1. Obverse. ferdin. iiisp. vii. guai. ii. 1808. His bust. Re

verse. An escutcheon surmounted by a crown. inter suspiria

fides. Size 13.

2. Obverse. carolus iv d. g. iiisp. et ind. r. His bust. Reverse.

A cross, surmounted by a crown, and supported by two lions. pro-

CLAMATUS CARTAG. INd. 1789. Size 21.

3. The obverse bears the bust of Ferdinand VI. and his titles;

and the reverse, two mountains, with an elephant, jumping from

one to the other, and carrying a rider. The only letters distin

guishable on this side are the date 1747, and guat. —proclama-

cion. Size 20.

4. Obverse, carlos iv rey de espana y de las yndia. Reverse.

PROCLAMADO EN MEXICO aSo de 1789. Size 18.

5. Obverse. carolus. IV. d. g. uisp. et ind. rex. Spanish arms.

Reverse. public. fidelit. juram. d. 10. octobris. 1789. Eagle,
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crowned, and the pillars with plus vltra. Similar to the dollar.

Size 23.

6. Obverse. The busts of the King and Queen. carolo IV ET

ALOISIAE hisp. et ind. rr. aa. MARCH. DE BRANCIFORTE. NOV. HISP.

pro rex c. f. ET D. mex. AN. 1796. Reverse. A monument sur

mounted by an equestrian statue, carolo. rv. pio. benef. his. et

ind. regi. Size 21.

7. Obverse. carol. iv d. g. hisp. et ind. r. and his bust. Re

verse. A hamlet or village, backed by mountains, over one of which

the sun is just rising, proclamatus n. civit popaianensi 1790.

Size 20.

8. Obverse. el estado d. chile constituido independTe ano d.

1818. The sun shining from the clouds; a tree in the fore

ground. independence. Reverse. Two arms issuing from the

clouds at either side, and supporting a column, on which rests

a world. juntos y unidos sereis felices. libertad on a scroll.

Size 22.

9. Obverse. The arms of Lima. precidencia vitalicia del

libertador simon bolivar. Reverse. An open volume bearing the

word constitution, and beneath, the word lima, inclosed in a

wreath of laurel and palm. Solemnem™ jurada en 9 d. dec™e d.

1826. Size 21.

10. Obverse. An open volume, in a halo, bearing the word con

stitution. sancionada por el congreso jeneral del peru. Re

verse. PROMULGADA Y JURADA EN 6 DE ABRIL DE 1828. Size 23.

11. Obverse. carol iv d. G. hisp. et ind. r. His bust. Reverse.

An escutcheon. santa fides firmat fidem, 1789. Size 21.

12. Obverse. Bust of Bolivar. simon bolivar lib" d. colomb.

y del peru. Reverse. An Indian sitting among the ruins of a

castle; the sun shining in the background, el cuzco a SU liber

tador 1825. Size 28.

13. Obverse. Bust of Bolivar. A su libertador simon bolivar.
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Reverse. The coat of arms of Peru. el peed restaurado en

ay acocho ano de 1824. Size 20.

14. Obverse. Bust of Ferdinand. fern 7 por la g. de dios y la
const, 1823. Reverse, val. sitiada por los enemigos de la liber
tad. Size 16.

15. Obverse. Same device as No. 11. sancionada por el con-

gresso jeneral el perú. Reverse. PROMULGADA y JURADA EN 6 DE

ABRIL DE 1828. Size 17.

16. Obverse. carol hi d. g. hisp. rex mexic proclam. 1760. His

bust. Reverse. imperator indiarum consulatcs. Size 25.

17. Obverse. carolus iv hisp. et ind. r. 1789. Reverse. mag.

CIUIT. HEC PRINC UALET ET FIDELIT. ORN. PUB. JUR. Size 25.

18. Medal of Ferdinand VII.— Obverse. His head. Reverse. A
mountain, under which is the date 1808. It is so much worn that

very little of the inscription is legible. Size 17.

19. Obverse. Fernando vii rey de espana y de las yndias, and

the arms of Spain. Reverse. proclamado en Mexico a. 13 de agost

del ano de 1808. Size 25.

20. Small Medal. —Same as preceding. Size 18.

21. Obverse. Same as preceding, except that yndia is spelt with

an "I." Reverse. ensu proclamacion. la villa de xalapa en 29

de septembre de 1808. Size 18.

22. Obverse. Device similar to the quarter dollar of Mexico.

FERNANDO VII REY DE ESPANA Y DE SUS INDIAS. Reverse. PROCLAMADO

EN CIUDAD R. DE CHIAPA ANO. 1808. Size 17.

23. Obverse, reí de espana e indias. Reverse. augusta pro

clamacion DEL N. R. D. G. POR FERNANDO VII SEP. 11 DE 1808.

Size 17.

24. Device similar to the silver dollar. Fernando vii rey de

espana Y de las indias. Reverse. proclamado en la capital del

NUEBO SANTANDER EN 8 DE ABRIL DEL AÑO. DE 1809. Size 25.

25. Obverse. agustin primer emp. constitucional d. m. Bust of
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Augustin. Reverse. guadalaxara en su venturosa proclamacion.

1822. Size 25.

26. Obverse. Same as preceding. Reverse. A crown in a halo.

EL CONSULADA NACIONAL DE GUADALAXARA 1822. Size 24.

27. Obverse. An eagle in flight, and carrying an arrow, from

which hangs a flag, bearing the words la patria lo eleva al
trono. Reverse. A shield, with the inscription, agustin primer

IMP. CONSTITUCION JURADO POR MEXICO. A 24 DE ENERO DE 1823.

Size 20.

28. Obverse. An eagle perched upon a cactus; the latter, grow

ing upon a rock, which is surrounded by water. Reverse. mejico

EN LA SOLEMNE PROCLAMACION DE LA INDEPENDENCIA DEL IMPERIO A

27. de octubre de 1821. Size 22.

29. Small Medal of Charles III. —Very much worn. The

obverse bears the head of Charles; and the reverse, a horse, jump

ing from one mountain peak to another, and carrying a rider. In

scriptions not legible. Size 12.

30. Obverse. fern" vii rei d las espanas. His head. Reverse.

dom? d. monteu1- le proc° en car" cep. 24 d. 1812. Size 19.

31. Obverse. Head of Fernando, en amor de fernando vii
rey de espana e yndias. Reverse. Two lions, supporting a cross,

surmounted by a crown. el comercio de santafe de Bogota sep-

tembre 11. 1808. Size 25.

32. Obverse. a fernando vii rey de esp. e ind. 1808. His bust.

Reverse, procla. en la c de truxillo rno de guat. A shield

bearing a castle, and surmounted by a crown. Size 17.

33. Medal of General Gamarra, of Peru. — Obverse. In the fore

ground are seen troops fighting, while a figure is standing upon a

mountain, in the background, and blowing a trumpet. la ley res-

TAURADA POR EL VALOR DEL EJERCITO UNIDO EN ANCACIL Reverse. LOS

EMPLEADOS DE LA MONEDA AL RESTAURADOR DE SU PATRIA GRAN MARIS-

CAL GAMARRA cuz. 1839. Size 21.

19
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34. Obverse. A female grasping two serpents. el pueblo juez.

Reverse. juicio for jurados. A sword and scales lying upon a

pedestal; a Gloria Dei above. Guat. 1837. Size 16.

35. Obverse, los remedios d. mexico grabada en el a. 1788.

Reverse. s. felipe de jesus natural y patrono da c. d. mexico.

This medal is provided with a ring, from which it may be sus

pended and worn as an ornament. Size 21.

36. Lima.— Obverse, ferdinandus vii d. G. hisp. et ind. rex.

His bust. Reverse. publics fidelitatis juram lisle. abascal 13

Octob. 1808. The device is similar to that on the Spanish-Amer

ican dollar, with the addition of the double-headed eagle. Size 24.

37. Spanish Medal without date, the object of which does not

appear. —second epoch is the legend on the one side, and on the

other, with the triple guaranty. Size 32.



A SUPPLEMENTAL LIST OF MEDALS, Etc.

Very recently there has been added to the Cabinet a number of

medals of various nations: African rings and other ornaments;

Colonial and Continental paper currency; one of the famous

Assignats of France; several Chinese and Turkish bank notes;

and other curiosities of a like character. These have been

arranged in a separate case, and a list and statement of them is

herein given.

1. Medal of Napoleon Bonaparte and the Archduchess Maria

Louisa, daughter of Francis I. Emperor of Austria. — Obverse.

Their heads. No inscription. The convention of marriage be

tween Napoleon and Maria Louisa was concluded on the 7th of

February, 1810. Size 89.

2. Upon the recommendation of the ministry, a law was passed,

in 1842, providing credits for six new railroad routes. — Obverse.

Head of the King. louis Philippe i roi des francais. Reverse. A
goddess, seated upon a throne, and holding a tablet, which bears

the inscription, chemins de fer. Mercury and Mars flying in

opposite directions. dant ignotas marti novasque mercurio alas.

LOI DU XI JUIN MDCCCXLII. LOUIS PHILIPPE REGNANT. M" TESTE, MIN-

ISTRE DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS. M" LEGRAND SOUS SECRETAIRE D'ETAT.

Size 70.

3. Medal of Maria Augusta. — Obverse. Her bust. maria

Augusta gallic et navar^e regina. The inscription is reversed,

and reads from right to left. Struck in 1624. A copy. No

reverse. Size 66.

(143)
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4. Louis XVIII.— Obverse. The King seated upon the throne.

mdccxcv. Reverse. The royal arms. louis xvm roi de France et

DE NAVARRE. Size 78.

5. John Calvin. — Obverse. His bust. joiiannes calvinus, natus

noviadvni 1509, mortvvs geneva 1564. Reverse. corpore-frac-

tvs: animo-potens : fide-victor. il teint ferme, come s'il evst vev

CELVY QVI EST INVISIBLE. Hebr xi. 27. ECCLESI^E-REFORMATOR-GENEV^,

PASTOR-ET-TVTAMEM. GENEV. JVBIL. AS. 1835. Size 68.

6. Obverse. miciiael de rviter provinciarvm confederat. bel-

GIC: archithalassus dvx et eqves. His bust. No reverse.

Size 44.

7. Frederick William. — Obverse. His bust. fridericus wilh:
rex boruss : pater patrle. No reverse. Size 26.

8. Obverse. fridericus ii borussorum rex terris datus d : xxiv

IAN : MDCCXH. His head, crowned. Reverse. sis bonus o felixque

tuis. carlo redditus d : xvii AUGUSTi mdcclxxxvi. A female kneel

ing by a pedestal and receiving light from heaven. Size 26.

9. Victory at Plassy. — Obverse. injuries attoned, privilege

avgmented, territory acquired. a soubaii (viceroyship) given to

bengal. A device symbolic of the presentation of the office.

Reverse. Britannia riding upon an elephant. victory at plassy,

clive, commander. mdcclviii. Size 25.

10. Obverse. leonardvs vincivs florentinvs. His bust. Re

verse. scribit qvam svscitat artem 1662. A wreath, beneath

which is a device of a quill and baton, crossed. Size 34.

11. Louis XIII. — Obverse. His bust. ludovicus xiii fr : et nav :

rex. Reverse. OB GRATIAM DIV desiderati regii partus. v. sept.

mdcxxxviii. A castle or church edifice. Size 47.

12. Obverse. ludovicus magnus rex ciiristianissimus. His

bust. Reverse. sociorvm defensori. pax septentrionis mdclxxix.

Three shields, with first, de germanis hi vitra rhenum pulsis;

second, de hispanis; third, de batavis. And on a pedestal, the
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inscription, ob suecum et holsatum Armohum virtute ac fide

EXIMIA IN INTEGRUM RESTITCTOS. Size 44.

13. Obverse, gustavvs gvilelmvs s. r. i. lib. bar. ab imhoff gub.

gener. ind. orient. F(ED. belg. His bust. Reverse. CONSILIIS atqve

armis. ordo eqvester regni svecle. The device representing a

palace. Size 48.

14. Obverse. Heads of John Calvin, William Farel, Peter

Viret, and Theodore de Beze. jvbil. reformat. relig. genev. tert.

sec. celebr. avg. d. xxiii an. mdcccxxxv. A shield, with scroll

attached, containing the motto, post tenebras lux. Reverse.

biblia fidei et rationi restitvta. liber apertvs est qvi est

vit.e. Two females standing by an altar supporting the Bible,

upon the open page of which are the words biblia sacra. Above

the altar is the sacred dove. Size 39.

15. Cornelius and John de Witt.— Obverse. Their busts. Cor

nelius DE WITT. NAT. A 1623. IOHANNES DE WITT. NAT. A. 1625.

mc armis maximvs ille toga. Reverse. A curious group of vari

ous animals in the act of devouring two prostrate men. nunc

redeunt animis ingentia consulis acta, et formidati sceptris

oracla ministri. nobile par fratrum s^evo fvror ore trvcidat

xx avgvsti. In a scroll entwined with a wreath, mens agitat

MOLEM ET MAGNO SE CORPORE MISCET. Size 53.

16. New Haven, Connecticut. —The obverse represents New

Haven (or Quinnipiack) as it was in 1638; and the reverse as it

was in 1838. Obverse. the desert shall rejoice. Reverse. and

blossom as the rose. This was probably struck on the occasion

of a centennial celebration in 1838. Size 33.

17. Medal of Don Miguel, of Portugal. — Obverse. His bust.

DOM MIGUEL REGENTE DE PORTUGAL. Reverse. NASCEO EM LISBOA, EM

26 d'outubro de 1802. nomeado regente de Portugal, em 3 de

julho de 1827. Size 32.

18. Masonic. — Obverse. omnibus unus. A ram's head in a halo,
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encircled by a serpent. Reverse. ab illo lux et robur. A tem

ple, and two upright pillars, one bearing the letter J, the other

b; various masonic emblems lie scattered about in front of the

temple, while the sun, moon, and stars, and a Gloria Dei are seen

in the space above. G. or. f. Size 18.

19. Gustavus Adolphus. — Obverse. Four crowns, with numeral

iv, and the royal cipher g.a. Reverse. for tapperhettill sjos.

Encircled by a wreath. Size 19.

20. Turkish Medal of the Mosque of Victory; built to com

memorate the extermination of the Janizaries in 1836. — Obverse.

The Mosque. Reverse. The Crescent. Size 18.

21. Turkish Medal, commemorative of the Capture of St. Jean

D'Acre in 1840. — Obverse. A representation of St. Jean DAcre.

Reverse. The Sultan's cipher, inclosed in a wreath of olive.

Size 19.

22. 23, 24, 25. Russian Medals.—The inscriptions on the first

are as follows: Obverse. DAT PRiEMiA. lavdi. vniversit, mosc.

Reverse. avspiciis avgvstissimae catharinae ii omnivm rvssiarvm

IMPERATRICIS ET AVTOCRATVRIS. DIE XXVIII IUNII MDCCLXXVI. The

others are in the Russian language. Sizes 23, 18, 17, 17.

26. Daniel Webster. — Obverse. Bust of Webster. daniel webster.

Reverse. A wreath, encircling a column sustaining a world; upon

the base is inscribed, i still live. (Webster's last words.) liberty

AND UNION NOW AND FOREVER, ONE AND INSEPARABLE. Size 48.

27. Penn's Treaty. — Obverse. A representation of Penn's Treaty

with the Indians. Reverse. A wreath of oak, with a bundle of

arrows, bow, tomahawk, etc. Above are the words, Unbroken

faith. Penn's Treaty, 1682. Lovetfs Series No. 1. Size 20.

28. Medal of Berne, Switzerland. — Obverse. Arms of Berne.

respublica bernensis. Reverse. A garden with the sun shining

upon it. intuitu vegetat. accad. curator. Size 26.

29. Small School Medal of the City of Frankfort, Germany. —
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Obverse. The eagle of Frankfort. s(enatus) p(opulus) q(ue) f(rank-
fortensis.) (Senate and people of Frankfort.) Reverse. incitamen-

tum diligenti^e. Inclosed in a wreath of olive. Size 14.

30. Coronation Medal of Charles III. of Spain.— Obverse. Bust

of Charles. carolvs hi d. g. hispan. rex. Reverse. The king

seated upon his throne, with a bishop at either side. Proclaimed

king, November 8, 1758; the inscription illegible. Size 22.

31. A Medal struck by the City of Hamburg and presented to

Mr. Vincent RumpfF, for services as representative of the free

cities, or Hanseatic towns, at Vienna, at Frankfort, at Paris, and in

the United States. Presented to the United States by the Senate

of Hamburg, through the Consul-General at that place. Original

in gold; a limited number in copper. Obverse. The head of Ham-

monia; emblematical of the City of Hamburg. Reverse. A heavy

oak wreath, with the words, in dankbarer anerkennung viel
JAHRIGER WURDIGER VERTRETUNG SEINER VATERSTADT HERRN VINCENT

RUMPFF DER SENAT VON HAMBURG D. 10 FEBRUAR 1860. Size 32.

32. Abdul Medjid Khan, Sultan of Turkey.— Obverse. His

bust. ABDUL-MEDJID-KHAN EMPEREUR DES OTTOMANS. Reverse. A
female figure bearing in one hand a rod surmounted with the

Crescent, in the other a wreath, and upon either side of her can

non and other warlike emblems. Europe ils sont morts pour toi
sinope. 1853. Size 43.



AFRICAN RINGS, CONTINENTAL AND COLONIAL
CURRENCY, Etc.

1. An African ring, made of native gold, and worth $110. Rings

of this kind are worn by the Africans on the wrist, the ankle,

and not unfrequently in the nose, the ends being pressed together

into the nostril, and the ring being allowed to hang pendant over

the mouth. They are sometimes used as a species of bullion cur

rency. In shape and form they resemble those taken from the

ancient tombs in Britain and Ireland.

2. Four smaller African rings. One of them is a finger ring,

and has upon it the signs of the zodiac; its intrinsic value is $7.50.

3. African trinkets, seven in number, curiously fashioned. They

present the appearance of having been cast.

4. A specimen of African shell money.

5. A gold dollar found in a chicken's gizzard, by Captain Henry
Little, U. S. A., at Camp Floyd, Utah Territory, February 29th,

1860. It has lost by attrition or chemical action 7-36 grains, or

28 i per cent. Presented by Prof. Henry, of the Smithsonian In

stitution.

6. Bill for three pounds. Colonial currency of New Jersey.

7. One of the famous obsignate, or government notes, issued in

the French Revolution, based upon the public lands. 100 francs —
year 3—or a.d. 1795. On the left, in French, the announcement

that The law punishes the counterfeiter with death. On the right,

The nation repays him who denounces. These bills were issued to

the amount of 36,000 millions of francs ; they were never redeemed.

(148)
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8, 9. Chinese bank notes, one for five dollars, and the other for

forty ounces of silver, or about fifty dollars.

10. Turkish Sahim; a hereditary treasury note for 5000

piastres, ($225,) with 10 per cent. interest. Payable in six years

to the holder or his heirs; and to become void in default of lineal

heirs.

11. Turkish Kameh, or treasury note, to circulate in the camp,

also current in the capital; twenty piastres; about ninety cents.

1856.

12. Austrian bank note, 1834; ten gulden; about five dollars.

13. Bank note of Prussia; "one thaler;" equal to seventy cents.

14. Currency of Iowa, in hard times of 1857-8.

15. Schuylkill Bank note, 12} cents; issued during the period of

the scarcity of silver, after the war, July 4th, 1815.

16. Borough of Wilmington note for five cents; issued August

1, 1815.

17. Half crown. Colonial paper of Pennsylvania, 1773.

18. Continental currency of 1778. Note for fifty dollars.

19. Province of Buenos Ayres, bill for one peso, (dollar;) issued

January 1, 1844. Motto in Spanish. May the Argentine Confedera

tion live; Death to the Unitarian savages.

20. One-dollar note; a curiosity for future times. The note is

nearly worn out by circulation, although no such bank ever ex

isted.

Note. —We are indebted to L. J. Woolsey, Esq., of New York,

for a number of the medals in this division.

£0
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THE CABINET OF MINERALS.

The Mineral Collections of the Mint are four in number:

three of them being adapted to the illustration of metallurgy and

its branches, and one consisting of large and unusual specimens.

The three former, the mineralogical, geological, and technical

collections, being designed for instructive inspection, are contained

in cases in the Director's apartment. The last, consisting of a

selection of more rare, beautiful, or curious specimens, is contained

in the Cabinet Saloon, where it is open to the inspection of

visitors to the Mint.

The Mineralogical Cabinet embraces some seven hundred spe

cimens of the simple mineral substances which either constitute

rock-masses, or are distributed through them, or are contained in

mineral veins. They are arranged in a scientific order, commen

cing with the elements, which are found on the surface of the

earth in an elementary condition, and are but few in number,

such as carbon, sulphur, and a few metals. The next group con

tains the mineralized metals, i.e. those metals which are found in

nature combined with sulphur or arsenic: among these are the

most valuable ores of silver, lead, copper, and mercury. A third

group comprises the oxidized metals, and among them we find

most of the ores of iron, the most valuable of all the metals.

Silex, quartz, or silicic acid being the chief agent employed by

nature for combining with the numerous metallic oxides, we

might expect to find it abundant on the globe and presenting a
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variety of external forms. The collection exhibits this diversity

in a marked degree, in the comparison of the colorless quartz

crystal with purple amethyst, and with agates, jaspers, and car-

nelians of every possible hue and shade of color. In like manner,

as silex forms compounds with most metallic oxides, and in

various proportions, constituting so many different minerals, and

as these compounds may again combine together into new com

pounds, we shall not be surprised at the large proportion which

the silicates in the Cabinet bear to the whole number of minerals.

Among them are many of the gems, the garnet, the topaz, the

beryl, and the varieties of quartz itself, some of which are of

great beauty and interest.

The Geological Cabinet embraces specimens of rock-masses,

with their accompanying and characteristic minerals and organic

remains. It is arranged in chronological order, beginning with

the lowest rocks in which organic life is not known to have

been developed, and rising successively through the scale of being

to the clays and sands of more recent periods of time, not yet

hardened into slates and sandstones. The collection contains

many specimens of the granite, gneiss, and other rocks, now exten

sively employed in building, and derived from different parts of

the United States.

The Technical Cabinet consists chiefly of metallic ores, and the

various products to which they give rise when treated metal-

lurgically in order to the extraction of the metals. Thus, lead

ores being worked not merely to form good commercial lead, but

also in order to extract the silver they contain, are subjected to a

large series of processes of oxidation and reduction, all which are

designed to be represented in the litharges, slags, metallic lead, etc.

in the collection.

The Select Collection in the Cabinet Saloon is arranged partly

with reference to the principal objects of the Mint, the precious
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metals, and partly with reference to the size or interest of speci

mens. The Cabinet consists of the large central case containing

the more interesting specimens, especially those of metallurgic

value; and the two wings in which are placed the larger speci

mens and some duplicates. The uppermost shelf of the central

case exhibits a few minerals of large size. One of these is an

agate geode from Oberstein on the Rhine, (Germany,) which, being

cut in half, exhibits the curious structure of such geodes. They

are globular cavities in the basaltic rocks of Oberstein, filled with

quartz or silex of two different kinds, incasing each other like the

coats of an onion. The outer shell is always uncrystallized

quartz, (chalcedony, agate, etc.,) usually in parallel layers of dif

ferent colors, and the inner shell consists of crystals of quartz,

mostly purple amethyst, projecting into the hollow centre. The

agates on the next lower shelf exhibit this general law of the

structure of agate geodes, and it is from the solid portion of suck

geodes that our ornamental agates are generally obtained.

The second shelf from the top, besides the agates alluded to,

contains a fine slab of polished labradorite, exhibiting a rich

opalescence of blue and yellow light; a large crystal of sulphate

of barium or heavy spar, from Matlack, Derbyshire; several

wavellites (phosphate of aluminum) found in iron ore in Chester

County, Pennsylvania; a specimen of vivianite (phosphate of

iron) from the green sand in Monmouth County, New Jersey.

This last is supposed to be unequaled in size and beauty, and

consists of stellar groups of vivianite crystals, the groups being

over two inches in diameter, and the whole mass weighing several

pounds.

The third shelf from the top displays ores of the precious

metals. To the left are specimens mostly from the United States,

and many of them of much interest. One of the most interest

ing is a mass of gold from Virginia, weighing 258 ounces, of the
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standard fineness of our coin—900 thousandths—and of the value

of $460. One rounded piece or boulder from California exhibits the

gold distributed in sheets and strings through quartz, and is valued

at $353. Another piece from California, worth $323, presents

tolerably well-formed and unusually large crystals of gold in the

octahedral form. Several other smaller specimens from California

exhibit a crystalline character. The other specimens of gold on

this shelf are from the States of North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,

Tennessee, and Oregon, and from the Territories of New Mexico,

Kansas, (Pike's Peak,) and Utah.1 There are also specimens of

gold from Australia and Canada, and from the Magdalena River

in South America.

In connection with the gold specimens is a glass model of the

Dewey diamond, found on the border of Virginia and North Caro

lina. Its weight is twenty-four carats, and when cut its value

has been roughly estimated at from $10,000 to $20,000. It has

mainly an octahedral form with the usual rounded facets, display-

1 The amount of gold of domestic production received at the several minting establish

ments of the United States, up to the 30th of June, 1860, is as follows :—

California $469,406,003 84

North Carolina 9,099,797 70

Georgia 6,863,392 66

Virginia 1,547,420 12

South Carolina j 282 609 23

Kansas 626,436 00

Alabama 197,420 07

Tennessee 81 406 75

0re8°n 72,072 16

Utah 4,680 00

Nebraska 1,402 01

Arizona 1,190 00

New Mexico 48 672 0„

Other domestic sources (locality not stated) . . 79,224 00

8489,311,726 54
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ing what crystallographers term faces of the trisoctahedron and

hexoctahedron. A small specimen of flexible sandstone, called

itacolumite, is placed near the model, and is remarkable for its

frequently accompanying the diamond, as in Brazil, Hindostan,

and Virginia. The connection which Nature has thus pointed out

between these two bodies, or between gold and the diamond in

locality, is at present beyond explanation.

Among the ores of silver are several from Lake Superior, con

sisting of the pure metal; and several from Peru, either pure

silver alone, or mixed with horn silver, (chloride and chlorobro-

mide.) One mass from Lake Superior, worth $119, consists of

ninety-five per cent. pure silver, and five per cent. earthy matter

entangled in it. Another specimen exhibits pure silver and pure

copper in contact, and yet analysis proves that neither of these

metals contains a trace of the other. A most important geological

inference is deducible from this fact, viz., that these metals,

although occurring in or near igneous rocks, (rocks made by fire,)

were certainly not subjected to a high heat, or otherwise they

would have unresistingly alloyed together. Not least interesting

among the silver specimens are the dollars and grape shot from

San Pedro, a Spanish vessel wrecked in 1815. Nearly $100,000

have been recovered from the wreck by diving. A large portion

of the iron has been dissolved out by sea-water from the shot, and

in many cases more or less silver has been extracted from the dol

lars. The dollar pieces, however, often weigh more than they

originally did, and are evidently thickened. A chemical examina

tion shows that they have changed into chloride and sulphide of

silver, the former arising from the salt in the sea-water, and the

latter supposed to originate from the vicinity of gunpowder in the

ship. In these cases they have scarcely lost any silver in weight.

Of the other specimens in the same series, the most remarkable is

a piece of the native alloy, iridosmine, from California, supposed

21
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to be one of the largest ever found. Its weight is li ounce, and

its specific gravity 16 76. It may be observed that the points of

gold pens consist of minute specks of this alloy, which combines

the qualities of extreme hardness, great toughness, and perfect

resistance to atmospheric, and almost perfect to chemical agents.

The fourth shelf contains ores of other metals which are

employed directly or indirectly in coinage, such as those of copper,

nickel, zinc, etc. Among these we draw attention to the mass of

magnetic pyrites from the mines in Lancaster County, Pennsyl

vania. It contains but three per cent. nickel, and yet this ore

has been the source of nearly all the nickel employed in the

manufacture of the present cent, since its issue in 1857. Up to

August, 1860, the amounts used in making the cent have been about

108,000 pounds nickel, and 790,000 pounds Lake Superior copper.

On the same shelf is a piece of spelter or metallic zinc obtained

from ores near Bethlehem, Pennsylvania; and we believe that,

after repeated failures in the United States in the difficult extrac

tion of zinc from its ores, they are now operating successfully in

the region named.

Specimens of aluminum, in bar and sheet, are exhibited in the

same connection, because very small weights of this metal are

employed for assay purposes. If the cost of producing this metal

should be reduced, which is highly probable, it will be worthy of

consideration whether it should not be used for the manufacture

of the lower denomination of our coin; in some respects it is well

adapted to that purpose.

The fifth shelf contains ores of lead and iron, some of the

former of which are interesting; those of the latter more useful

than interesting. Among the former is a crystal of galena from

Wisconsin, of several pounds weight, representing a cube with its

angles truncated. A good specimen of sulphate of lead from

Phcenixville. Pennsylvania, on the Schuylkill River, is of interest
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to the mineralogist, because this locality has supplied European

cabinets with some of the finest crystals that have ever been

found.

In the wing cases, to the right and left of the central case, are

mineral specimens of much interest. In the right hand case is a

collection of specimens of lead ore from Davidson County, North

Carolina, comprising large masses of beautifully crystallized white-

lead, and one piece covered by rich green crystals of pyromor-

phite, (phosphate of lead.) In the left hand case are several

minerals of interest. Among several stalactites of curious forms

is a portion of one from Wier's Cave, Virginia, characterized by

an unusual form of crystals of calcareous spar. In this and in

the central case are fine specimens of the selenitic stalactites

from the farther point of the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, exhibit

ing in their curling fibres imitations of organized bodies, the flow

ers and tendrils of plants, etc. A large piece of amber and one of

lignite are in the left hand case, both obtained in the deep cut of

the Delaware and Chesapeake Canal, and therefore from the cre

taceous formation. The size of pieces of wood found in the green

sand of Delaware and New Jersey indicates the growth of large

trees in the upper secondary period of the geologist, and the large

masses of amber indicate a heavy flow of resinous matter from

the trees. A long strip of silicified wood, in the same case, was

obtained from a large log of more than a foot in diameter.



ANCIENT POTTERY, AND VARIOUS CURIOSITIES.

Oxe division of the Mint Cabinet consists of articles which are

not strictly appropriate to its main object, and most of them are

not the property of the Government; being placed there for an in

definite term through the liberality of the owners, and subject to

their recall. They are articles, however, which are rarely to be

seen in this country, (where museums are too little in vogue,) and

form a very attractive show, and even an imposing study, to minds

capable of taking in the large cycles of days gone by, or the large

scope of the nations of the earth. The collection is small, but well

selected, and of much value.

Seventy-one articles were placed here by the late J. G. Morris,

Esq., of Philadelphia, a gentleman of rare taste and skill in anti

quities, and are the property of his sister, Mrs. Dr. Pennock.

They are the following: —

Two small Etruscan vases, with handles.

Eleven Roman vases, five to ten inches high, various in shape

and ornament, showing much taste in design, and some skill in

manufacture; they were no doubt wine vessels.

A patera or open dish.

Sixteen small vessels, some of which were probably for table

condiments, others for holding cosmetic oils for the toilet and the

bath. Two of them, resembling small tea-pots, were for anointing

the whole body with oil, immediately after a bath : considered a

sanitary protection, in some sorts of weather.

(160)
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Two larger and coarser oil vessels, for filling lamps.

Two jars with handles and wide mouths, probably to hold bou

quets of flowers.

Two open vases, suited to serve up fruits.

Fifteen hand lamps, of various sizes, but generally of the form

known as the "antique lamp." Two of them are toy-lamps, very

small, such as children amused themselves with ; and when they

died, were buried with them.

Two lachrymatories; very small glass flasks; found in the tombs.

They were held under the weeping eye, to catch the tears of

mourners, then sealed up and deposited with the remains of the

deceased. (An ancient custom, alluded to in the Psalms.)
A lamp with seven burners; set over the street door in times of

public illuminations.

A small Egyptian vase, of brown earthenware.

Three Egyptian idols, of green porcelain, small, with hiero

glyphics.

An Egyptian scarabceus, or sacred beetle, finely carved in slate,

with hieroglyphics on the under side.

An amulet or sacred gem of the Gnostics, a mystical sect which

flourished in the eastern parts of the Roman Empire, in the second

Christian century. It is engraved on both sides with cabalistic

characters, and was used as a charm against fevers, etc. The

drawings on the right and left are enlarged copies of the two

sides.

Six Peruvian drinking vessels, of black earthenware, coarsely

made, but of very original and grotesque devices. Found in the

tombs.

A sacred book of the Hindus, in Sanscrit, written on long strips

of bamboo, strung together.

A vase made by American Indians; found near Salem, Massa

chusetts.
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Byzantine brass tablets, folding together, and called a "Byzan
tine prayer-book." It contains the image of Christ, with the Greek

initials and finals, IC XC, (the central figure;) on one side the

Virgin, M P 0 r, " Mother of God," and on the two sides, seven

apostles or saints. The style of art indicates the eleventh or

twelfth century, the depth of the dark ages.

Two volumes, beautifully written on parchment, and bound,

with clasps; such as were in use before the invention of printing.

They are both in Latin. One of them contains the Rules and De

votions of the Sisters of Santa Clara. The other is a Missal of

the Roman Catholic Church. The place opened reads, "Kyrie

eleyson, Christe eleyson, gloria in excelsis Deo, et in terra

pax," etc.

The ages of the foregoing articles of Mr. Morris's collection cannot be def

initely stated. The Roman vessels are doubtless comprised within two or three

centuries before aud after Augustus Caesar. The Etruscan vases date further

back than any of these ; and the Egyptian articles are still older, perhaps ascend

ing to thirty centuries from our time. The Peruvian vessels are believed to be at

least as old as the era of the Spanish invasion, and may belong to a remote anti

quity. The Latin books are apparently of the thirteenth or fourteenth century.

From the collection of R. W. Davids, Esq., of Philadelphia. —

Two watches, of the original invention; made at Nuremberg, in

Germany, about a.d. 1500. From their oval shape, they were

jestingly called "Nuremberg eggs," — (Nurnberger eier,) and were

not put in the pocket, but carried by a chain or ribbon about the

neck. There is no minute hand. The larger watch is still in run

ning order. A catgut cord supplies the place of the modern chain,

coiled around the spring-box.

From J. R. Snowden, Director of the Mint; specimens of

Japanese manufacture, presented to him by the famous Embassy

of 1860, at the close of the conferences on the subject of their
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coinage. —The articles are, three porcelain vases, various in size,

rivaling the Sevres ware for lightness, and of beautiful shape and

finish. A dress pattern of silk crape, of delicate texture, colored

with two brilliant shades of scarlet on a white ground.

From W. H. Talcott, Esq., of Jersey City. —A massive slab or

baked brick, fourteen inches square and four inches thick, on the

front side of which are seven lines of cuneiform letters. The

inscription has not been fully deciphered, but indicates that

it is from the Mausoleum of Sardanapalus, which, according to

the Greek geographers, stood at the entrance of Nineveh. The

date is believed to be about 850 B.C. The brick weighs forty

pounds.

From W. E. Dubois.—Fragment of a clay cylinder, stamped

with the arrow-head characters, from " Nimroud," (Nineveh,)

being part of a historical record. Also an ancient Babylonian

seal, of a very hard mineral, (titaniferous iron,) sp. gr. 4 6; a

cylinder, with a hole through the axis, in which, when an impres

sion was to be made, a copper rod was inserted, and the seal

turned on the wax or clay. The carving consists of very rude

figures; a king seated, and priests or officers standing; a goat and

a sun and moon. This kind of seal is alluded to in Job, xxxviii.

14: "It is turned as clay to the seal." The practice of sealing

up a door with clay is exemplified as late as the Crucifixion of

Christ; see Matt. xxvii. 66. "The engraved cylinders form

an important and interesting class of Assyrian antiquities.''

(Layard.)

Also deposited by the same ; an old plaster effigy of Oliver

Cromwell, from the original, taken immediately at his decease,

and always in the possession of the family. This rare and in

teresting piece is from H. W. Field, Esq., of the Royal Mint,

London, a descendant of the Protector. The descent of this
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fac-simile impression is recorded on a tablet pasted on the inner

side.

The two golden images, from the Chiriqui graves, in this case,

are the property of the Mint. They are, a reptile and a bird, the

former (by assay) worth $34.68, (817 fine,) the latter $7.75,

(627 fine.) They show the state of art in Central America at a

remote but unknown period. The discovery of these ancient

graveyards in 1858 occasioned much excitement.
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THE DIRECTORS OF THE MINT.

The apartment appropriated to the arrangement and exhibition

of the coins, medals, minerals, and other objects of interest in the

Mint, occupies the second story of the front part of the main

building. It was originally three rooms communicating with each

other by folding doors; but the partitions have been removed, and it

is now a single apartment, sixteen feet wide and fifty-four feet long.

The coins are arranged in cases, with glass coverings, some in the

centre and others in the east and west ends of the room, and others

in upright cases placed against the walls. The National and Mis

cellaneous Medals are arranged in the upright cases in the eastern

part of the room. The Washington collection stands in the middle

of the west end of the room, on the walls of which are placed, in

suitable cases, the minerals and other objects of curiosity herein

described.

The central part of the room has a dome and skylight sup

ported by four columns. The walls of this portion of the Cabinet

are adorned with the portraits of the successive Directors of the

Mint from its organization in 1792, to the year 1851. We think

it appropriate to this work to present to our readers the following

brief memoirs of these officers.

22 (165)
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I. DAVID RITTENHOUSE, LL.D.

The Mint was established by the act of Congress of the 2d of

April, 1792. Among other provisions, it authorizes the appoint

ment of a Director as its chief officer, who should direct and con

trol its operations; have the management of its affairs; and the

superintendence of the officers and persons employed therein. At
the organization of this National Institution in July, 1792, Presi

dent Washington appointed David Rittenhouse to this important

office.

The paternal ancestors of Mr. Rittenhouse were from Holland.

Their first settlement in America was in the New Netherlands, in

1664; that province being at that period in the possession of the

Dutch. But the great-grandfather, accompanied by his son, Nicho

las, removed from New York to Germantown, in Pennsylvania, in

1690. They were thus among the first settlers in this State. In
the neighborhood of Germantown, Mr. Rittenhouse established the

first manufactory of paper ever erected in this country. The

manufactory was continued by Nicholas, after the death of his

father, and subsequently by Mathias, his son, the immediate

ancestor of the subject of this notice.

It is worthy of remark that the introduction of the manufacture

of paper into America by the Rittenhouses, was about the same

time that a similar manufacture was commenced in England.

The people of the Netherlands were distinguished at the time the

Rittenhouses emigrated to America for high attainments in the

sciences, and especially in the useful arts. The business in which

they had been engaged in Europe, and which they resumed in

America, is a proof that they were not wanting either in education

or ability. But talent is not always hereditary in families; and we
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are often at a loss to account, by any circumstances of parentage,

for the peculiar genius of individuals. The mother of Rittenhouse,

whose maiden name was Elizabeth Williams, was a native of Wales.

She is described as a woman of vigorous and comprehensive intel

lect, but deficient in education. If, says his biographer, Mr. Renwick,

we are to seek in his genealogy for the cause of his distinction, it

is rather to be found in the fact of his deriving his descent from

two races of different origin. The effect of such a mixture is well

illustrated in the character of the people of Great Britain; and

the same causes have produced that peculiar activity of mind

which mark our own countrymen, into whose veins blood derived

from every nation of any intellectual eminence in the Old World,

has been successively transfused. From such parents and of such

lineage, David Rittenhouse derived his birth, which took place near

Germantown, on the 8th of April, 1732. His desire for the acqui

sition of knowledge was very early exhibited; and without the aid

of public instruction, he acquired the elements of learning. He

subsequently manifested great inclination for mathematics and

astronomy; mere abstract investigations did not, however, engross

his whole attention. The tool-chest of an uncle, who also pos

sessed a taste and capacity for scientific pursuits, supplied him

with instruments for practice in the mechanic arts. Among his

early labors was the construction of a clock. And to this art

he subsequently, for several years, devoted himself as an occupa

tion, abandoning that of a farmer, to which he had been origin

ally intended. Pursuing his trade with assiduity, and continuing

his investigations and experiments, he speedily acquired a reputa

tion not only for the accuracy and the perfection of his workman

ship, but for his knowledge as an astronomer and mathematician.

This led to his employment by the Government, especially when,

as it soon happened, there was a demand for astronomical knowledge

for public purposes. On the question as to the boundary line
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between Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland, he was employed

by the proprietary government, in 1763, to ascertain the point,

near New Castle, where the line should commence; and to make

other investigations with a view to the final establishment of the

boundaries; which duty he performed in such a satisfactory man

ner that no change was subsequently made in the line which

he then ascertained. This was part of the famous line afterwards

marked and determined by Messrs. Mason and Dixon, the astron

omers who were appointed and sent out for that purpose by the

British Court of Chancery. Mr. Rittenhouse was subsequently

employed in settling other territorial questions before, but chiefly

after the close of the revolutionary war. The limits to which

this memoir is necessarily confined will only permit a brief refer

ence to these employments. In 1769, he was employed in settling

the boundaries between New York and New Jersey. In 1779, he

was appointed by the Legislature of Pennsylvania to adjust the

dispute between that State and Virginia; and to his moderation,

firmness, and ability, the satisfactory termination of that contro

versy is mainly ascribed. In 1784, he assisted in determining the

western limits of Pennsylvania. In 1786, he was employed in

fixing the northern line which divides Pennsylvania from New

York. The last employment of this character in which he was

engaged, was that assigned to him by the Congress of the Con

federation in 1787, namely, to settle the dispute which had arisen

between the States of Massachusetts and New York. The former

contending that her territory, under her grant from the Crown of

England, extended westward to the Pacific Ocean. She admitted

that the conquest of the Dutch Colony, on the Hudson, by the

English, had vested in the crown, and subsequently in the State of

New York, a right to the settled parts of the State, but contended

that the whole of the territory west of the actual settlements

reverted to the holders of the prior grant. After much discussion,
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Massachusetts agreed to surrender the claim of sovereignty, and

accept the right of soil in a portion of the territory. The fixing

of the lines of this property Avas the work of Mr. Rittenhouse.

"This last business," says Dr. Rush, in his eulogium, "was exe

cuted with his usual precision and integrity, and was a farewell

peace-offering to the union and happiness of his country."

During the period of these public employments, he was engaged

in various scientific occupations and experiments. Numerous

papers, chiefly on astronomical subjects, published in the first four

volumes of the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society,

attest his great ingenuity and ability, as well as his unwearied in

dustry. His observation of the transit of Venus, in 1769, exhibited

in a remarkable degree his great astronomical knowledge, and also

his mechanical skill. From thenceforward he was justly regarded

as one of the most skillful astronomers of the age.

The degree of Master of Arts was conferred upon him by the

University of Pennsylvania, in 1768, and also by the College of

William and Mary, in Virginia, in 1784. In the year 1789, he

received the degree of Doctor of Laws from the College of New

Jersey. But his reputation was not confined to his native country;

he was elected a member of the Royal Society of London, in 1795.

He was an active member, and, in succession, Secretary, Vice-Presi

dent, and President of the American Philosophical Society. In
the last-named office he succeeded Franklin, in 1791, and was fol

lowed by Jefferson, in 1796. The latter speaking of him says:

"Rittenhouse was second to no astronomer living. In genius he

was the first, because self-taug"ht. As an artist, he exhibited as

great proof of mechanical genius as the world had ever pro

duced."

We come now more particularly to notice Mr. Rittenhouse in

connection with his civil employments as a public officer. Pre

viously to 1770, he resided on his farm at Norriton, in the County
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of Montgomery. In that year he was appointed one of the three

commissioners of the Loan Office, and he took up his residence in

the City of Philadelphia. As a mark of the estimation in which

he was held, it is said, that on the motion to insert his name in the

bill establishing the office, every member of the Assembly rose to

vote in the affirmative.

At this period the dispute between the Colonies and the

mother country assumed a grave aspect. Mr. Rittenhouse took

a decided part in favor of the former, and finding that peaceable

means were unavailing, he favored the boldest measures of resist

ance. In 1775, he was chosen a member of the. Assembly

of Pennsylvania, to supply the vacant seat of Franklin, who

had been elected a member of the General Congress. In the

same year, at the commencement of hostilities, he was elected a

member of the Convention called for the purpose of forming a

Constitution. And when by that Convention the Provincial

Government was intrusted for a brief period to a Committee of

Public Safety, he was included in that number. On the adoption

of the Constitution, in 1776, he, by the unanimous vote of the

Assembly, was elected the Treasurer of the Commonwecilth, which

laborious, important, and responsible position he continued to fill,

by annual elections, until 1789, when he declined a re-election. In

1777, in consequence of the occupation of Philadelphia by the

British forces, the public offices were removed to Lancaster, and

the Legislature being speedily convened, a Committee of Public

Safety was again constituted, composed of twelve members, of

whom Mr. Rittenhouse was one. It is to be recorded to the honor

of this committee that, although clothed with extraordinary and

unlimited powers, extending even to the infliction of capital pun

ishment upon persons who were "inimical to the common cause of

Liberty and the United States of America," yet no exercise of

these powers appears to have been made, and no individual, how
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ever obnoxious, suffered by their action, either in person or prop

erty. In 1789, he retired from his public employments, with the

intention of devoting himself exclusively to scientific pursuits,

and especially to his favorite science of astronomy. But he was

not permitted long to remain in private life. As soon as he was

detached from the service of the State of Pennsylvania, he was

called to that of the General Government; at first as Commissioner

to obtain subscriptions to the stock of the Bank of the United

States, and soon afterwards to the office of Director of the Mint.

He was appointed to this office by Washington soon after the law

was passed to establish the Mint; he entered upon the discharge

of the important duties assigned him, in July, 1792. At that time

everything was to be done: a building had to be erected; machi

nery, implements, and apparatus procured; and skillful artists and

mechanics employed. The Director applied himself to these

arduous and complicated duties with his accustomed ability and

skill. It was fortunate for the Government that he united great

mechanical ingenuity to his other eminent qualifications. It was

doubtless this happy union that induced President Washington to

tender him the appointment.

A lot of ground was immediately purchased in Seventh Street,

near Arch, and preparations were made for erecting the requisite

buildings. An old still-house, which stood on the lot, had first to

be removed. In an accoun1>book of that time, we find an entry

made on the 31st July, 1792, of the sale of some old materials of

the still-house for seven shillings and sixpence, which " Mr. Ritten-

house directed should be laid out for punch in laying the founda

tion stone." Then follows: "This day, about 10 o'clock in the

forenoon, the foundation stone was laid for the Mint, by David

Rittenhouse, Esq." It appears that the Director personally at

tended to the erection of the building and its arrangement for

business. We even find that he made some advances in money for

the work, which were subsequently refunded to him.
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When the building was finished, a great difficulty arose in

procuring competent men, and the necessary materiel for car

rying on its operation. With great care a sufficient number

of the former were obtained in Philadelphia; but the coining

presses and some of the implements and materials had to be pro

cured from abroad, thus occasioning great inconvenience and

delay. To show some of the difficulties under which he labored

in this respect, we insert a part of a correspondence between

the Secretary of State and Mr. Pinckney, then our Minister

Plenipotentiary at London, on the subject of a supply of copper.

Mr. Jefferson's letter to Mr. Pinckney is dated Philadelphia,

December 30, 1792. He says: "A greater difficulty has been

experienced in procuring copper for the Mint than was expected.

Mr. Rittenhouse, the Director, having been advised that it might

be had on advantageous terms from London, has written me a

letter on the subject, a copy of which I inclose you, with the bill

of exchange it covered. I should not have troubled you with

them, had our resident in Holland been in place ; but on account

of his absence, I am obliged to ask the favor of you to take such

measures as your situation will admit for procuring such a quan

tity of copper to be brought to us from Sweden, as this bill will

enable you. It is presumed that the commercial situation of

London with every part of Europe will furnish ready means of

executing the commission." He adds, in a postscript : " Though I
have mentioned Sweden as the most likely place to procure cop

per from, on the best terms, yet if you can be satisfied it may be

procured on better terms elsewhere, it is left to your discretion to

do so." The bill inclosed was drawn by the Treasurer of the

United States on Messrs. W. & J. Willink, Nicholas and Jac.

Vanstophurst, and Hubbard, of Amsterdam, for 24,750 current

guilders, equal to 10,000 dollars.

Mr. Pinckney replied from London under date of June 14, J 793,
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as follows : " I expect to be able to send the copper for the use of

the Mint by the return of the George Barclay, a more advanta

geous offer having been made for a supply from hence than from any

other place." On the twelfth of August, in the same year, Mr.

Pinckney states : "A small remainder of the copper, I understand,

is left still to be sent. I shall soon close the account." And again,

on the 15th of August, 1793, he informs the department that he

has forwarded a considerable part of the copper contracted for,

and that by the next vessel, which will sail in a short time, he

hopes to send the remainder.

We give these details, because they present an example of the

difficulties under which the Director of the Mint labored. Not

withstanding these embarrassments, the Mint commenced opera

tion in 1793 by issuing a large amount of cents. In the autumn

of the previous year (1792) a small amount of half dimes was

issued, but they were not, it is believed, of the regular coinage as

we have stated in an early part of this work, although they are

referred to in the address of the President to Congress in that year.

In 1794 the Mint was actively engaged in issuing both silver and

copper coins, and in 1795 commenced the coinage of gold.

We adopt the sentiment and language of Mr. Renwick, who,

on this subject, says: "With these difficulties in his way, it is

sufficient for the reputation of Rittenhouse to say that the Mint

of his construction continued to be adequate, without any radical

change, to all the wants of the country until a recent period.

And it appears more than probable that, considering the depressed

state of the arts in the United States, at that period, had he not

possessed the united talents of a skilful mechanic and a learned

natural philosopher, the nation must have been compelled to

resort to Europe for a person qualified to erect and set in motion

this important institution."

In the early part of the year 1795, his health began sensibly to

23
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decline, but he continued to discharge his official duties until June

of that year, when he sent in his resignation to the President.

It was accepted, we are informed, with great reluctance. After

his retirement, his health continued to decline. He, however, was

elected president of the "Democratic Society" of Philadelphia, an

association which was formed toward the close of the year 1795.

He did not take an active part in its proceedings, although he

often appeared before the public as its presiding officer. His

health continued to decline, and being sensible of the near ap

proach of death, he prepared to meet it with firmness and Chris

tian resignation. He died on the 26th of June, 1796, in the

sixty-fifth year of his age.

We close this brief notice of the first Director of the Mint,

with a quotation from the eloquent eulogium on his character,

pronounced by Dr. Benjamin Rush, before the American Philoso

phical Society: "We are assembled this day upon a mournful

occasion. Death has made an inroad upon our society. Our

illustrious and beloved President is no more. Rittenhouse, the

ingenious, the modest, and the wise; Rittenhouse, the friend of

God and man, is now no more ! For this, the temple of Science

is hung in mourning; for this, our eyes now drop a tributary tear.

Nor do we weep alone. The United States of America sympa

thize in our grief, for his name gave a splendor to the American

character, and the friends of humanity in distant parts of the

world unite with us in lamenting our common loss, —for he

belonged to the whole human race." And again Dr. Rush says :

" He died like a Christian, interested in the welfare of all around

him, believing in the resurrection and the life to come, and hoping

for happiness from every attribute of the Deity."

The person of Mr. Rittenhouse is described as tall and slender.
" His countenance," says Dr. Rush, " was striking and remarkable.

It displayed a mixture of contemplation, benignity, and inno
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cence." In the capacity of a husband and father, he was exem

plary and affectionate; as a neighbor, kind and charitable; and as

a friend, sincere, ardent, and disinterested.

The portrait of Mr. Rittenhouse in the Cabinet of the Mint is

a copy from an original painting of Charles Wilson Peale, in the

possession of the American Philosophical Society.

II. HENRY WILLIAM DE SAUSSURE.

The second Director of the Mint, Henry William De Saussure,

was a native of South Carolina. He was decended from a noble

foreign ancestry. The name was derived from the borough of

Saussure, in the Duchy of Lorraine, in France, in which country

his ancestry possessed the lordships of Demmartin and Monteuil

and other seigniorial estates. Anthony De Saussure, his ancestor,

embraced the reformed religion, on account of which, in 1551, he

was obliged to abandon his country. He resided in Strasburg

and Neufchatel, cities of Metz, where he was one of the chief

instruments in the establishment of the reformed religion ; he also

resided in Geneva, and was on terms of intimacy and friendship

with Calvin. A portion of his correspondence with the great

reformer is
,

we are informed, preserved by his descendants in

South Carolina. He finally placed himself under the protection

of the States of Berne, and settled in the City of Lausanne. His

descendants, who were numerous, were distinguished by the highest

honors of their adopted country. Among these, was John Louis

De Saussure, who was declared "noble and generous," by a decree

of the States of Berne, and Professor De Saussure, the illustrious

philosopher and naturalist, to whom science is so much indebted.

Henry De Saussure, of Lausanne, the grandfather of the subject

of this notice, emigrated to South Carolina in 1731, where he
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became a planter. His sons, Daniel, Louis, and Thomas, the first

the eldest, and the father of the Director, took an active part in

the measures which led to the Revolution, and in the war which

followed. The latter, on the coast of South Carolina, at the

head of his company, captured a transport of the enemy carrying

troops and horses. He was taken prisoner at the capitulation of

Charleston and put in close confinement at St. Augustine. Here

he was detained until the general exchange of prisoners in 1781,

when he, with other liberated prisoners, was transferred to Phila

delphia. During his sojourn in this city, he received an appoint-

ment in the bank of Robert Morris. Upon the surrender of

Cornwallis, he took up his residence at Charleston, where he

filled many prominent positions, among which was the Presidency

of the Branch Bank of the United States, and Speaker of the

Senate of his State. He died in the year 1798.

Henry William De Saussure, the subject of this memoir, was

the only son of Daniel De Saussure, above referred to. He was

born on the 16th of August, 1763, at Pocotaligo, South Carolina;

but removed in early life to the town of Beaufort, and subse

quently to Charleston. At this place he was a pupil in a clas

sical academy. When the State was invaded by the enemy in

1779, young De Saussure, though but sixteen years of age, enrolled

himself in a volunteer company. After the city surrendered, he

refused to take protection, and was sent to the prison-ships. Sub

sequently he was exchanged and sent in a cartel to Philadelphia,

where he had the happiness to meet his father, who, as we have

seen, had also been exchanged. In this city, by the direction of

his father, he entered as a student-at-law in the office of Mr. Jared

Ingersoll. He was admitted to the bar of Philadelphia in 1784.

In 1785 he returned to Charleston and became a member of the bar

of his own State. Here he acquired considerable distinction and

eminence. In 1789 he was a member to form the Constitution of
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South Carolina. In 1791 he was elected a member of the House

of Representatives of his State. In 1795 Mr. De Saussure suffered

from an attack of rheumatism, which endangered his life. Hav

ing spent the early part of the summer of that year at the Sweet

Springs of Virginia, with great benefit to his health, he proceeded

to New York. Here he received a communication from Edmund

Randolph, then Secretary of State, inclosing a commission from

President Washington, appointing him Director of the Mint.

We learn from himself, says Judge Harper, in his memoir, that he

waited on General Alexander Hamilton, and, showing him the

commission, said : " I know nothing of this matter, nor why this

commission has been sent me; I am utterly unacquainted with

the duties of the office." General Hamilton replied: "If the

office will be convenient to you, accept it. You are a lawyer and

a man of business, and can easily make yourself acquainted with

its duties."
'
He accepted the office, proceeded to Philadelphia and

visited his predecessor, the venerable Rittenhouse. Applying
himself to his official duties, with his usual conscientious assiduity,

he soon became acquainted with their details.

The head of Liberty on the dollar of 1795 was designed by

Stuart, the celebrated portrait painter, at the request of the Direc-.

tor, as we learn from a relation of the family; Stuart facetiously

remarking that Liberty on the other coins had run mad —refer

ring to the disheveled hair on the head of Liberty on the pre

vious coins—we will bind it up, and thus render her a steady

matron.

Finding his health re-established, and being anxious to return

to Carolina and resume the practice of his profession, he tendered

his resignation to President Washington, who accompanied his

acceptance of it with a letter, expressing his approbation of his

official conduct, and regret at his retirement from office. This

interesting letter is
,

we learn, still preserved in the family. The
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President consulted him with respect to his successor in office, and

Elias Boudinot was appointed. Retiring to Charleston he devoted

himself to his profession.

From this period to the year 1808, Mr. De Saussure, while pur

suing his profession with diligence and success, also filled several

important public offices, chiefly of a legislative character. In

1808 he was elected one of the chancellors of the State. On being

elected to this office, he removed to Columbia, where he continued

to reside for a period of twenty-nine years, and until a short time

before his death. In 1816 and 1817 he published his Equity Re

ports in four volumes. In 1824, when a new organization of the

court was made by which the number of chancellors was reduced

from five to two, he was elected by the legislature to remain on

the chancery bench. In 1835 he was elected the first President

of the Society for the Advancement of Learning, then established

at Columbia. The College of the State, which he had greatly

contributed to found, was an object of his care and interest. In

1837, in consequence of declining health and advancing years, he

resigned his office as chancellor. A few months after his resigna

tion, his health appeared for a time to improve, so as to offer hopes

•of a life prolonged beyond the ordinary period. These appear

ances, however, were but transient; he soon sank again, and con

tinued more and more to decline, until the 26th of March, 1839,

when he expired.

Judge O'Neall, in his "Bench and Bar of South Carolina," to

whose work we are much indebted in the preparation of this

article, says: "That it was fortunate for the State that he was

elected a Judge of the Court of Equity; to him the system owes

its shape, form, and existence. He was to South Carolina what

Kent was to New York. Unwearied industry, combined with a

thorough knowledge of law and equity, and a patience which

never tired of hearing, and a politeness which made the merest
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tyro feel he was in the presence of a friend, caused him to be

admired and loved by every one who had the heart of a man."

And Judge Harper, from whose "Memoir" we have largely

extracted, speaking of his deathbed, says : " There was with him

no affectation of stoicism; no undervaluing of life, which his own

benignity had taught him to enjoy; but the religion which he had

professed in life supported him in death; and he looked forward

with the serene hope of a happy immortality. This auspicious

closing of life was vouchsafed, by the peculiar favor of heaven, to

a good and virtuous man."

" Life's duty done, as sinks the clay,

Light from its load the spirit flies;

While heaven and earth combine to say,

' How blest the righteous when he dies 1' "

The portrait of Judge De Saussure, in the Cabinet, was painted

by Mr. Samuel Dubois, from a daguerreotype taken from a family

picture in the possession of his son, the Hon. W. F. De Saussure,

of Columbia, South Carolina.

III. ELIAS BOUDINOT, LL.D.

The third Director of the Mint, Elias Boudinot, was born in

Philadelphia, on the 2d day of May, 1740. Like his predecessor,

he was of French extraction. His ancestors being Protestants,

on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes were compelled to leave

their native country. It is said that in ten years after that event,

which took place in 1685, two hundred thousand French Pro

testants suffered martyrdom, and more than seven hundred thou

sand were driven from the kingdom. Many of these fugitives

found a home in Holland, in various parts of Germany, and in
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England; and large numbers of them took refuge in the American

Colonies. And thus, while France was impoverished, this country

was enriched with men of intellect, and enterprise, and of the

highest moral worth. When the Colonies arose to assert their free

dom and independence, the descendants of these conscientious and

resolute men were uniformly found in the front ranks in favor of

their adopted country. This was exemplified in the family of

Boudinot, as it was in that of De Saussure, as we have already

seen.

No lengthened account of the ancestors of Mr. Boudinot is

deemed necessary in the brief sketch which we herein present.

The great-grandfather of Mr. Boudinot first took refuge in England,

of which country he became a denizen by letters-patent from the

crown, in 1686. He then took the name of Boudinot; it was

originally Oudinot. The next year he came to America.

The christian name of his ancestor was Elias, as was also that

of his father. His mother, whose maiden name was Catharine

Williams, was of Welsh descent. Young Boudinot received a

classical education; and having decided upon the law for his pro

fession, entered upon its study in the office, and under the direction

of Richard Stockton, of New Jersey, one of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence, and one of the most eminent states

men our country has produced. Mr. Boudinot, about the time of

his admission to the bar, married the sister of his distinguished

preceptor. Entering upon the practice of his profession at Eliza-

bethtown, New Jersey, he soon acquired a respectable position and

a lucrative practice. He continued his professional career with

distinction and success, until the difficulties between the British

government and the Colonies interrupted the business of the

courts. He advocated the cause of the Colonies with great zeal

and ability, in the forum and with his pen; and when hostilities

were actually commenced, he drew his sword in its support. He
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was appointed Commissary-General of Prisoners, by Congress, in

1776. This gave him the rank and pay of a colonel in the army

of the Revolution. In the "Records of the Revolutionary "War,"

published by W. T. R. Saffell, we notice a letter from Colonel Bou-

dinot to Captain Alexander Graydon, of the Third Pennsylvania

Regiment, dated at Camp Valley Forge, April 15, 1778, announcing

Captain Graydon's exchange, in which he says: "I ought to have

announced your exchange to you long ago, but my attention has

been so taken up with the greater distress of our unhappy prison

ers, that it slipped my memory, except putting it in general

orders." The "greater distress" referred to by Colonel Boudinot,

is noticed in the Columbiad of Joel Barlow:—

" See the black prison-ship's expanding womb,

Impested thousands, quick and dead, entomb."

In a note, it is said: "Mr. Boudinot, who was the American

Commissary of Prisoners at the time, has since informed the

author of this poem, that in one prison-ship alone, called the

Jersey, which was anchored near New York, eleven thousand

American prisoners died in eighteen months; almost the whole of

them from the barbarous treatment of being stifled in a crowded

hold with infected air, and poisoned with unwholesome food."

Colonel Boudinot served as Commissary-General of Prisoners until

1779, in which year he was elected a member of Congress, from

New Jersey ; which office he accepted, and consequently resigned

his military appointment. He continued to serve as a member of

that honorable body until the close of the war. In 1782, he had

the distinguished honor of being elected President of Congress,

and in that capacity signed the treaty of peace of 1 783, with

Great Britain, by which the freedom and independence of the

United States was acknowledged and secured.

Having thus served his country during the most eventful period
24
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of our history, and until peace was proclaimed, he resumed the

practice of the law with his accustomed diligence and success. In

1789, when the Federal Constitution was adopted, and there was

in all the States an anxiety to secure the services of men of ability

and integrity to co-operate with and assist Washington in estab

lishing and carrying on the Government, Mr. Boudinot was again

elected a member of Congress; and he continued to occupy a seat

in that body until he was appointed the Director of the Mint of the

United States. This appointment was conferred on him by Wash

ington, on the resignation of Mr. De Saussure, on the 28th of

October, 1795. He immediately entered upon the duties of the

office. His first labors appear to have been the preparation of a

system of rules and regulations for the government of the Mint;

and as an instance of his great industry as well as ability, we may

state that these rules are dated a few days after he entered upon

the office. They are entitled as follows : " Orders and Directions

for conducting the Mint of the United States, Established by Elias

Boudinot, Director of said Mint, November 2, 1795." It is a

pamphlet of thirty-six pages, printed by John Fenno, No. 119

Chestnut Street. No doubt many of these rules, perhaps the

greater portion of them, had been prescribed by his predecessors;

but Mr. Boudinot, so far as we can learn, first prepared them in a

regular and systematic form, and caused them to be printed for the

use of the officers and other persons concerned in the business of

the Mint. Some of these regulations have been incorporated into

subsequent laws relating to the Mint, particularly the general

Mint Law of 1837; others were only appropriate to the Mint

organization of that period; but they all evince an intention to

require a careful arrangement of the accounts of the Mint, and of

its operations, and, as far as was practicable, to provide for the

security of the bullion and treasure kept therein. At that time

there was no Melter and Refiner; to supply this omission, the
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Director prescribed that until such officer was appointed by the

President, the Chief Coiner should have the charge of the opera

tions of melting and refining. This was perhaps as well as could

be done under the circumstances, but it would now be considered not

very regular. Among the rules for the workmen is the following :

" It is understood in future that all the workmen and laborers find

themselves in diet, drink, and lodging." Before that time there

was an item in the estimates of expenses for "rum," the workmen

being allowed "fatigue rations;" and, indeed, on one occasion, an

extra allowance of rum was made, on a day in August, on account

of the extreme heat of the weather.

In the summer and autumn of 1797, 1798, 1799, 1802, and

1803, the Mint was closed on account of the yellow fever. The

order for closing it in 1798 is dated the twentieth of August, in

which it is stated that " the Director having received an official cer

tificate from Dr. Rush, the Treasurer of the Mint, that it is no longer

safe for the officers and workmen of the Mint to remain at their usual

occupations in the city, the Director thinks proper to order the

several officers of the Mint to close their respective departments,

and shut up the Mint without delay until further orders." The

business of the Mint was not resumed until the twelfth of Novem

ber, at which time, in the order for resuming operations, the Director

says that the late dangerous epidemic has so far subsided that busi

ness may be again commenced with great safety. In 1797, the

Mint was closed on the thirty-first of August; in 1802, on the

twenty-fifth of the same month; and in 1803, on the twenty-sixth

of October, in each case for a few weeks.

In the year 1801, proposals were made to the Government to

perform the operation of coinage by contract with individuals. The

Director reported that " this proposition was wholly inadmissible

and unpracticable; and that it was altogether against the policy

of Government to suffer her coin to be made by persons not abso
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lutely under her control and check, or who would employ persons

in the execution of the work with whom the Government had no

connection." He adds that "it would be impossible to be executed

without the Government kept all its principal officers, such as

Director, Assayer, Melter and Refiner, and Chief Coiner; which

would make it far more expensive than it is now." These views

were so sound and unanswerable that the suggestion was not further

pressed.

It was about this time proposed to introduce steam power into the

Mint, and the offer was made to supply a steam-engine at the cost of

|6000 ; this the Director considered would be a practicable and useful

improvement, if it could be accomplished at a reasonable rate; but he

considered the price was too great, and hence it would unnecessarily

increase the cost of coinage. Steam power was not introduced into

the Mint until 1816; up to that time horses were used, four of

which were generally employed. One of the orders issued by Mr.

Boudinot was that no person "should presume to ride the horses on

Sundays." Such an order it seems was not entirely uncalled for, as

it appears in one of the documents of 1796, that as an excuse for

riding one of the horses, it was said "that the horse had been

some time under the farrier's hands, and the farrier recommended

to the hostler that a trip in the country would be of service to the

horse." There was also a dog attached to the Mint establishment,

as would appear by one of the regulations, which was as follows :

"The day watch shall, as soon as the workmen leave the Mint,

carefully close and bolt all the doors and window shutters of the

several apartments, and remain in the building, with the dog inside,

till the night watch takes his place."

During the period of Mr. Boudinot's connection with the Mint he

resided in the summer season at his country-seat, called Rosehill,

situated three or four miles from the city; it is now on the Second

Street Road ; at that time it was only accessible by a long lane from
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the Frankford Road, crossing over Gunner's Run by a bridge. Mr.

Boudinot generally rode out to this place soon after the close of the

business of the day. On one occasion, however, he was detained

until a late hour in the night, in consequence of a heavy storm of

rain; he rode to his home on horseback, as was his custom,

passing the bridge, as he supposed, as usual ; but, to his surprise,

the next morning, he discovered that the flooring of the bridge

had been carried away by the storm, and his horse had passed over

on a single log. Mr. Boudinot regarded his preservation from in

jury, and perhaps loss of life, as a special act of Providence; and

it is interesting to note, that the horse which he rode on that occa

sion was always afterward an object of his regard, and, we are

informed, he made a special provision by which he should be

properly cared for. There are several versions of this incident,

but the above, we believe, may be relied on.

Mr. Boudinot continued to discharge the duties of Director of

the Mint with great fidelity and ability until the year 1805, when

he resigned the office ; and, retiring from all public employment, he

took up his residence in Burlington, New Jersey.

After his retirement from public stations, Mr. Boudinot usefully

occupied himself in attending to his large estate, and in the study

of biblical literature, to which he was always devoted. He found

time, as he had also the most ample means, to dispense the most

liberal and munificent charities, both of a public and private char

acter. He states in his will, which is dated in 1821, that he had

made " for more than sixty years a profession of faith in the

Christian religion, which by the free grace of God, through Jesus

Christ, and by the continued influences of his Holy Spirit, has

been strengthened and confirmed by the most happy experience

founded on solid grounds, and by a thorough examination and

inquiry into the Divine Scriptures through that long period." As

was his faith, so was his life. He devoted himself to the cause of
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Christianity, and to the promotion of the happiness of mankind.

He took a deep interest in the cause of education, and the allevia

tion of the necessities of the poor.

We can only enumerate a few of the public trusts held by Mr.

Boudinot, and notice some of his munificent donations and be

quests. In 1772, he was elected a Trustee of the College of New

Jersey, and in 1805, founded, in it
,

a Cabinet of Natural History,

at the cost of three thousand dollars. In 1811, he was appointed

by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, of which he

was a member, one of the Standing Committee of Missions. In

1812, he was elected a member of the American Board of Foreign

Missions, to which he presented a donation of five hundred dollars.

He was one of the founders of the American Bible Society, and

gave it the liberal donation of ten thousand dollars. He was the

first President of that Society, being elected in 1816, and con

tinued to be its presiding officer until the end of his life.

Mr. Boudinot departed this life on the 2 4th day of October,

1821, in the eighty-second year of his age. His long and useful

career was closed in calmness and serenity. He knew in whom he

had believed ; and, as his end approached, in the full possession of

his mental faculties, he declared his readiness to depart and be

with his Saviour, his last words being "Lord Jesus, receive my

spirit."

Mr. Boudinot left but one child, a daughter, the widow of the

Honorable William Bradford, who died in 1794; a distinguished

lawyer of Pennsylvania, and the Attorney-General of the State ;

subsequently a Judge of Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, and

afterwards Attorney-General of the United States, by the appoint

ment of Washington. Mr. Boudinot made suitable provisions for

this daughter, and other relatives, his wife having died in 1808.

A copy of his will is now before us. From it we learn that he

bequeathed the great part of his large property to various religious,
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literary, and benevolent objects. Five thousand dollars were left

to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church; four thou

sand and eighty acres of land for theological students, at Princeton ;

four thousand acres to the College of New Jersey, for the estab

lishment of fellowships; four thousand acres to the Society for the

amelioration of the condition of the Jews; three thousand two hun

dred and seventy acres to the Pennsylvania Hospital; thirteen

thousand acres to the City of Philadelphia for supplying the poor

with wood on low terms. To the General Assembly of the Pres

byterian Church, in trust, for the uses stated in his will, three

houses and lots in Eleventh Street, near Locust, Philadelphia.

Two hundred dollars to ten poor widows of Burlington, to be de

termined by his daughter, Mrs. Bradford. To the New Jersey Bible

Society, two hundred dollars to buy spectacles for old people, "it
being in vain," he adds, " to give the Bible to those who have not

the means of reading it." Also numerous other bequests for objects

of a similar character. Among other bequests to his nephew,

Elias E. Boudinot, is the following: "My small original profile of

his late Excellency Lieutenant-General Washington, formerly

President of the United States, being one of the last for which he

sat, at my particular request, and, in my opinion, the best profile

likeness ever taken of him." This bequest attracted the special

attention of the writer; but, we regret to state, on inquiring of the

legatee, Judge Boudinot, now a resident of this city, this like

ness of Washington cannot be found. It is believed to have been

taken away after the death of Mr. Boudinot, with other valuables,

by a dishonest domestic. It never came into the possession of the

legatee.

Mr. Boudinot was a ready and fluent writer. He was the author

of several publications. Those that have come under our obser

vation are as follows: 1. "The Age of Revelation, or The Age

of Reason an Age of Infidelity;" this was published in 1790.
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2. "The Life of the Rev. William Tennent." 3. "An Oration

before the Society of the Cincinnati," in 1793. 4. "The Second

Advent of the Messiah," in 1815. 5. "A Star in the West, etc.,"

in 1816. In this last-named publication he endeavors to prove

that the American Indians are the lost Tribes of Israel.

An excellent portrait of Mr. Boudinot was painted by Waldo

and Jewett. In the Cabinet of the Mint is a faithful copy from

it
,

presented by his nephew, Hon. Elias E. Boudinot, of Phila

delphia.

IV. ROBERT PATTERSON, LL.D.

Robert Patterson, LL.D., the fourth Director of the Mint, was

born in the Province of Ulster, Ireland, May 30, 1743. Although

his opportunities for education were very limited, he was enabled,

principally by his energies, to acquire a solid foundation of learning,

especially in mathematics and physical science. He emigrated to

America in 1768, where he found employment as a teacher. He

was engaged in that capacity, as Principal of the Academy at Wil

mington, Delaware, when the war of the Revolution broke out.

Mr. Patterson, while a mere youth, had acquired some knowledge

of the military art while acting as a volunteer for the defence of

Ireland against a threatened French invasion. Ardently devoted

to the cause of the Colonies, he now tendered his services as a

military instructor, and afterwards entered the revolutionary army,

where he acted in the various capacities of Adjutant, Assistant

Surgeon, and Brigade Major. He continued in the service until

after the evacuation of Philadelphia and New Jersey. In 1779,

he was elected Professor of Mathematics in the University of Penn

sylvania, which position he occupied until the year 1814. "Ardu
ous as were his duties in the university," (we quote from a memoir

by Chief Justice Tilghman,) " he found time for other useful em
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ployments. Being highly esteemed by his fellow-citizens, he was

elected a member of the Select Council of Philadelphia, of which

he was chosen President in 1799. In the year 1805, he received

from President Jefferson, with whom he had been in habits of

friendship, the appointment of Director of the Mint. This office

he filled with great reputation until his last illness, when he

resigned." He died soon after, in Philadelphia, on the 22d of

July, 1824, in his eighty-second year.

Mr. Patterson occupied a high position in his adopted country,

and was on terms of intimacy and correspondence with many of

its leading men in learning and science. He took an active part

in the proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, of which

he finally became President, and communicated several scientific

papers to its transactions. He was the author of a Treatise on

Arithmetic, and edited several works on science. In manners,

Mr. Patterson was dignified, but affable. In politics he belonged

to the school of Jefferson. His religious convictions were sincere,

and bore fruit in his daily life. He was long an Elder in the

Presbyterian Church. In his bodily frame, he was of middling

height, strongly built, and of a venerable and dignified appearance.

The portrait of him in the Mint Cabinet is copied from the excel

lent original by Rembrandt Peale.

V. SAMUEL MOORE, M.D.

Dr. Samuel Moore was born at Deerfield, Cumberland County,

New Jersey, on the 8th of February, 1774. His father was an

officer of artillery in the revolutionary army, took part in the

battle of Brandywine, and was wounded in the battle of Ger

mantown.

Dr. Moore was a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,

25
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(1791,) and was afterwards a tutor in that institution. He subse

quently studied medicine, and practiced a short time in Bucks

County, Pennsylvania. The state of his health obliged him to

abandon the profession and enter into the East India trade;

making several voyages to Canton and Calcutta. In 1808 he

again settled in Bucks County, and in 1818 was elected to Con

gress from that district. He was twice re-elected.

In July, 1824, he was appointed by President Monroe Director

of the Mint. A prominent incident of his term of service in this

capacity, was the transfer of the Mint from the old and contracted

building in Seventh Street to the spacious and elegant marble

edifice in Chestnut Street, for which, chiefly by his own influence

and exertions, the necessary appropriations were obtained; and

which was begun and completed under his immediate superintend

ence. The corner-stone was laid by him, July 4, 1829, and the

building began to be occupied in May, 1833.

In May, 1835, he resigned the office, the resignation to take

effect on the first of July. He had thus filled this responsible

place for eleven years, under the administrations of Monroe,

Adams, and Jackson. Subsequently he engaged in mining enter

prises, and for many years past has been President of the Hazleton

Coal Company. In his eighty-seventh year he continues to be

actively engaged in the duties of that position.

The portrait of Dr. Moore, in the Cabinet of the Mint, was

painted, from life, by Mr. Samuel Dubois.
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VI. ROBERT MASKELL PATTERSON, M.D.

Robert Maskell Patterson, M.D., the sixth Director of the Mint,

was born in Philadelphia, March 23, 1787. His father was Pro

fessor Robert Patterson previously noticed. Dr. Patterson was an

inmate of the University almost from his cradle. He received his

first lesson in its preparatory school, and passing upward through

the several collegiate courses, he graduated as a Bachelor of Arts

in 1804, and as a Doctor of Medicine a few years later.

In the year 1809 he visited Europe, and there pursued his

studies both in medicine and in the physical and natural sciences.

He resided two years in Paris, then in the zenith of its fame, in

science as well as in political power. In 1811 he visited Lon

don, and completed his education as a chemist under Sir Humphrey

Davy. He returned to the United States in the following year.

His reputation had preceded him. In a few months after his

arrival he found himself Professor in the University of Pennsyl

vania, and in 1814 its Vice-Provost. He filled the chairs of

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, and Mathematics in this institu

tion until 1828, when he was persuaded to transfer his usefulness

and fame to the University of Virginia. He retained this position

for several years, adding greatly to his reputation. Mr. Madison

and the other distinguished men who were associated with him in

the Board of Visitors, gave Dr. Patterson their unreserved con

fidence, and cherished for him the most intimate relations of

personal regard. But his affections looked back upon his native

city, and, in 1835 on the resignation of Dr. Moore, he accepted

the appointment of Director of the Mint. In this station he con

tinued until declining health admonished him to seek relief from

the toils of office. He resigned the Directorship in July, 1851.

He died in this city, September 5, 1854, in his sixty-eighth year.
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Dr. Patterson was elected a member of the American Philoso

phical Society, in 1809, at the age of twenty-two, the youngest

man ever admitted. In its proceedings he ever took an active

and leading part. In 1843 he delivered the discourse at its cen

tennial celebration. In 1849 he was elected its President.

Dr. Patterson's reputation was gained as a lecturer on science,

for which his education and fullness of learning eminently qualified

him. Judge Kane, in his notice of him read before the American

Philosophical Society, has on this point recorded the following

opinion: "His lectures," says he, "were models. They traced for

you the ripple marks of bygone theories; but he belonged himself

to the era of progress, and he taught the science of the day in all

its freshness. It was thorough teaching too, addressed to the mind

as well as to the eye. His experiments were refined and certain;

not too numerous, and without anything of the showman's display.

He had the faculty, so rare and desirable, of feeling whether he

was understood —to speak more truly, of knowing that he was so."

In the different organizations, scientific, artistic, and religious,

that make up for Philadelphia her proudest characteristics, the

subject of this notice was a leading man. In private life he was

greatly beloved; a true gentleman, gentle in manners, and in

expressing his opinions.

The period of Dr. Patterson's term of office was one of great

interest in the history of the Mint. The general Mint law of

January 18, 1837, by which the previous laws and regulations

were simplified and arranged, and several modifications of a highly

useful character introduced, was prepared by him. The standard

of nine-tenths fine, which had been adopted in France and some

other countries, was fixed by this law as the standard of the coins

of the United States. The Branch Mints at New Orleans, Dah-

lonega, and Charlotte, were established by the act of Congress

of March 3d, 1835, and while Dr. Moore was Director; but the
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organization of them devolved upon his successor, Dr. Patterson.

It was during the latter part of his tenure of office that the mines

of California were discovered, and poured into the Mints their

enormous production of gold.

On his .retirement from office, the medal described on page 114

of this work was struck as a testimonial of the respect enter

tained for him by the officers of the Mint.

The portrait of Dr. Patterson, in the Cabinet, though taken

under disadvantageous circumstances, gives a good idea of his

personal appearance.

The portraits of the subsequent presiding officers of the Mint

have not been placed in the Cabinet; and, as our purpose is only

to notice the various objects of interest in the Cabinet, our sketch

of the Directors here closes. We note, however, the tenure of

office of the succeeding Directors.

VII. DR. GEORGE N. ECKERT.

From July 1st, 1851, to the 4th of April, 1853, when he resigned.

VIII. THOMAS M. PETTIT.

Was appointed on the 4th of April, 1853, to fill the vacancy

occasioned by the resignation of Dr. Eckert; but he had scarcely

entered upon his official duties, when his useful and honorable

career was closed by death. He died on the 30th of May, 1853,

in the fifty-sixth year of his age.
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IX. JAMES ROSS SNOWDEN.

When the office of Director became vacant by the death of Judge

Pettit, the present incumbent was appointed. He entered upon the

duties of the office on the 4th day of June, 1853.

ADAM ECKFELDT.

Although Mr. Eckfeldt was not a presiding officer of the Mint,

his portrait finds an appropriate place in the Cabinet, on account

of the unexampled duration of his continuance in the Mint, ex

tending to nearly half a century. There is also a propriety in this

compliment, from the fact that his collection of coins, American

and Foreign, formed the basis and beginning of the Mint col

lection ; we, therefore, present the following notice of him.

Mr. Eckfeldt was born in the City of Philadelphia on the 15th

of June, 1769; and that city was his residence during the whole of

his life. As an apprentice to his father, who had a large smithery,

(and was celebrated for the manufacture of sickles and trowels, the

best of that day,) he was trained to all kinds of iron work, and

had a particular aptitude for machinery. Very soon after coming

of age, he started in business for himself; and at almost the begin

ning of the Mint establishment, in 1792 or 1793, was engaged in

constructing machines and implements for it. His official con

nection as Assistant Coiner began January 1st, 1796, by appoint

ment of Director Boudinot, with the consent of President Wash
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ington. He frequently met with the latter, in his visits to the

Mint, which was, as we have seen in other portions of this work,

with him a favorite institution.

In 1814, upon the death of the Chief Coiner, Mr. Henry Voigt,

Mr. Eckfeldt was appointed to that position, in which he continued

until his resignation in 1839. He continued to visit the Mint

daily, for some years after, and take part as an amateur. Without

being robust, he possessed a good physical constitution, and his life

was protracted to a good old age. He died on the 6th of February,

1852, in the eighty-third year of his age.

Directly after his resignation, very emphatic and enduring testi

monials of regard were presented from his fellow officers, and from

the Secretary of the Treasury. In addition to these, the President

of the United States, Mr. Van Buren, in a private letter, said :
" I

beg you to accept my warmest wishes for your future welfare and

happiness, to which no one has a better claim than yourself,

founded on a long and faithful service as an officer, and honesty

and worth as a man."

In the brief space allowed, it can only be said, that he was a

man of large information on many subjects; possessed an inventive

genius, which enabled him to introduce some excellent improve

ments in minting processes; was singularly industrious and ener

getic; and for his social qualities and uprightness was universally

respected, and indeed beloved, by the officers associated with him,

and the extended circle of his acquaintance. He had a particular

taste for farm and garden culture, and was warmly interested in

the church of which he was a member.

The portrait of Mr. Eckfeldt, in the Cabinet, was painted by Mr.

Samuel Dubois, from life. It was taken a few years before his

death; and is a good likeness of this venerable citizen and faith

ful public officer.





LIST OF OFFICERS
Serving at the Mint of the United States at Philadelphia, since the 14th of

April, 1792, with the dates of their respective appointments.

DIRECTORS.
NAMES. DATES OF APPOINTMENT.

David Rittenhouse April 14, 1792.

Henry William De Saussure July 8, 1795.

Elias Boudinot October 28, 1795.

Robert Patterson January 17, 1806.

Samuel Moore July 15, 1824.

Robert M. Patterson May 2G, 1835.

Georoe N. Eckert June 30, 1851.

Thomas M. Pettit April 4, 1853.

James Ross Snowden June 3, 1853.

TREASURERS.

Tristam Dalton May 4, 1792.

Nicholas Way May 20, 1794.

Benjamin Rush November 27, 1797.

James Rush April 27, 1813.

William Findlay September 13, 1830.

Joseph Ritner April 12, 1841.

Isaac Roach September 13, 1841.

James Ross Snowden March 24, 1847.

Edward C. Dale November 1, 1850.

Daniel Sturoeon April 4, 1853.

James II. Walton Tune 14, 1858.

ASSATERS.

Albion Cox April 4, 1794.

Joseph Richardson December 12, 1795.

John Richardson March 31, 1831.

Jacob R. Eckfelut April 30, 1832.
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CHIEF COINERS.
NAMES. DATES OF APPOINTMENT.

Henry Voigt January 29, 1793.

Adam Eckfeldt February 15, 1814.

Franklin Peale March 27, 1839.

George K. Childs December 1, 1854.

MELTERS AND REFINERS.

James Cloud January 2, 1797.

Franklin Peale January 5, 1836.

Jonas R. McClintock February 19, 1840.

Richard S. McCulloh April 1, 1846.

James C. Booth October 27, 1849.

ENGRAVERS.

Robert Scott November 23, 1793.

William Kneas January 29, 1824.

Christian Gobrkcht December 21, 1840.

James B. Lonuacre September 16, 1844.
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The Bust of Washington, 20.

The size of the Medals, 28.

Description of Medals, 29.

Frontispiece or Plate I.

1 Washington and Independence, 29.

Plate II.
B and C. Two reverses of No. 1, 29.

Plate III.
2 Large Medallion of Washington in citizen's

dress, 30.

Plate IV.
3 Washington before Boston, 30.

4 Washington the Soldier and Sage, by Vol
taire, 31.

5 Washington the Hero of Freedom, 31.

6 Washington Temperance Society, 31.

Plate V.

7 The Eccleston or Lancaster Medal, 31.

8 General of the American Armies, 32.

9 George Washington, 32.

10 Calendar Medal, with two reverses, 32.

Plate VI.
11 The Presidents, 32.

12 Washington, Kosciusko, and Lafayette, 33.

13 General George Washington, 33.

14 Medallion. General Washington, 33.

Plate VII.
15 The Presidency Relinquished, 33.

16 George Washington, Esq., 34.

17 The Peace Medal, 34.

18 The Metropolitan Mechanics' Institute, 34.

Plate VIII.
19 Georgius Washington. Series Numisma-

tica, 34.

20 Georgius Washington. Series Numisma

tica, 35.

21 Resigned the Presidency, 1796, 35.

22 Medallion at three-quarter face, 35.

23 Medallion from Stuart's portrait, 35.

Plate IX.
24 President of the United States, 1789, 35.

25 Signature Medal, 35.

26 The Fame Medal, 35.

27 Octagon Medal in an oval compartment, 36.

28 Breast-plate, Washington Grays, 36.

29 Unfinished medal, by C. C. Wright, 36.

Plate X.

30 Time increases his fame, 36.

31 Lancaster County Medal, 36.

32 The way to honor, 36.

33 Washington, by C. C. Wright, 37.

34 The UDion Medalet, 37.

35 Bust of Washington in citizen's dress, 37.

Plate XI.
36 Washington Silver Penny, 1792, 37.

37 Washington Cent, 1792, 37.

38 Liverpool Half Penny, 38.

39 Half Cent, 1793, 38'

40 Liberty and Security, 1795, 38.

41 London Half Penny, 1795, 38.
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42 Cent of 1792. Head of AVashington, lau-

rcated, 38.

43 Washington Silver Dollar, 1796, 38.

Plate XII.
44 Washington and Independence, 1783, 39.

45 Washington Cent, 1791. Large eagle, 39.

46 A variety of No. 44, 39.

47 Unity States of America, 39.

48 Washington Cent, 1791. Small eagle, 39.

49 Washington Cent, 1792. (Circulet of thir

teen stars,) 40.

50 Double-headed Washington Cent, 40.

51 The Triumph of George, 40.

52 Washington President, 1792, 40.

* Plate XIII.
53 The eight Presidents, 41.

54 Washington Benevolent Society, 41.

55 AVashington and Mount Vernon, 41.

56 AVashington, the First President, by Lov-
ett, 41.

Plate XIV.
57 AVashington and the Fountain of Temper

ance, 42.

58 New York Medalet, by Davis, 42.

59 A Memorial of the AVashington Cabinet, 42.

60 Born 1732, Died 1799, 42.

61 AVashington and Webster, 42.

62 George AVashington, and Mount Vernon in

1796, by A. Demarest, 42.

Plate XAr.

63 AVashington Monument Medal, 43.

64 Centennial Medal, 1832, 43.

65 AVashington and Lafayette Medalet, 43.

66 The Siege of Boston, 43.

67 North Point and Fort McHenry, 44.

68 North AVales Half Penny, 44.

69 Liberty and Security, (without date,) 44.

Plate XVI.
70 The "Manly" Medal, 44, 45.

71 The Tomb of Washington, 46.

72 The Masonic Medal, 46.

73 A Bust of AVashington, 46.

74 The Great D. G. AVashington, 46.

Plate XVII.
75 The Cabinet Medal, by Paquet, (Commemo

rative of the completion of the Mint Cabi
net of Washington Medals,) 46.

Description of Medals not Engraved.

76 Second reverse of No. 17, (Plate VII.) The
beaver and the oak, 47.

77 Second Presidency of AA'ashington. A
shepherd, 47.

78 Second Presidency of A\rashington. A far

mer, 47.

79 Second Presidency of AVashingtou. Domestic

life. 47.

80 Third reverse of No. 6, (Plate IV.) Me
chanics' Literary Association, Roches

ter, 47.

81 Funeral Medalet. The world in tears, 47.

82 Second reverse of No. 81. Skull and cross-

bones, 48.

83 First Presidency of AVashington, 48.

84 Historical Token. Mount A'ernon, 48.

85 Historical Token. Hasbrook House, 48.

86 Historical Token. Richmond Hill house, 48.

87 Historical Token. Head-quarters at Tap-

pan, 49.

88 Historical Token. Head-quarters at A'alley

Forge, 49.

89 Washington's Death, 49.

90 A bust of AVashington, 49.

91 A small bust of AVashington, 49.

92 Temperance Medalet, 49.

93 Success to the United States, 49.

94 Small Temperance Medalet, 49.

95 Childless that the nation might call him

father, 49.

96 Death of AVashington. Reverse. Same as

No. 21, (Plate VIII.) 50.

97 Head of Washington, 50.

98 Bust of George AVashington, 50.

99 Same obverse as No. 66, (Plate XV.) Re

verse. Pro patria, 50.

i 100 AVashington in a Roman mantle, 50.

101 North AVales; a variety of No. 68, (Plate
XV.) 50.

102 AVashington and Jackson. Card of AA'olfe,

Spies & Clark, 50.

103 A variety of No. 102, 50.

104 Head of AVashington. Card of Key &

Sons, 50.

105 Equestrian AVashington. Card of Bale &

Smith, 50, 51.

106 A variety of No. 105, 51.

107 Small head of Washington. Card of

AVright & Bale, 51.
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108 Bust of Washington Card of Edward

Cogan, 51.

109 Washington Cent, 1792. Card of William
Idler, 51.

110 George Washington. Card of A. B. Sage

& Co., 51.

111 Washington. Card of M. A. Abrahams, 51.

112 Washington and Head of Liberty, 51.

113 Washington and American eagle, 51.

114 Washington in imitate fortitudo, 52.

115 Washington. Compos spiel munze, 52.

116 Washington and American eagle with

shield, 52.

117 Washington. Sp. marke and ten stars, 52.

118 Washington and the Capitol, 52.

119 Washington, Composits spiel marke, 52.

120 Small Medallion from Stuart, 52.

121 Small Oval Medallion, 52.

122 Washington Oration, by Everett, 52.

123 Washington and bust of Everett, 52.

124 Washington, Virtue, Liberty, and Inde

pendence, 52.

125 Washington and Tomb. Resurgimus, 53.

126 Washington and bust of Franklin, 53.

127 Washington and a rattlesnake, 53.

128 Washington and Franklin. Par Nobile

Fratrum. 53.

129 Washington and Lafayette. Par Nobile
Fratrum, 53.

130 Obverse, bust of Washington. Reverse,

bust of Franklin, 53.

131 Presidency Relinquished; a variety of No.

15. (Plate VII.) 54.

132 Presidency Relinquished; another variety
of No. 15, (Plate VII.) 54.

133 Washington supported by Liberty and Wis
dom, 54.

134 Washington, President 1789, Died 1799, 54.

135 Washington. Lafayette died May 20,

1834, 54.

136 George Washington. Martha Washing
ton, 54.

137 G. Washington C. C. A. U. S. See also

No. 17. (Plate VII.) 54.

Some other Memorials of Washington noticed,

55, 56.

National Medals.

Army.

1 Washington before Boston, 63.

2 General Gates, for Saratoga, 63.

3 General Wayne, for Stony Point, 64.

4 Captain Stewart, for same, 64.

5 Colonel Floury, for same, 65.

6 Major Henry Lee, for Paulus Hook, 65.

7 Paulding. Williams, and Van Wert. Cap
ture of Major Andre, 66.

8 General Morgan, for Cowpens, 67.

9 Colonel Howard, for same, 67.

10 Colonel Washington, for same, 68.

11 Major-Geucral Greene, for Eutaw Springs. 68

12 Colonel Croghan, for Fort Stephenson, 69.

13 General Harrison, for the Thames, 69.

14 Governor Shelby, for the same, 70.

15 General Scott, for Chippewa and Niagara,

(Plate XVIII.) 70.

16 General Gaines. for Fort Eric, 71.

17 General Porter, for Chippewa, Niagara, and

Erie, 71.

18 General Brown, for the same, 72.

19 General Miller, for the same, 72.

20 General Ripley, for the same, 73.

21 General Macomb, for Plattsburg, 73.

22 General Jackson, for New Orleans, (Platk
XXX.) 74.

23 General Taylor, for Palo Alto and Resaca

de la Palma, 75.

24 General Taylor, for Monterey, 75.

25 General Taylor, for Buena Vista, (Plate
XX.) 75.

26 General Scott, for victories in Mexico,

(Plate XXI.) 76.

Navv.

27 Captain John Paul Jones, Capture of the

Serapis, 77.

28 Captain Truxtun, Action with the La Ven

geance, 78.

29 Commodore Preble, before Tripoli, 78.

30 Captain Hull, Capture of the Guerriere, 79.

31 Captain Jacob Jones, Capture of the Frolic,

79.

32 Captain Decatur, Capture of the Macedo

nian, 80.

33 Captain Bainbridge, Capture of the Java, 81.

34 Captain Lawrence, Capture of the Pea
cock, 81.

35 Lieutenant Burrows, Capture of the Boxer,
82.

36 Lieutenant McCall. Same action, 83.

37 Captain Perry, Capture of the British fleet

on Lake Erie, 83.
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38 Captain Elliott, for same action, 84.

39 Captain Warrington, for the Capture of the

Epervier, 84.

40 Captain Blakely. Capture of the Rein
deer, 85.

41 Captain Macdonough, Victory on Lake
Champlain, 85.

42 Captain Henley, second in command, for the

same, 86.

43 Lieutenant Cassin, for same action, 86.

44 Captain Biddle, Capture of the Penguin, 8".

45 Captain Stewart, Capture of the Cyane, 88.

Miscellaneous National Medals.

46 Memorial of Lieutenant Bache, 89.

47 Rescue of the United States brig Somers, 90.

48 Captain Ingraham, for rescue of Martin
Koszta, 91.

49 The Wrecker's Medal, 92.

50 The Shipwreck Medal, 93.

51 Japanese Embassy Medal, 93.

Presidential Medals.

John Adams, 95.

Thomas Jefferson, 95.

James Madison, 95.

James Monroe, 95.

John Q. Adams, 95.

Andrew Jackson, 95.

Martin Van Buren, 95.

John Tyler, 95.

James K. Polk, 96.

Zachary Taylor, 96.

Millard Fillmore, 96.

Franklin Pierce, 96.

James Buchanan, 96.

Snb-national Medals.

Pennsylvania to Captain Perry, 97.

Pennsylvania to Volunteers serving at the bat

tle of Lake Erie, 97.

Virginia to General Scott, 98.

New York to Colonel Bliss, 99.

Louisiana to General Taylor, 100.

New York to Dr. E. K. Kane, 100.

Miscellaneous Medals.
American.

I. Colonial and Revolutionary, 103.

1 Penn Medal. Pennsylvania settled

1681, 103.

2 Colonel John Armstrong, (Kittanning
Medal,) 103.

3 Indian Peace Medal, 104.

4 Libertas Americana, 105.

5 Franklin Medal, 105.

6 Second Franklin Medal, 105.

II. Cities, 106.

7 Philadelphia to Captains Creighton,
Low, and Stouffer, 106.

8 Presented by the Town Council of
Portsmouth, Virginia, 108.

III. AoRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, 109.

IV. Mechanical Institutes, 110.

V. Other Institutions and Societies, 111.

VI. Personal Medals.

Clay, 113.

Cooper, 113.

Eckfeldt, 114.

Gilmer, 115.

Hosack, 115.

Jackson, 113.

Kane, 115.

Latrobe, 114.

Moore, 114.

Page, 115.

Patterson, 114.

Perry, 113.

Snowden, 114.

Webster, 146.

Foreign Countries.

II. Great Britain, 116.

HI. France, 121.

IV. Germany, 134.

V. Spanish America, 138.

A Supplemental List of Medals, 143.

African Rings, Colonial and Continental

Currency, etc., 148.

The Cabinet of Minerals, 151.

The Mineralogical Collection, 153.

The Geological Collection, 154.

The Technical Collection, 154.

The Select Collection, 155.

Specimens of the precious metals, 155.

Specimens of the metals directly or indi

rectly used in coinage, 158.
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The domestic production of the precious

metals, 156.

The Dewey diamond, 156.

Other mineral specimens described, 159.

Ancient Pottery, and Various Curiosities,

160.

Etruscan vases, 160.

Roman vases and vessels, 160.

Roman lamps, jars, and lachrymatories, 161.

Egyptian vase, idols, and scarabceus, 161.

An amulet of the Gnostics, 161.

Peruvian drinking vessels, 161.

Sacred book of the Hindus, 161.

Byzant'ne prayer book, 162.

Other ancient manuscript books, 162.

Nuremberg watches, 162.

Specimens of Japanese manufacture, 162.

A brick from Mausoleum of Sardanapalus,

163.

A stamped clay cylinder from Nineveh,

163.

An effigy of Oliver Cromwell, 163.

Golden images from Central America, 164.

The Directors of the Mint.

David Rittenhouse, 166.

Henry William De Saussure, 175.

Elias Boudinot, 179.

Robert Patterson, 188.

Samuel Moore, 189.

Robert M. Patterson, 191.

George N. Eckert, 193.

Thomas M. Pettit, 193.

James Ross Snowden, 194.

A notice of Adam Eckfeldt, Chief Coiner,

194.

List of Officers of the Mint from its Oroan-
ization to tne present time, 197.
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